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ABSTRACT

A fundamental goal of computer vision research is the development of systems
capable of carrying Out scene interpretation using knowledge of the expected scene.
Here, we describe PSEIKI, a framework for expectation-driven interpretation of image
data. PSEIKI performs expectation-driven processing by matching elements, such as
edges and regions, detected in an image with model-elements front a supplied expected
scene. PSEIRI builds abstraction hierarchies in image data using cues taken from the
supplied abstractions in the expected scene. Hypothesized abstractions in the image data
are geometrically compared with the known abstractions in the expected scene; the
metrics used for these comparisons translate into belief values.
The Dempster-Shafer formalism is used to accumulate beliefs for the synthesized
abstractions in the image data. For accumulating belief values, a computationally
efficient variation of Dempster’s rule of combination is developed to enable the system to
deal with the overwhelming amount of information present in most images. This varia
tion of Dempster’s rule allows the reasoning process to be embedded into the abstraction
hierarchy by allowing for the propagation of belief values between elements at different
levels of abstraction. PSEIKI has been implemented as a 2-panel, 5-level blackboard in
OPS83. The operation and implementation Of the blackboard’s knowledge sources are
described in detail. Control aspects of the blackboard’s scheduler and distributed moni
tor are also described.
Finally, an experiment in which PSEIKI was used to aid in the navigation of an
autonomous mobile robot will be described. PSEIKI was used to provide sensory feed
back to update the estimates of the robot’s position and orientation as if traveled in a
known environment.

CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

A fundamental goal of computer vision research is the development of systems
Capable pf dairying out scene interpretation using domain knowledge. However, if the
domain knowledge is programmed directly into the systems, they tend to become too
domairi Specific and are capable of solving problems of narrow scope; Given the amount
of effort it takes to program such Systems, their payoffs tend to be rather limited. Some
computer Vision systems are able to remain domain independent by encoding domain
knowledge as data. These systems do not need to be reprogrammed when applying them
to a new application domain; one merely has to encode the new application’s domain
information into the appropriate format to allow these systems to function. It is in this
vein that PSEIKI' was created. PSEIKI’s domain knowledge is encoded in the form of
symbolic description the scene expected to be visible in the image undergoing interpreta
tion. PSEIKI was designed to be a domain-independent tool for expectation-driven scene
interpretation; it is intended to be used by higher-level, domain-specific systems. PSEIKI
can be used in a number of application domains.
PSEIKI originally was developed to aid navigation of an autonomous mobile robot
as it traveled in a known environment between two specified points [KakRob87]. As the
robot travels from its initial position to its goal position, errors in its hypothesized posi
tion and orientation accumulate to such a point that the possibility of a navigational error
arises (e.g, the robot may run into a wall if its error in position is large enough). In this
t The acronym PSEIKI stands for a Production System Environment for Integrating Knowledge with
Images. The evolution of the system can be followed by reading [AndKak87a], [AndKak87b],
[AndKak88a] and [AndKak88b1.

application, PSEIKI provides sensory feedback to update the estimates of the robot’s
position and orientation as it travels along its path. PSEIKI integrates vision information
observed by a robot-mounted camera with the scene expected to be visible from the cam
era given the robot’s hypothesized position and orientation. Once PSEIKI is used to
merge data from the expected scene and the image, triangulation then is used to update
the position of the robot in the world coordinate frame. This application of PSEIKI will
be explored in greater detail in chapter 10.
.

PSEIKI can be used for expectation-driven interpretation of vision data in other

domains in which a good estimate of the expected scene is available. For example, in the
navigation of a self-guided munition, PSEIKI could be used to compare an image of the
terrain with a map of the terrain; the results produced by PSEIKI then could be used to
yield an updated fix on the location of the munition. In a target recognition system,
PSEIKI could be used to verify tile output produced by a error-prone low-level pattern
recognition system. The hypothesized identity produced by the recognition system could
be used to generate the expected scene for PSEIKI; if PSEIKI determined that the
observed image did not match the expected scene to a significantly high degree, then the
hypothesized identity would be deemed incorrect. In industrial applications, PSEIKI
Could be used tp monitor the progress pf assembly robots. At key time5 m die Assembly
sequence, PSEIKI could be used to verify that the process is proceeding normally by
comparing an image of the assembly cell with a description of tiie scene expected to be
visible in the cell. In this application, the GAD information describing the part being
assembled could be used to generate the expected scene. Such verification systems are
expected to play an important role for robotic assembly cells in the future.
PSEIKI performs expectation-driven processing by matching elements, such as
edges and regions, detected in an image with model-elements in a supplied expected
scene. The match information generated by PSEIKI is expressed by labeling the imageelements with the identities of the corresponding model-elements; a belief value indicat
ing the confidence of the match is attached to each label. Fig. 1.1 shows an example of
PSEIKI’ s matching of image and expected scene information for a mobile robot travers
ing a known network of sidewalks. Panel (a) of this figure shows an expected scene for a
Camera mounted on the mobile robot. ^ PSEIKI’s preprocessor produces the edges
shown in panel (b) from the scene’s vision data, then PSEIKI would produce an output
similar to tite one in panel (c). This panel shows the labels attached to the edges in the
scene intetpretation with highest belief; the belief values associated with the overall
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This figure shows typical images used by PSEIKI. The image in panel (a)
shows an example of an expected scene with edges labeled. Panel (b)
shows a simple example of the output of an edge based preprocessor
which PSEIKI would use as input data. Panel (c) shows the final output of
PSEIKij with labeled edges and the labels’ belief values in the most
jj^usible intiapretation of the scene. The confidence value attached to die
bverall interpretation of the scene is also shown.
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scene interpretation and with each of the edge matches are also shown. For example, the
label ’right:35%’ means that PSEIKI has found the expected-scene edge labeled ’right’ in
panel (a) to be compatible with the lower right edge in panel (b) with a belief of 35%. In
this case, the rest of the belief, 65%, would be apportioned either to this particular label
being incorrect or to the system professing ignorance about this edge’s label. The reader
might note that the edge labeled ’top:38%’ actually corresponds to two edge segments in
panel (b). This merger of nearly compatible image edges is one consequence of various
tests PSEIKI makes for internal geometric consistencies m the vision data.
Although the above example demonstrates PSEIKI’s processing using edges,
PSEIKI is able to reason about data at higher levels of abstraction. For example, regions
in the image, represented by the edges forming their borders, are matched with regions in
the expected scene. Since the image preprocessor can deposit only low-level informa
tion, PSEIKI forms the higher-level constructs by grouping the low-level elements using
cues taken ftorn the supplied abstractions in the expected scene- For example, if
PSEIKI’s low-level preprocessor provides edge information to the system, then PSEIKI
would forin a face by grouping edges together if they had compatible labels and met
appropriate geometric constraints. The following list enumerates the levels of data
abstraction present in PSEIKI and describes the data residing on each level.
Level 1:

Vertices — Vertices are used to define the endpoints Of the edges from
level 2 of the hierarchy. They can be expressed either in world or image
/ coordinates depending on the typeofdata they represent

Level 2:

Edges--The elements on this level represent straight line segments. They
can be used to represent edges detected by the image preprocessor or can
be used to form the boundaries Of the faces stored in the next level of the
hierarchy. Arbitrary curves are represented approximately by Sequences
of edge elements; this approximate representation of curves restricts
PSEIKTs domain to polyhedral data.

Level 3:

Faces — The elements on this level represent 2 dimensional constructs. In
image data, a face corresponds to a region in the image; in model data,
: each polygonal face represents a visible surface of an object in the
expected scene.

Level 4:

-■■■

Objects — Each element on this level corresponds to a distinct physical
object defined by its boundary faces from level 3.

Leirel 5: y ^Scenes

The entire scene (expected or observed) is represented on this

.levelv.'-'The.;seene is defined as the collection of all objects in level 4 of die
j

hierarchy. At the endof processing.the scene-level image element with
the final scene interpretation. The belief in the
label of this element is interpreted as the confidence in the entire matching
process and is used to determine if the matching process has succeeded.

Fig.l.2showshow a simple scene, a single block, can be broken down hierarchi
cally. Each element in this hierarchy is defined by its parts on lower levels. This figure
demonstrates how an object can be defined in terms of its bounding faces and how a face
can be defined by the group of edges which form its border.
The Dempster-Shafer theory is used to accumulate evidence on the certainty of the
matches between image elements and expected scene elements. This formalism has the
advantage of allpwing the explicit expression of ignorance about an element's label if
that element does not match any model element to a sufficiently high degree.^ To over
come the exponential explosion usually associated with the Dempster-Shafer formalisim
a computationally efficient variation of Dempster’s rule is used to combine evidence
about the labels This variation of Dempster’s rule also allows the reasoning process to
exploit the hierarchical nature of the integration task. For example, the belief value asso
ciated with the top level of the hierarchy is considered to be the confidence in the entire
matching process; if this belief value does not exceed a threshold, the matches found are
rejected.
PSEIKI exploits geometric relationships between data-elements at the above levels
of abstraction in the reasoning process. Initial matches betweenimage data and model
data are Formed by noting geometric relationships between image-elements and modelelements. For example* an image-edge will be matched with the model-edge that comes
the closest (in some sense) to lying along the same line in the world coordinate frame.
To find the match partner Of an image-edge, PSEIKI measures the degree of collinearity
between that edge and all the model-edges in its vicinity; it then chooses as the match
partner the model-edge with which the image-edge is most collinear. The belief of the
t A Bayesian would probably insist that one could distribute belief evenly amongst all possible labels
when ah linage element can not be matched with any model element. We do not dispute that. However,
when belief Values must be generated from ad-hoc measures, expressing ignorance by withholding belief
becomes a convenient aspect of evidence accumulation - something that is not allowed in a Bayesian
formalism.
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This figure shows how a simple scene can be broken down hierarchically
into objects, faces, edges and vertices.

match then is made proportional to the degree of collinearity between the two edges.
After the initial matches are made, the beliefs associated with the matches are
updated based bn the extent to which image elements satisfy spatial constraints, dictated
by the model information. In general, two metrics are required to measure the degree to
which image-elements meet these constraints. The two metrics must provide measures
of compatibility and incompatibility between image-elements given the spatial relation
ships amongst their matched model elements. The compatibility and incompatibility
metrics provide evidehee that ah element’s label is correct of incorrect; respectively;
based bh the degree to which the model;generated constraints are satisfied. For example,
two edges that have the been matched with the same model-edge should lie approxi
mately along the same line. Thus, for edge-elemehts with the Same label, the compatibil
ity metric measures the degree to which the two edges lie along the Same line. This Collinearity metricis closely related to the measure used to establish initial edge labels. The
edge-level incompatibility metric measures the degree to which two edges do not lie
-along the same line. Of course, different (in)cohipatibility metrics must be used at each
level of abstraction.

For example, the metrics tiiat are used to compute the

(in)compatibility between two faces on the data panel measure the degree to which their
relative positions match the relative positions of their model faces (based on the cen
troids).
An important aspect of evidential reasoning in PSEIKI is the propagation of beliefs
up and down the abstraction hierarchy. The propagation Of belief values towards the
higher abstraction levels is based on the rationale that any evidence confirming a data
element’s label should also provide evidence that its parent’s label is correct. Propaga
tion of beliefs to lower levels is based on the intuitive idea that if an element is misla
beled then its constituent elements most likely are mislabeled (for example, a face and its
constituent edges).
PSEIKI has been implemented in OPS 83 as a 2-panel / 5-level blackboard, as
shown in Fig. 1.3. The left panel, called the model panel, holds the abstraction hierarchy
for the expected scene; the model data is deposited onto all levels of this panel by the
expected scene generator. The right panel, called the data panel, holds the abstraction
hierarchy for the image data. Data is deposited onto the lowest levels of this panel by the
preprocessor; data elements on the upper levels of this panel are created in the course of
blackboard processing. Each level in the blackboard corresponds to one of the levels of
data abstraction discussed earlier. Thus, each blackboard panel contains the following

abstraction levels: scenes, objects, faces, edges and vertices. Each element on the black
board, except for vertices, is defined by a finite collection of lowerdevei elements.
PSEIKI has four knowledge sources (KSs) that it uses to establish correspondehCes
between image-elements and model-elements: labeler KS, grouper KS , splitter K$, and
merger KS. The grouper KS determines which data-elemehts at a given level of the
hierarchy should be grouped to form a data-element at a higher level; For example, if a
set of edges is believed to form the border of a geometrically significant region in the
image, then the grouper KS would group them together into a face. The merger KS also
groups elements; however, its job is to merge multiple elements at a given level and
retain foe grouped information at the same level. For example, the merger KS may group
together a series of short edge segments into a longer segment, ora set of faces into a sin
gle larger face, if it is believed that the low-level preprocessor incorrectly fractured those
data elements. The splitter KS performs the opposite action of the merger KS; it splits a
single element on the blackboard into multiple smaller elements^, Its main task is to
guarantee that the grouper KS does not include incompatible data elements in a single
grouped element. The labeler KS has the responsibility of establishing model to data
correspondences at all levels of the blackboard and of accumulating evidence on the vali
dity of those correspondences. Each of these KSs can operate at any level of the black
board by using level-specific actions.
;

As was mentioned before, the input image is first preprocessed and then deposited

Onto the lowest levels of the data panel. The type of preprocessing performed by a lowlevel systems determines foe blackboard levels on which the data is deposited. The sym
bolic information produced by edge based preprocessors is deposited directly at the ver
tex fold edge levels of the data panel. On the Other hand, for preprocessors that produce
region type outputs, the additional information is fed directly onto foe face level of the
data panelThis additional input has been depicted by a dashed line in Fig. 1.3. Even
t For those familiar with our earlier publications on PSEIKI, the merger and the splitter KSs in the
current implementation are a ‘generalization’ of the data-reduction KS in the earlier version of the
system. The data-reduction KS could operate oniy at the edge level of the blackboard and its function
was to merge edge segments into longer edges and to delete short segments. On the Other hand, the
merger KS and the splitter KS can merge and split information at all levels of the blackboard. They also
are scheduled in a more integrated fashion during blackboard processing.
f t Although the original version of PSEIKI, as reported in [AndKak88a], could accept only edge level
information from the preprocessor and the expected scene generator, the hewer version reported here
requires that expected scene information be deposited on all levels of the blackboard; it can also handle
regionfoased image inputs directly.
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when image data is presented to PSEIKI in a region based form, the system still exploits
edge level information by treating the boundaries between regions as edges and matching
them with edges in the expected scene. The edge level information is not ignored
because much of the information about a region is contained in the shape of its borders;
this border information is stored on the edge level. Model data is deposited onto all lev
els of the blackboard because it is assumed that perfect knowledge of the expected scene
isavailable. ,
Work related to PSEIKI will be discussed in the next chapter, a survey of some pre
vious knowledge-based computer vision systems will be presented there. Chapter 3
discusses the type of preprocessing that must be carried out before an image can be
presented to PSEIKI; in this chapter, the data Structures used for describing the image
elements also will be shown (the same data structures are used for model elements).
Chapter 4 will focus on the generation of expected scene infomiation and will discuss
several CAD systems we have used for this purpose. Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 are used to
describe PSEIKI in detail. Chapters 5 and 6 present the techniques used in the labeler KS
to generate and accumulate evidence for correspondences between the data and the
model elements. In particular, chapter 5 describes a hierarchical evidence accumulation
scheme based ; on the Dempster-Shafer framework.

Chapter 6 demonstrates how

geometric constraints can be used to generate evidence about the matches found between
elements. Chapter 7 gives a detailed description pf blackboard operation; the operation
of the individual KSs, the scheduler and the monitor will be discussed here. Chapter 8
discusses the impiementation of the blackboard in OPS83; the data structures and some
representative rules will be shown. Complexity issues of blackboard processing are
addfeissed in chapter 9. An example application of PSEIKI is presented in chapter 10.
This chapter describes an experiment where PSEIKI is used update the hypothesized
position of a mobile robot as it trave^es a known network of hallways. Finally, some
possible improvements to PSEIKI are presented in chapter 1 i.

ii:

CHAPTER!

REEATED WORK ON SPATIAL REASONING

In this chapter, we will briefly survey what has been done to date in the develop*
ment of knowledge based systems for image understanding. We Will describe the salient
characteristics of each system, including their overall task, flow of control, tise of any
inexact reasoning schemes and any methods uSed to provide domain independence.
An early model-based image understanding system, ACRONYM, is described by
Brooks in [Bro81]; the task of this system consists of finding instances of known objects
in an image. To perform object identification, the system first builds an Prediction
Graph that specifies information about objects that cOUld be in the image; generalized
cones are used to represent these model Objects. The nodes in the graph represent predic
tions of image features; the ares specify relations between features: The system then
builds a Picture Graph of the image and identifies instances of objects in the image by
matching nodes of the Prediction Graph with sets of nodes in the Picture Graph. The
objectsin die Prediction Graph are represented in slot - filler structures where any slot
that cah accept numeric values can also accept algebraic constraints expressed as ine
qualities. The system then can manipulate these constraints and determine if they are
met by properties Of objects detected in the image. ACRONYM uses only backward
chaining in the matching process .and does not incorporate inexact reasoning. Because
ACRONYM’S model infortnation is stored completely in the Prediction Graph, its appli
cation domain can be changed by replacing the information in the graph with model
information from the new domain.
The SIGMA image understanding system for aerial interpretation was first
described in [MatHwa85] and later developed in [HwaDav85]. The system is composed
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of three main parts, a Low-Level Vision Expert for knowledge-based image processing, a
Model Selection Expert for selection of appearance models, a Geometric Reasoning
Expert that performs the systems spatial reasoning. The system represents its Object
classes hierarchically using frames, each slot of a frame contains a production rule about
the object class. The System’s flow of control integrates bottom-up and toprdown reason
ing into an integrated reasoning process. The system is able to integrate hypotheses
about specific objects in the scene by clustering related hypotheses and verifying the
"composite hypothesis." The system does not use uncertain reasoning, but instead is able
to control its focus of attention based on the strength of a situation.
Anotheraerial interpretation system is described by Nagao and Matsuyama [NagMat80]; the system is based on the blackboard architecture and uses multispectral images
in the interpretation process. To accomplish the interpretation task, the system first per
forms a global survey of the entire image and labels regions without using domain
specific knowledge The characteristic regions that it finds* such as water, vegetation,
roads, etc,* then are used to generate context information for further blackboard process
ing. This processing consists of a detailed analysis of local areas in the scene using con
text information provided by the characteristic regions and applying context specific
object detection subsystems.
SPAM, a system designed by McKeown, Harvey and McDermott also is an aerial
image interpretation system [MckHar85], The system originally was constructed to
interpret airport Scenes but has been expanded with a rule generator So thatit now can
interpret scenes from other domains. SPAM uses confidence values to aid in labeling and
can, manipulate these values based ort the consistency ofthe various labels.
VISIONS (HansOn and Risemanj is a blackboard expert system designed to analyze
cOlOr images [HanRis78]. The system uses a flexible confiol scheme, hierarchical scene
representation, and a number Of knowledge sources to accomplish the scene interpreta
tion task. VISIONS is domain independent, but schemas can be used to tune the system
for a particular application.
Nazifand Levine describe an expert system based image segmenter in [NazLev84];
the system was designed to provide a framework that would allow the combination of
edge, region and area based segmentation techniques. With these segmentation tech
niques, the segmenter can split and merge regions, link and break edges and operate on
image areas basedon features of the elements. The system is rule-based and stores its
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rules in a global long term memory; the image data undergoing segmentation is pro
cessed in a short term; memory. The expert system, which contains a set of metarules,
: can focus its attention pn interesting areas of the image.
PSEIKI differs from the above knowledge-based systems in the following three
main areas: First, PSEIKI’s task differs from those of previous Systems. Most of the
other systems were designed to find object instances in the image and, through such
discoveries, to anive at a global interpretation of the image. PSEIKI’s task is limited to
matching image data with expected scene information and indicating the belief in the
matches. Thus, a higher level system is need to make a global interpretation of the scene
content based On the match information produced by PSEIKI.
PSEIKI also can be contrasted with SPAM and SIGMA, and to a certain extent
VISIONS, in that its domain information is not embedded in the inference engine, for
example, SPAM uses rules containing airport design knowledge when inteipreting airport
scenes. Oh the other hand, PSEIKI’s domain information is encoded entirely in the forth
of the graphic rendition of the expected scene. Context-cues also have been used extend
Sively in past computer Vision systems. For example, if SIGMA detects a driveway in an
image, it then wotild search for a house and for roads connected to the driveway.
Because PSEIKI is provided with a gOOd estimate Of die expected scene, it does not have
to perform inferences Of this type. Although context-cues are indispensable for Scene
interpretation because they make deductions more powerful, adding rules to the inference
engine to exploit the context-due neCeSsarily introduces some domain dependence.
Therefore, it is our philosophy to separate the expected-scene/image matching from the
formation of an overall interpretation of the scene. If the uSe of Context-cues is desired
by asySttm using PSEIKI, then it is up to the higher level system to provide PSEIKI with
expected scene data incorporating the information contained in the Cues.
PSEIKI also differs from previous systems in its method of performing inexact rea
soning. Many systems, including ACRONYM, SIGMA and the system by Nazif and
Levine use no uncertain reasoning in the image interpretation process. Because of the
overwhelming amount of data in an image, most of the inexact reasoning schemes used
in the past have employed simple combination schemes in order to keep from becoming
bogged down in certainty value computations. On the other hand, inexact reasoning in
PSEIKI is based on the Dempster-Shafer formalism in a tangled hierarchical space. The
use of a hierarchy curtails the number of uncertainty calculations and is made possible by
the use of the blackboard architecture.

CHAPTER 3

PREPROCESSING OF INPUT VISION DATA

The: image to be interpreted must first be converted into a symbolic form before it
can be deposited on the lowest two or three levels of the data panel of the blackboard.
This chapter will focus on the preprocessing steps used tti Convert image data into the
required Symbolic form; the format of the input data also will be described. Both the
image preprocessor and the expected scene generator are required to present their data to
PSEIKX in this format. The same format also is used to output the match information
produced by PSEIRI.
The chapter will describe two image preprocessors. The first preprocessor uses an
edge-tracking scheme to generate an edge-based symbolic description of the input image.
The input data presented by this preprocessor is deposited on the edge and vertex levels
of the blackboard. The second preprocessor employs a region-growing scheme to pro
duce a region-based symbolic description of the input image. This preprocessor also
feeds information at the face level ip addition to that at edge and vertex levels. The data
on the face level represents the regions extracted by the preprocessor; the borders
between these regions are represented as edges. Finally, the endpoints of the edges are
input at the vertex level.
The two preprocessors described here are presented only as examples of systems
that can generate input data. Because they both use well known techniques, they will not
be described in great detail. Furthermore, no Claim of optimality is made for any of the
systems presented. In fact, for PSEIKI to be a truly general expectation-driven vision
system, it should be robust enough to overcome any peculiarities of these or most other
low-level preprocessors. Thus, if improved low-level preprocessing techniques become

available in the future, PSEIKI should be general enough to use the output produced by
the new preprocessors^.

3.1. Format of Input Data
PSEIKI expects to see its input data as an ASCII text file with each line correspond
ing to a separate data element, as shown in Pig. 3.1. The fields used in the data files are
self-explanatory. The first field following the. *+’ on a line specifies the level of the
blackboard onto which the element is deposited. All other fields are specified by key
word - data pairs; the data part of some fields can hold multiple values. For example, the
data part of the children field can specify that an element has more than one child. The id
field is used to specify a unique identification number for a data element; each element
on the blackboard is referenced via its ID number. The element’s childtdn field specifies
the sub-elements that are used to build it; for example, an edge has two children — its end
vertices. If an element is a vertex, its location is specified via a field with three data ele
ments, the coordinate field. If the vertex is located in three-space, then the data part of
this field holds three values — the x, y and z values of its location, respectively. How
ever, if the location of the vertex is specified in the image plane, the first two data ele
ments specify its column and row respectively; the third element is ignored. Any text
appearing after a semicolon is considered to be a comment and is ignored. Besides the
fields shown in Fig. 3.1, there are a number of optional fields that the low-level systems
can use to provide additional information to PSEIKI. The value field can be used to pro
vide PSEIKI with a level specific value; for example, this field can be used to indicate an
edge’s average strength or a region’s,average grey level Likewise, the 5/ze field can provide PSEIKI with level specific size information (e.g. region area, edge length, degree of
a vertex).
It is possible for PSEIKFs preprocessors to indicate that certain elements should not
be used during blackboard processing. For example, the edges that form the border of
the expected-scene or observed image do not have any physical significance in the real
world and should not be subject to reasoning. These elements are flagged with negative
ID numbers. When PSEIKI detects an element with a negative ID number, it removes
f [Bla89] describes a graphics tool that has been developed for debugging PSEIKI and testing its:
-robustness,'. V
’
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the element from focus and uses the absolute value of the id field as the element’s ID
number. It is important that the preprocessors provide these border edges to PSEIKI
because they are used to determine their parent faces’ geometry (e.g. their convex hulls,
centroids, etc.).
This format also is used to output the match results produced by PSEIKI. As a final
step in PSEIKI’s processing, the scene element on the data panel with highest belief is
chosen as the final scene interpretation. This scene element and all of its descendents are
output using the above format; however, two additional fields are used to store the match
information. The label field is used to indicate the ID number of the model element with
which each data element is matched. The other additional field, the belief field, is used to
store a number between zero and one indicating the belief in the element’s label.

3-2. An Edge Based Image Preprocessor For PSEIKI
Edge detection is a common technique used in image segmentation and other low-.
level image processing [RosKak82], [BalBro82]. However, the most common edge
detection process, which consists of thresholding the output of a gradient type window
operator, is incapable of generating input data directly for PSEIKI. This is due to the
difficulty encountered when converting thick edges produced by this process to the sym
bolic form required by PSEIKI. Although iterative methods are available to reduce the
widths of these edges, they are prohibitively time-consuming [RosKak82], [Ebe76], [BalBro82].

Ridge-tracking is another method that can be used for edge detection

[WatArv87]. A variation of the ridge-tracking algorithm described in [Kim88] has been
adapted to convert edges into a form usable by PSEIKI. A modification of the original
algorithm was necessary due to PSEIKI’s requirement that all of its input data be
represented symbolically. The original algorithm’s inability to find edge intersections
also has been corrected in PSEIKI’s preprocessor. There are a number of steps to the
modified segmentation process.
1)

First, a window-based gradient operator is applied to the image; the Sobel operator
is used in the current system [RosKak82]. Since the ridge-tracking algorithm uses
pnly gradient magnitude information, the direction of the gradient is not computed.

2)

After the gradient operator is applied to the image, every pixel above a userspecified threshold is stored in a list; this list of pixels is called thcthreshold list.

V
..V:.'-.;-' ,

:■ , ■ :
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Since the system only works on pixels in this list (usually between 5% and, 10% of
the total number of pixels), the required amount of work is drastically reduced,
3)

To reduce the algorithm’s noise sensitivity, all pixels in the threshold list are aver
aged with their eight closest neighbors.

4)

The next step in the process consists of finding all edge endpoints; eventually,
these pixels correspond to vertices on PSEIKI’s blackboard. To find these ele
ments, the notion of the degree of one dimensional maximum (DODM) is used.
Each pixel has four pairs of neighbors — horizontal neighbors, vertical neighbors,
and neighbors in two diagonal directions. The DODM of a pixel is the number of
pairs of neighbors in which both neighbors have lower values than the pixel itself.
Fig. 3.2 demonstrates this concept; the DODM for the center pixel, “C”, is defined
to be the number of cases in which its value is greater than those of both of its two
neighbor pixels, “N”. The center pixel of the image neighborhood shown in Fig.
3,3 has DODM 2 since it has greater value than its four neighbors in the horizontal
and vertical directions. All pixels in the threshold-list with DODM of three or four
are considered to be edge endpoints.

5)

It is in the next step in segmentation that the ridge-tracking process actually occurs.
Two image structures are used to aid in this ridge-tracking process; these image
structures are calledthe edge and mark arrays. The edge array is used to record the
pixels that have been determined to be endpoints or parts of an edge, If the value
of a pixel is nonzero in the mark array,

N

N

N

C

N

N
(l)
Figure 3.2

C

C

(2)

N
G

N

N
(3)

(4)

This figure demonstrates the concept of the Degree of one Dimensional
Maxima (DODM). The DODM for the center pixels is defined to be the
number of cases (1-4) in which the center pixel “C” is larger than both
adjacent pixels“N” along a line.
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Figure 3.3

The DODM of this example image neighborhood is 2 because the center
pixel has a larger value than its horizontal and vertical neighbors.

then the pixel is said to be marked and the tracker will not follow the edge onto
that pixel. This technique is used to keep the tracker from backtracking onto pixels
recently determined to be part of the edge. Another concept that is used in the
tracking process is called the current(i) pixel, this is the ridge pixel that was deter
mined, at time i, to be part 6f the edge. The tracking process is described below;
Fig. 3.4 is used to demonstrate the operation of the tracking algorithm; it shows a
subsection of an image containing a vertex pixel found in step (4).
5a)

Let i = 0. Obtain an endpoint vertex found in step 4 of the process
and designate this as the current(O) pixel. In the edge array, label
this pixel as an endpoint and mark this pixel in the marie array (by
setting the value of the pixel in the mark array to nonzero). In panel
(a) of Fig. 3.4, the pixel with value 25 was designated as the
current(O) endpoint pixel. It is shown in boldface to indicate that it
has been designated in the edge array as an endpoint; it is shaded to
indicate that ithas been marked in the mark array.

5b)

In the edge array, label the current(i) pixel (if i * 0) as an edge pixel
andleti = i+ l.

5c)

Choose the current(i) pixel in the following manner: If there is an
unmarked endpoint or edge pixel adjacent to the current(i - 1) pixel
? in the edge array, choose this unmarked pixel as the current(i) pixel,
designate it as an endpoint in the edge array and stop the tracking
process. Otherwise, find the next pixel in the edge by finding the
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This figure demonstrates the marking of pixels in the ridge-tracking
algorithm. The boldface pixels represent edge pixels and the shaded
pixels are marked.
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strongest unmarked pixel which is adjacent to the current(i -1)
pixel and has DODM > 2. Label this pixel as cuirent(i), add it to a
list of pixels that denote the edge, and designate it as an edge in the
edge array. If no pixel fits this description, then the edge "died;"
designate the current(i - 1) pixel as an endpoint and stop the trackingprocess.

.

5d)

If i > 2 then unmark the cunreht(i - 2) pixel and its eight neighbors.

5e)

Mark the current(i - 1) pixel and its eight neighbors. Panels (b) (d) of Fig. 3.4 show the status of the tracking process at this point in
the procedure fori = 1,2, 3, respectively. In each case, the blockof
marked pixels surround the pixel added to the edge on the previous
cycle. Thus, the block in panel (b) surrounds the current(0) pixel,
etc. Notice that current® pixel is always on the edge of the marked
block, allowing the edge to be extended but preventing any back
tracking.

5f)

Go to step (5b).

The original algorithm never unrnarked pixels after they were marked; this
prevented the system from finding junctions between edges. By unmarking
pixels when there is no possibility of the ridge-tracker backtracking onto
freshly labeled edge pixels, these vertex pixels can be found. If the number of
pixels in an edge is less than a user specified threshold, then the list is deleted
and all pixels in the edge matrix are reset to their original state.
A few iterations of the tracker at step (5e) are shown in Fig. 3.4 to demon
strate how the tracking algorithm works. In this illustration, the pixels in bold
face have been labeled as belonging to the edge. The shading denotes pixels
that have been marked on the current iteration of the tracking algorithm.
6)

The final step of the segmentation process is the fitting of piecewiselinear segments to the lists of edge pixels; This step is based on a process
described in [DudHar73] and also used in [NavBabSO]. This step also
requires a user-specified parameter

the maximum fitting error, E,^.

In this process, a line, called the model line, is drawn between the two
endpoints of an edge; then the edge pixels are followed (by traversing the
list of edge pixels) and the distance between the individual pixels in the
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edge and the model line is computed. If the distance between every pixel
and the line is less then E^ax. then the edge can be represented by the
model line. However, if any pixels are greater than Em-,* away from the
model line, then the pixel that is the farthest from the model line is con
sidered to be a new endpoint and the line fitting algorithm is called recur
sively (once for each edge between the new endpoint and the old endpoints), The line fitting process is shown in Fig 3.5; in this example, the
line-fitting process breaks the line into two piecewise linear segments.
The segmentation process, including the intermediate steps, is shown in Figs 3.6
and 3.7. Fig. 3.6 demonstrates; thb process when applied to an image typical of those
taken by a mobile robot With downward pointing cameras. Fig. 3.7 demonstrates the pro
cess when applied to an industrial scene. In each of these two figures, panel (a) shows
the cwjginal image; panel (b) shows the magnitude of the gradient as found by the Sobel
operator, and panel (c) shows the edges that were traced by the ridge-tracking algorithm.
Panel (d) shows the final output of the segmenter after it has converted the edges in panel
(c) into pieeewise-linear segments.
-'.'.This' preprocessor is fairly efficient due to the use of linked lists for representing
edges. The segmenter was applied to a set of 512x480 test images; the system was able
to segment an image (perform the Sobel operation, threshold, smooth, ridge-track and
convert to symbolic form) in an average of 45 seconds on a SUN/3.

3.3. A Region Based Image Preprocessor For PSEIKI
As was mentioned before, PSEIKI can accept either edge-based or region-based
symbolic descriptions of the input image. The preprocessor that currently is used to pro
duce a region-based description of the input image is based on region growing ideas first
advanced in [BriFen70] and developed further in [HorPav76]. The implementation
described; here uses the quadtree data structure that has become popular since the original
algorithm was published in [HorPav76], The quadtree data structure, a well known tool
for representing binary images [Sam84a, Sam84b], has been extended in this application
to represent greyscale images. There are a number of steps that the region growing pro
cess uses to generate the final segmented image. Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 demonstrate the
region-growing process when it is applied to the sample images described in the previous
section. The original images are shown in panel (a) of the two figures.
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max

max
max

This figure demonstrates how a sample edge could be broken
into two piecewise-linear segments'by the line fitting algorithm.
Since the edge falls outside the Em»» boundaries in (a), the line
is split into two in (b) where the edge lies within 'thc-E».«
boundaries.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.6

This figure shows the input, intermediate results and final output of the
edge-based preprocessor when applied to an image typical of those gath
ered by a mobile robot with downward pointing cameras. Panel (a) shows
the original image; panel (b) shows the image after applying the Sobel
edge operator. Panel (c) shows the edges found by the ridge tracker and
panel (d) shows the piece wise-linear edges output by the preprocessor.

(a)

This figure shows the input, intermediate results and final output of the
edge-based preprocessor when applied to an image typical of an industrial
scene. Panel (a) shows the original image; panel (b) shows the image
after applying the Sobel edge operator. Panel (c) shows the edges found
by the ridge tracker and panel (d) shows the piecewise-linear edges output
by the preprocessor.

1)

The segmenter’s first step is to convert the image into a data stnicture called a
greyscale quadtree. A greyscale quadtree is a simple extension of the binary quad
tree In which every leaf is maximal and satisfies a constraint (a leaf is maximal if it
is not part of a larger leaf that satisfies the constraint). In this preprocessor, a
group of pixels is allowed to be grouped into a leaf of a quadtree if
J max f(x, y) - min f(x, y) l< 2e
x,y
x. y
I “

(3.1)

where f(x, y) denotes the brightness function of the image and x, y are allowed to
range over the entire leaf; epsilon is a user-supplied parameter. In the original
algorithm, this process required an iterative split-and-merge procedure. However,
with the use of the Morton matrix [Mor66], [Sam84aJ the quadtree can be built
without any iterations. By visiting the pixels in the order defined by the Morton
matrix (visit pixel 1 first, pixel 2 second, etc.), the building of a leaf can be post
poned: until, it is known for certain that no larger leaf node satisfying constraint
(3.1) is possible. For example, if the values of pixels 1-4 satisfy the constraint, but
the values of pixels 1-5 do not, then the leaf defined by pixels 1-4 is guaranteed to
be maximal. Thus, pixels 1-4 can be grouped into a leaf.

Figure 3.8
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An example of an 8 by 8 Morton Matrix.

Furthermore, because of the geometry of quadtrees, the size of the leafs formed
using pixels 5-16 can beat most 2x2. Fig. 3.8 shows an example of an 8 x 8 Mor
ton matrix. Note that the Morton matrix does not have to be stored explicitly to
guide the traversal of the image in the order that it prescribes. An unage can be
traversed in the correct order by recursively visiting the four quadrants of the
image in the following order: upper-left, upper-right, lowei-left, lower-right. For
example, in an 8x8 image, the 4 x 4 quadrant in the upper left is visited first.
Within this 4 X 4, the upper-left 2 x 2 subquadrant is Visited first, etc.
The data structure shown in Fig. 3.9 is used to store the nodes in the greyscale
quadtree. The type field is used as a flag to indicate whether or not the node is a
leaf node. The x, y and size fields are used to specify the position of the upper-left
comer of the node and its size (nodes are always square). The links field points to
the children of a nonleaf node. If the node is a leaf node, then the links field points
to the node’s neighbors. The region field is used in later steps of the processing to
indicate the region into which a node has been .grouped.' The final three fields are
used to store statistics about the greyscale values of the pixels in the node. They
Store the minimum, maximum and average greyscale values. These three fields are
used in later preprocessing steps to determine if adjacent nodes in the quadtree
should be grouped together. If the image is not square or if its size is not an
integral power of two, then the image is embedded in the nprjhwest comer of the
smallest quadtree that can contain it. In this case, the unused portion of the

struct node {
, int
.type;
.int
.
x, ■ y; ,
int
size;
struct node v . blinks [4] ; ' ■
struct node
^region;
int
•'
min;
int
max;
int
average;

};

Figure 3.9

This data structure used to hold a node in the greyscale quadtree.
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quadtree is indicated by NULL children links in nonleaf quadtree nodes. Panel (b)
offigs. 3.10 and 3.11 shows the leaves of the greyscale quadtree (the grey-levels
in these panels are randomly generated to help the reader distinguish between adja
cent regions).
2)

The preprocessor’s second step is to merge adjacent quadtree leaves into regions.
Adjacent leaves are merged into a region only if the region formed also satisfies
constraint (3.1). At the end of this step, each leaf node in the quadtree has been
grouped into a region. The same data structure used to store quadtree nodes also is
used to store regions; however, the type field is used as a flag indicating that the
node is a region and the x, y and links' fields are not used. It is possible to find the
region into which a node has been grouped by following the regidn links in the
data structure. The region links are used to form the tree based UNION-FIND data
structure described in [AhoHop74]. Thus, region links do not necessarily point
directly to a region node, they may point to a sub-region ;Whbse region link points
to the regidn node. Thus, to merge two regions into a single larger region, the
regidn link field of the smaller region is set to point to the larger region’s node.
When the linked list of region links is traversed to find a leaf node’s region, the
region links for all the nodes visited are set to point directly to the region node.
Notice that the only way to find all of the nodes grouped into a specific region is to
traverse the entire quadtree. If two adjacent nodes have been grouped into the
same region, then the link information between them is reset to NULL. Panel (c)
of Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 shows the regions of the image after the quadtree leaves are
grouped based on constraint (3.1) (with randomly generated grey-levels).

3)

In the third step in the process, adjacent regions whose average greyscale values
differ by less then a user specified threshold are merged together. Panel (d) of
Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 shows the regions of the image after this step has merged adja
cent regions.

4)

After these merging processes have been applied to the image, some small regions
that should be eliminated may be left unmerged. For example, many of these
regions are generated by shot noise and are only a single pixel large. This prepro
cessing step eliminates these small regions by merging all regions whose areas are
less than a user specified value with the neighboring region whose average grey
level is closest to its own. Panel (e) of Figs. 3.10 and 3,11 shows the regions of the
image after the small regions have been eliminated.
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5)

The preprocessor’s final step is to convert the preprocessed image into a format
usable by PSEIKI. This is accomplished by first finding all the borders between
regions; these border-elements then are converted into piecewise-liner segments
using the process discussed in the previous section. The endpoint pixels are output
as vertex-elements for the blackboard; likewise, the borders and regions are output
as edges arid faces respectively. Panel (f) Of Figs. 3.10 arid 3.11 shows the the
borders between the regions after all of the substeps in step 5 have been applied.
The conversion process is described below.
5a)

The first step of the conversion to PSEIKI’s symbolic format consists of stor
ing, in a set of linked lists, the borders between the regions. One list
corresponds to each set of "cracks" between the rows and the columns in the
Original image; thus, for an MxN image, there are (M+1)+(N+1) border lists.
Stored with each element of a list is the starting arid ending position of the
edge and pointers to the two regions that it borders. The borders are found
by checking the four neighbors of each leaf node. If a leaf node and its
neighbor are not in the same region, then the edge between them borders the
two regions, and its information is stored in the appropriate border list.

5b)

After all of the borders are found, the border lists are searched for junctions
of three or more borders. These junctions are used as the starting points of
edges in the next preprocessing step.

5e)

The edges between the regions are formed by tracking the border segments
stored in the border lists. The edges are tracked starting at a junction vertex;
tracking stops as soon as another junction vertex is encountered. As each
edge is tracked, its border segments are deleted front the border lists to
prevent more than one edge frOm following the same border.

5d)

Finally, the procedure described in step 6 of the edge-based preprocessor is
used to convert the edges into piecewise-linear segments. The region, edge
and vertex data is then Output in the format described in section 3.1.

This preprocessor is slightly less efficient than the edge-based system; it was able
to pfeprocess 512x480 images in about two minutes on a SUN/3. It is currently
believed that the face level information provided by this preprocessor justifies a slight
decrease in efficiency.

Figure 3.10

This figure shows the input image, intermediate results and final output of
the region-based preprocessor when applied to an image typical of those
gathered by a mobile robot with downward pointing cameras. Panel (a)
shows die original image; panel (b) shows the leafs in the greyscale quad
tree. Panel (c) shows the regions formed by the min/max merging; panel
(d) shows the regions formed by the average value merging. Panel (e)
shows the image after the small regions are eliminated and panel (f) shows
the borders of the regions after they are converted into piecewise linear
segments. The greyscale values for the regions in panels (b)-(e) are ran-
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; This figure shows the input image, intermediate results and final output of
the region-based preprocessor when applied to an image typical of an
industrial scene. Panel (a) shows the original image; panel (b) shows the
leafs in thegreyscalequadtree. Panel (c) shows the regions formed by the
^•;^..';;v:^■'’mih/Iilax merging; panel (d) shows the regions formed by the average
value merging. Panel (e) shows the image after the small regions are
eliminated and panel (f) shows the borders of the regions after they are
converted into piecewise linear segments. The greyscale values for the
regions in panels (b)-(e) are randomly generated to help &ie.reader distin
guish between adjacent regions.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPECTED SCENE GENERATION

Computer graphics systems and CAD systems are two obvious methods of generat
ing PSEIKI’s expected scene information; this chapter will present two systems used to
generate model information for PSEIKI. A computer graphics system is used to generate
the expected scene information for a mobile robot traversing a network of sidewalks; the
simple graphics-based generator' can be employed because the sidewalk scenes are funda
mentally 2-dimensional in nature. A solid modeling package is uSed to generate the
expected scene in domains in which the scenes are 3-dimensional in nature. For exam
ple, the solid modeling system is used to generate the expected scenes when the mobile
robot is indoors, traversing a network of building Corridors. The same package could be
used to generate the expected scenes in industrial domains. For example, it could be
used if PSEIKI was employed as a verification vision system in a robotic assembly cell.
Any modeling tool that is used for expected scene generation must possess the capability
for hidden line removal. The modeling tool also must output its information in the for
mat that was described in Section 3.1. Note that while the symbolic information input on
the data panel initially has at most two or three levels, the expected scene has to be
described as a hierarchy containing descriptions at all levels.

4.1. Expected Scene Generation for Sidewalk Navigation Applications
For sidewalk-navigation applications, a simple 2D graphics program is Used to gen
erate PSEIKI’s expected Scene information from Stored sidewalk maps. In this System,
the sidewalk maps are stored in a graph data structure. The links in this graph represent
straight sections Of the Sidewalk and nodes represent the endpoints of the straight
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Output
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—►
Output

This figure shows a block diagram of the processes used to generate
PSEIKI’s expected scene information in a mobile robotic context.

sections. Associated with each node is an (x, y) pair designating the coordinates of the
sidewalk junction corresponding to the node; thus, the centerline of a straight section of
sidewalk is the line that connects the coordinates of its two junction nodes. Associated
with each link of the graph is a value specifying the width of the corresponding sidewalk
segment. This information completely specifies a sidewalk map.
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the steps involved in the generation of a symbolic description of
the expected scene from the, graph data structure. The first step is the extraction of the
edges of the sidewalk from the graph data structure. It is a trivial task to determine the
lines defining the edges of a straight section of the sidewalk because both the section’s
width and its centerline are known. A more difficult problem is encountered when trying
to determine the location of the vertices corresponding to the intersection points of the
edges of the sidewalk.
The following algorithm is used to determine the location of the vertices. First, four
vertices are associated with each link in the graph; the vertices correspond to the two
endpoints of each of the sidewalk segment’s two edges. For example, the vertices P, Q,
R and S are associated with the link AB as shown in Fig. 4.2. Vertices P and Q are'
obtained by analyzing node By whereas vertices Rand S are obtained by analyzing node
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ire shows a part of a sidewalk map; it shows the process used to
a sidewalk’s edges from a graph description.

A. Consider node B first. The graph is searched for all the links that meet at B; then the
angle between each link and link AB is then calculated (all angles are measured in a
counterclockwise direction). Then only those links that correspond to the minimum and
maximum of these angles are retained. In the figure, links BC and BE correspond to the
minimum and maximum angles, respectively. Now it is a simple matter to compute the
location Of the two vertices, P and Q, that correspond to node B of link AB. The compu
tation of the Ideation of vertex P can be found by solving the equations of the straight
lines corresponding to the edges SP and PT. Similarly, the location of vertices R and S
can be computed by analyzing node A. At a node where there is a bend in the sidewalk,
as opposed to a junction, the minimum and the maximum angles correspond to the same
link. For example, at node A, the minimum and the maximum angles both correspond to
the same link, link AF. The algorithm is presented as pseudo-code in pig- 4.3. The
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/*

;

'

* these routines find the vertices of both edges of
* a sidewalk link.
V

•

-

■

;

^

■

get_both_edges(LINK, r_start, r_end, i_start, l_end) {
get_vertices (LINK, start_node (LINK) , l_start, r_start)
get_vertices (LINK, end_node (LINK), r_end, l_end)

/*

■

.

::

:■/

:

..

v;

■

'/ :

* this routine finds the vertices of one edge of a sidewalk link
*/
;
'"■■:■■■
;
/"
; ■■■ ,
get_vertices (LINK, NODE, r_vertex, l_vertex) ( ;
for each link in the graph not equal to LINK f
if (one of the link's nodes is equal to NODE)
add the link to the set of intersecting links

>
/*

■

>■;

'

;

.

■

■

* sort the intersecting links on the basis of
* the angle between them and LINK

\ */

.

'

■/■■■■.

. .

V

min_link = link with minimum angle
max_link = link with maximum angle
r_vertex “intersect(edge(LINK, right), edge(min_link, right))
l^vertex = intersect(edge(LINK, left), edge(max_link, left))

Figure 4.3

This figure shows the pseudo code for algorithm used to determine the
location of the vertices of a section of the sidewalk.

reader should note that 'this 'procedure ’.will yield each vertex twice. In this example, the
vertex corresponding to point P will be generated when node B is considered as belongs
ing to link AB, and then again when the same node is considered as belonging to link
BC. This duplication of the symbolic description at the vertex level is easily eliminated
by comparing vertices and dropping One from each pair found to have nearly identical
coordinates.

,

After a symbolic description of the edges in the sidewalk map has been extracted
from the graph data structure, a “spotlight" function is applied to the description to
delete all those edges that are not visible given the robot’s hypothesized location and
orientation. To implement the spotlight function, two homogeneous transformation
matrices are generated, one that takes a world point into the robot base coordinate frame

Figiire 4.4

Thisfigure shows how the spotlight function is used to delete from the
expected scene all edges diat can hot be seen from the robot's
hypothesized location and orientation. In the leftmost panel, the triangle
shows the expected location and orientation of the robot and the unshaded
shows the region of the ground visible to the robot’s downward
slanted cameras. The center panel shows the clipping of the edges behind
the robot. The rightmost panel shows the edges remaining after the
image-coordinate clipping is performed.

and the other that takes a point from the robot base coordinate frame into the camera
image plane. The first matrix is derived from knowledge of robot’s location and orienta
tion; it is used to transform end points of edges, such as point P for edge PS in Fig. 4.2,
from the World frame into a robot base coordinate frame. A clipping operator is applied
to the transformed data to delete all edges that are behind the robot The middle panel of
Fig. 4.4 illustrates the edges from the left panel that would remain after this clipping
operation is applied. The second transformation matrix, which is derived from camera
calibration parameters, is used to project the clipped edges onto the camera image plane.
Finally, a second clipping algorithm is applied to delete the edges and parts of the edges
that fall outside the boundaries of the image. The edges from the middle panel of Fig.
4.4 that are not deleted by the final clipping operation are shown in the right panel. Note
that the edges of the sidewalk are still described symbolically at this point; that is, they
have not been converted into image form.
If the expected scene is to be expressed in image coordinates, the vertex and edge
level information is output in the format described in section 3.1. If the expected scene is
to be expressed in world coordinates, the clipped edges are back-projected into the world
coordinate frame and output in the appropriate format. The project/clip/back-project
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process just described has the desired effect of deleting all edges that are not visible from
the robot’s hypothesized location and Orientation. Although it would be possible to
implement the world coordinate spodight function via a simple clipping operation per
formed in the world coordinate frame, using the project/clip/back-project algorithm
allows a single spotlight function to be used for both world coordinate and image coordinateoutput.
After the low-level information is generated by the graphics system, the model
iftformation on the face level, the object level and the scene level is hand entered by edit
ing the Output file. On the face level, each connected section of sidewalk and each con
nected section of the ground is considered to be a separate face. These faces are hand
grouped into the single object in the scene. To help the operator enter this upper-level
information, an image of the expected scene, with the grey values of each edge indicating
its symbolic id number, is displayed at the same time the low-level symbolic output is
generated. Generating this image is trivial because the spodight function projects the
sidewalk’s edges into the image coordinate plane. Hand entering the upper-level infor
mation usually is not difficult because the shaip down-look angle of the camera limits the
complexity of the expected scenes.
As an example of the processing performed by this graphics system, consider the
following figures: Fig. 4.5 shows a simple sidewalk map to be used in this example. Fig.
4.6.shows a sequence of expected-scene images that the system would produce for a
mobile robot traveling to the middle sidewalk section of the map, turning up that section
and then turning right.

4.2. Expected Scene Generation for Indoor Navigation Applications
A solid modeling system is used to generate PSEIKI’s expected-scene data for
mobile robotic applications in which the robot is indoors, traversing a network of build
ing corridors. The solid modeling information is required because the robot’s environ
ment, the building’s hallways, contains a great deal of 3-dimensional information.
Because the modeling system can represent a wide range of solids, the solid modeling
system could be used for other applications with expected scenes containing large
amounts of 3-dimensional information. In the past decade, solid modeling techniques
have gained great popularity for representing geometric objects in a complete and unam
biguous fashion. Constructive solid geometry, (CSG) and boundary-representation (B-

Position 4

Position 3

Position 1

Figure 4.5

Position 2

This figure shows the sidewalk map used to generate the expected scene
images of figure 4.6. The robot’s position for each of the four expected
scenes is indicated in the drawing.
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Figure 4.6

position 1

position 2

position 3

position 4

This figure shows some typical expected scenes generated for a mobile
robot with downward pointing cameras. The scenes depicted in this figure
were generated with the map shown in Fig. 4.5.
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rep) are two popular solid-modeling techniques. In this section, both GSG and B-rep
modeling principles will be described. The TWIN B-rep solid modeling system currently
being used to generate PSEIKI’s expected scenes then will be described in this context.
Finally, two example uses of the expected scene generator will be given. First, an exam
ple of the generation of hallway expected scenes will be shown. Second, the use of the
modeler to generate expected scenes in industrial domains also will be briefly explored
GSG systems combine primitive objects into arbitrary solid objects using the fol
lowing; boolean operators: union, intersection and difference. Fig. 4.7 shows how a sim
ple object can be constructed by combining primitive solids using these GSG operators.
CSG systems usually are restricted to working with regular solids. A set of points, X, is
said to be regular if it is equal to the closure of its interior, that is
X = £t(X)
where k and i denote the closure and interior, respectively. Because a solid produced by
the combination of regular solids using the set-theoretic boolean operations is not neces
sarily regular, To guarantee that the result of a combination will be regular, GSG systems
use regularized boolean operators when combining objects. Fig 4.8 shows how a nonregular object can result from the set-theoretic intersection of two regular objects; it also
shows the regularized intersection of the two objects. The set-theoretic intersection of
the two faces in panel (a) of Fig. 4.8 is shown in panel (b); note that the result of the
combination is not regular (because of the "dangling" edge). Panel (c) shows the valid
face produced by taking the regularized intersection of the two faces in panel (a). The
set-theoretic union and difference operators have similar problems. The regularized
operators, union

intersection (p>*) and difference (-*), of two sets, X and Y, are

defined as
XU* Y = &(XUY)
Xn*Y=M(XnY)
X- Y = ki(X — Y)
Most of the concepts used in CSG modeling systems were originally developed for the
PADL solid modeling system [VoeReq77], [HarMar85].
Boundary-representation modeling is another common solid-modeling technique.
In this scheme, objects are represented in terms of their boundary surfaces. In many Brep systems, polyhedrons are used to approximate the boundary of the objects; thus, any

Difference

Cylinder
Union

Cylinder
Figure 4.7

This figure demonstrates how objects are defined in CSG systems by the
boolean combination of successively simpler objects. The coffee mug in
this figure is defined in terms of two cylindrical primitives and one
toroidal primitive.

(*)

Figure 4.8

,

, (b)

(c)

This figure shows a shortcoming of the set-theoretic intersection operation
in two dimensions. The face in panel (b) is the set-theoretic intersection
pf the two faces in panel (a); it is not a valid face (because of the dangling
edge). The face in panel (c), a valid face, is the regularized intersection of
the two faces.

curved surfaces, such as cylindrical or spherical surfaces, are represented only approxi
mately. PSEIKI uses the TWIN B-rep solid modeling package [Mas87] to generate
expected scene information in an industrial domain. TWIN was developed at the Com
puter Aided Design and Graphics Laboratory (GADLAB) at Purdue University’s
Engineering Research Center. TWIN is a library of C language subroutines that contains
routines to generate the primitive objects included in most CSG systems; the set of primi
tives that TWIN can generate includes parallelepipeds, wedges, cylinders, cones, toruses,
spheres, fillets, elliptical cones, and ellipsoids. The library also contains routines to per
form regularized boolean operations on solid objects. Because the TWIN library con
tains routines to generate the primitives used in CSG systems and routines to perform the
operations used by CSG systems, the process used to generate solid objects in CSG sys
tems also can be used to generate objects with TWIN. That is, solid objects can be
defined by regularized boolean combinations of primitive objects.
A three step procedure is used to convert a TWIN model into a form usable by
PSEIKI. First, the scene is intersected with a halfspace such that all scene elements
behind the image plane are removed. This first step is needed because the TWIN render
ing algorithm used in the second step produces errors if there are any objects extending
behind the camera. In the hallway navigation application, the camera is located inside
the hallway and therefore needs to have the surfaces behind the camera deleted. In
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industrial applications where the objects are guaranteed to be located in front of the
image plane, this first step is not needed. Second, the Watkins scan-line rendering algo
rithm [Wat70] is used to generate an image of the expected scene. The grey value of
every pixel in the rendered image is set to the ED number of the model surface visible at
that location in the image; thus, all regions corresponding to the same surface in the
TWIN model have the same grey level in the image. Third, after the model is converted
into an image, the region-based preprocessor described in chapter 3 is used to extract the
image’s labeled regions and output the scene description on the vertex, edge arid face
levels. The threshold values required by the segmenter are set to zero so that each region
detected by the segmenter will correspond to a single model surface. The information on
the object and scene levels is generated by assuming that only a single object is present in
the expected scene. Thus, all of the regions detected in the image, with the exception of
the background region (which has id number zero), are grouped into a single object.
Then, this object is set to be the only object in the scene. If there is more than one object
in the image, then the output file must be hand edited to correct the object and scene level
information. Note that using an image segmentation process to generate the expectedscene results ip a face level partition of the scene; that is, no faces overlap.
Fig 4.9 shows an overhead diagratri of a hallway in Purdue’s Electrical Engineering
Building. Fig 4.10 shows four expected scenes produced by a camera located at the
arrows shown in the diagram in Fig. 4.9. Fig. 4.11 demonstrates that the expected-scene
generator can also be used to generate expected scenes in an industrial application. This
figure shows a graphic output of the system for an industrial object, a piston connecting
rod;, this figure shows three orthogonal views and one oblique view of the object. Fig
4.12 illustrates the process used to generate the expected-scene information for the hall
way scene shown in Fig 4.10(a). The image at the top of the figure represents the TWIN
solid model. The image at the middle of the figure shows the tendered image with
uniquely labeled surfaces. A small portion of the symbolic output is shown at the bottom
of the figure. In reality, this data file contains the definitions for about 200 elements.
Thb current method of getiefating PSEIKFs expected Scerie information has an
obviouS flaw. The main deficiency of the technique is the assumption that there is only
one object visible in the expected scene. Because the faces for all of the objects in the
scene are grouped together, each face will be used to update the belief in every other
face, regardless of the object to which the face belongs. For example, assume an
expected scerie for an indoor navigation experimeftt contained two objects: the hallway

(b)

bulletin boards, fire extinguishers, etc

Figure 4.9

This figure shows a diagram of the hallway used as a model for the
expected scenes shown in Fig 4.10.

walls and a file cabinet. If the file cabinet in the hallway was displaced from its expected
position, then the relationship between cabinet’s faces and the faces representing the
hallway’s walls would not mimic their relationships exhibited in the expected scene.
Thus disconfirmatory evidence would be generated for the correct identity of all the faces
in the scene. However, if the faces were correctly grouped into multiple objects, then the
faces from both of the objects would be determined to be consistent (because the
geometric relationships of the faces composing the hallway and the cabinet, considered
individually, do not depend on the position of cabinet in the hallway). Currently, if there
is more than one object in the scene, then the upper-level information must be corrected
by hand. It usually is not difficult to hand correct this information; however, it would be
convenient if the system was able to generate PSEIKI’s input data correctly at all levels
of abstraction.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10

(d)

This figure shows four expected scenes produced by a camera located at
the arrows shown in the diagram in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.11

This figure shows some typical expected scenes generated in an industrial
environment. It shows a piston rod from three orthogonal views and one
perspective view.

Region-based Segmentation

+ scene id 2194 children 2193
+ object id 2193 children 2174 2175 2176 2177 2178 2179 2180 2181 2182 2183 .
+ face id 2174 children 2149 2161 2162 2163 2164 size 684
+ face id 2175 children 2103 2145 2146 2147 2148 2149 size 924
+ face id 2177 children 2084 2085 2086 2087 2088 2089 2090 2091 size 1098

Figure 4.12

This figure shows the processing performed to generate the symbolic
expected scene data ffom solid models. The top image represents the
TWIN solid model information; the middle panel shows the rendered
model image with every surface uniquely labeled. The lower pan of the
image shows a small portion of the symbolic output which would be
presented to PSEIKI.

CHAPTERS

AN EVIDENCE ACCUMULATION SCHEME
for

Blackboard reasoning

The use of inexact reasoning in computer vision systems is certainly not new; how
ever, most of the previous schemes for evidence accumulation have been based only
loosely on formal uncertainty calculi [HanRis78], [MckHar85]. The main reason that
these systems employed ad-hoc schemes is the overwhelming amount of data in an
image; the systems needed a fairly Simplistic evidence accumulation scheme to avoid
becoming bogged down in confidence value computations. In contrast, the evidence
accumulation scheme used in PSEIKI is based on the Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory of
evidence whose usual exponential computational complexity is controlled by a number
of mechanisms to be discussed in this chapter. For example, one of the mechanisms con
sists of limiting evidence to one of two types; it either confirms or denies the proposition
that an image element should be matched with a particular model element. Pooling of
evidence in this fashion leads to a particularly efficient implementation of the Dempster's
rule. Performance also is improved by exploiting the hierarchical nature of the black
board system. By performing a small number of computations on upper levels of the
hierarchy, many computations on lower levels can be avoided. The hierarchical nature of
the blackboard also is used to constrain the matching process for elements on lower lev
els of the hierarchy; elements on lower levels of the hierarchy are allowed to match only
if their parents are matched.
. In the next section of this chapter, Dempster’s rule of combination will be intro
duced, and its exponential time complexity will be noted. Next, it will be shown how the
computational efficiency of Dempster’s rule can be improved by assuming that the focus
of incoming evidence is limited to a small number of subsets of 0. Once these

assumptions are made, computationally efficient forms of Dempster’s rule can be
derived. One such assumption states that all evidence either confirms or denys individual
elements in the FOD. Using this assumption, Barnett [Bar81] was able to implement
Dempster’s equation in linear time. The evidence accumulation scheme employed by
PSEIKI is based on Barnett’s linear implementation; the new accumulation scheme will
be introduced first using Barnett’s framework. Next, it will be shown that the accumula
tion scheme can be embedded into a hierarchy if the reasoning task has the appropriate
structure. It also will be shown that the hierarchical structure allows the computational
complexity pf the scheme to be improved by limiting the size of the elements’ FODs and
by limiting the number of evidence sources that are allowed to provide evidence. Furth
ermore, a method for passing belief values up the hierarchy will be introduced. After the
general scheme has been fully developed, its use by PSEnCI’s labeler KS will be
presented as an application. Finally, to show the generality of the new evidence accumu
lation scheme, its application to the speech recognition domain will berioted briefly.

Sol. A Brief Review of the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence
The Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory of evidence is gaining wider acceptance as an
uncertainty calculus. In this section, a short review of some relevant terminology from
the D-S theory of evidence accumulation will be presented. For a detailed presentation
of the theory, the reader is referred to Shafer [Sha76].
In a random experiment, the frame of discernment (FOD), ©, is the set of all possi
ble outcomes. For example, if a die is rolled, © can represent the set of possibilities, "the
number showing is i," where 1 < i < 6; therefore, © may be defined as the set
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The 2*01 subsets of © are called propositions and theset Of all the
propositions is denoted by 2®. In the die example, the proposition “the number showing
is even" would be represented by the set (2, 4, 6} . The members of a FOD are known as
singleton propositions or merely singletons.
In the D-S theory, probability masses are assigned to propositions, (i.e. to the sub
sets of ©). This is a major departure from the Bayesian formalism in which probability
riiasses must be assigned to the singleton propositions of ©. The probability masses
assigned to a subset, y, of the FOD is a measure of the total belief committed exactly to
y.This belief cannot be further subdivided among the subsets of y and does not include
the measures of belief committed to die subsets of y. Thus, the mass assigned to y is
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constrained to stay within the subset but is free to move to any element of the subset.
The probability mass assigned to the FOD represents ignorance because the mass
assigned to © may rhove to any element of the, entire FOD. The probability masses
assigned to the propositions must have unity sum. When a source of evidence assigns
probability masses to the propositions discerned by ©, the resulting function is called a
basic probability assignment (BPA). Formally, a BPA is function m:2e—>[0,1] where
I) m(0)=O

3)

(5.1)

£m(Y)=1.0
.VC®

For example, assume that there is evidence that an even number is showing on a die with
degree 0.5 and there is evidence that the number showing is two with degree O.4. . Then
the remaining belief, 1 r 0.5- 0.4 = 0.1, is assigned to ©.
m({2, 4, 6}) = 0.5

■ ■

ro({2}) = 0.4
m(0) = 0.1
A subset, y, of © is called a focal element of the belief function if m(\|/)*0.
A belief function, Bel(y), over © is defined by
Bel(v)= 2m(Y):

(5.2)

In other words, the belief in a proposition \|r is the sum of probability masses assigned to
all the propositions implied by \|/. Thus, Bel(y) is the measure of the belief in all subsets
of \|/, and not the amount allocated precisely to \|/. Note that the belief in any singleton is
equal to its probability mass. For example, using the above BPA, the belief that an even
number is showing is
Bel({2, 4, 6}) = m({2, 4, 6)) + m({2}) = 0.5 + 0.4 = 0.9
Dempster’s rule of combination, states that two BPA’s, mi(-) and
X
corresponding to two independent sources of evidence1, may be combined to yield a new
t The independence of PSEIKI’s evidence sources will be discussed in chapter 6.
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BPA m(-) via

■

'

m(\|/) = K ££ mi(\j/i)m2(XK2)
V-

Vi V2
Vi.nV2:=V' ' ■

(5.3)

- .-'v'- '-..

where K does not depend on y.
K_1 = 1 -

rai (Vi )m2(V2)
; V1.V2 '

"Vv

This formula is commonly called Dempster’s rule or Dempster’s orthogonal sum and is
denotedas
m = mi ®’rh2
If K-1 is equal to zero, then the two input belief functions are said to be completely con
tradictory and the result of the combination is not defined.
In the general case, Dempster’s sum takes exponential time (in the size of the FOD)
to combine evidence from two independent sources. This is shown easily by observing
the formula for Dempster’s sum as shown in equation (5.3). The main reason for the
exponential complexity is the requirement that the probability mass for all 2*®' subsets
of © be evaluated when combining evidence from independent sources. In the general
case, it also is necessary to enumerate all 2,0! subsets of © when computing the belief of
an arbitrary proposition from the BPA. If N BPA’s are combined to form a data-'
element’s belief function, then the total number of operations will be on the order of
N x 2,ei (this will be denoted as OIN x Z101)).
There are a number of special types of belief functions. A belief function with at
most one focal element (hot counting the entire FOD,- •©) • is'-'called' a simple "supportfunc
tion. A separable support function is either a simple support function or is equal to the
orthogonal sumof two or more simple support functions. Dichotomous belief functions
[ShaLpg87] are belief functions with focal elements (\)/, -y, © } for some subset y of ©.
The BPAs from two dichotomous belief functions with identical focal elements,
{y, -y, ©} can be combined in constant time. Equation (5.4) shows the special case of
Dempster’s rule that can be used to combine two dichotomous belief functions without
enumerating all of the subsets of ©. Dichotomous belief functions are used extensively
in PSEUCI to accumulate evidence efficiently.
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mi(v)m2(\|/) 4i;mj (\|/)rn2 (0) + mi (€>)m2 (\jf)
(5.4)

1-ni! (\|/)m2(—1\|/)

+mi

m(-ny)

+ mi (©)ix»2(—i\j/>

l-rrii (y)m2(-iV)
tn(0)

mi(©)m2(0)
l-tti(\|/)m2(-.y)

5.2. Computationally Feasible Methods For Evidence Accumulation Based on the
Dempster-Shafer Theory

5-2.1. Barnett’s Implementation of Dempster’s Rule in Linear Time
Barnett [Bar81] was One of the first to show that Dempster’s rule could be imple
mented in better than exponential time if the focus for all evidence is restricted to a lim
ited number of subsets of 0. Barnett was able to implement Dempster’s rule using a
linear time algorithm by assuming that all evidence either Confirms or denies members of
the FOD. Thus the belief functions being combined are all simple support functions
focused on singletons or their complements. Although this assumption places a fairly
large restriction on the general D-S theory, many systems naturally provide evidence in
this form and are not hindered by the assumption.
Without loss of generality, let 0 be a FOD with n elements, © = {i | 1 < i < n). For
each i s 0, assume that the j* simple support function with focus {i} is denoted as mj(-).
Also assume that the j* simple support function with focus —i {i} is denoted as rfipf).
Barnett describes a three step procedure to combine simple support functions of this form
into a single separable belief function.
1)

First, for each i e ©, combine all simple support functions with focal element {i}
into a Single simple support function with the same focal element, ml(*)m'smi^m^©-•

(5.5)

When Simple support functions with homogeneous focal elements are combined,
Dempster’s rule reduces to the following formulas.
mJ(i)

1-n

(5,6)
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mi(©) =

n

l-mj©

ml(0 = 0.0 for all other focal elements
; Similarly, for each is ©, combine all simple support functions with focal element
—i{i} into a single simple support function with the same focal element, nf^O).
i mNWmfem^©-• •

(5.7)

The above equations also can be applied to combine these simple support functions.
m-(-,i)=l-n l-mj^'f-ii)
j

(5.8)

m-i(©) = n l-mfVM)
m^TO = 0.0 for all other focal elements
At the end of this step, there are 2n simple support functions, half of which are
focused On the singleton propositions and the other half are focused on the comple; rnents of the singletons;
2)

After the simple support functions with homogeneous evidence are combined, each
pair of functions that focus on a singleton and its complement are combined into a
new belief function. For each i € ©, let M‘ = m1 © m-" • There are n of these new
belief functions, one for each member of the FOD. Barnett calls these functions
simple evidence functions (SEFs). Applying Dempster’s rule to this special case,
the following combination functions are easily derived.
(5.9)
;v;-'.-.-.';....--:M1Xf-ii)'=sKm1(©)mT,(“7i);/'\-:;-.-.''--.-;'M^)=W(®)nri(©)
where K= 1 - m1(i)m_a(-ii). It is easy to see that the belief functions produced by
these equations are special cases of the dichotomous belief functions defined ear
lier.

Thus, the evidence in these belief functions are focused entirely on

{i, —.i, ©}, for is ©. As will be described later, the dichotomous nature of these
belief functions is exploited in PSElKTs label-based evidence accumulation
Scheme to efficiently combine a large number of belief functions. Because the

.
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SEFs created in this step are valid belief functions, there is no requirement that
they be treated from the combination of simple support functions using equation
(5.9). If belief functions with the same form as SEFs^ need to be combined, then
the equations given in step 3 can be used to generate the appropriate values.
3)

In general, an exponential time algorithm is required to combine the n SEFs pro
duced by the formulas in step 2. However, Barnett derived a number of equations
to compute specific quantities associated with the belief function resulting from the
combination

of the

above

SEFs.

That

is,

quantities

associated

with

til = M1 © • • • © M" can be computed in linear time (such as the mass-of or beliefin subsets of ©). For example, the equations Barnett derived to determine the pro
bability mass associated with arbitrary subsets of © in linear time are shown
below. Equation (5.10) provides the probability mass for singleton propositions.
m(i) = K

M^fi)p.(l j*i

+ Mi(©)nM'i(-nj)
j i

for i e ©

(5.10)

Equation (5.11) provides the probability mass for nonsingleton propositions.
m(\|/) = K fj M1 (©)
i€ v

M‘(ii)

for v £ ©, and |\jr| > 2

(5.11)

i e v|«

where
KT1 = no-MHi)). [i+z Mi(i) 1
i
_
Tl-M‘(i)_

fH)

(5.12)

Of course, the null proposition receives zero mass.
m(0) = O

(5.13)

Note that these formulas require linear time to compute the probability mass asso
ciated with any particular subset of ©. However, if the masses associated with all
subsets of © are desired, the algorithm must be applied an exponential number of
times, negating its efficiency (because there are 2101 subsets). This limitation does
not cause any difficulties in PSEIKI because the beliefs in only a few predeter
mined subsets are needed. The formula to compute the belief in a nonsingleton
proposition in linear time is shown below (the belief in a singleton is equal to its
t i.e., dichotomous belief functions with the singleton propositions and their compliments as the focal
elements.
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probability mass).
M‘ (i)
+
(1-Mi(i))
i e v|/

•Mki)) E

=K

(5.14)

nMi(-i)n(i-Mi(i))-nMi(-i)
i£

i e \j/

i

Barnett also derived equations to determine the commonality numbers of a belief
function; however, those equations are not needed here.
Because the desired quantities are computed as they are needed, the SEFs are never
explicitly combined using equation (5.3). Instead, the SEFs are stored as such and com
bined by using the equations (5.10) through (5.14) whenever the values for accumulated
belief arc needed. Thus, the final belief function, m(-), can be represented as a collection
of n SEFs M1, • • •, M". Furthermore, only 2N real numbers are needed to completely
represent the final belief function because each SEF must have unity mass sum. Belief
functions represented by a collection of SEFs in this manner will be called composite
belieffunctions.
Barnett’s three step linear time accumulation process is made possible by the invari
ance of Dempster’s rule with respect to the order of combination. For example, if the
following sequence Of belief functions is combined in the order shown below, then the
original version of Dempster’s rule must be used to accumulate their evidence, resulting
in exponential time complexity.
m(-) = m|2 © mf © m9 © m§7 © •" •
However, by exploiting the order invariance of Dempster’s rule, the three step process
can be used to accumulate the functions’ evidence. By grouping the belief functions in
the following order, Barnett’s equations become applicable.
m(‘) =

mj © m^ ©

© mf1 ©mj1 © • * •

©

mj © m^ ©

© mp2 © mj2 ©

©

Step 1 of the process is used to condense the simple support functions with homogeneous
fOCUS.

■'V"

■■ ;
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m(-)

m1 © m

©

mr © m

Step 2 of the proeess-combines the 2a simple support functions into n dichotomous belief
functions (simple evidence functions).
>: ■ m(-) = M1 © M2 © • • •
Finally, step 3 of the process is used to determine the value of specific relevant quantities
of the final belief function.
By exploiting the order invariance of Dempster’s rule, it is possible to combine two
belief functions in linear time if they were computed using Barnett’s scheme and are
represented as a collection of n SEFs. For example, assume that the following two belief
functions, mi and m2, have the same FOD and were derived from simple support func
tions focusing on singleton propositions and their complements.
(5.15)

In these equations, Mj is the SEF from the j* belief function focusing on the i* singleton
proposition in the FOD. Combining these two belief functions results in the following
formulas.
m(-) = m! © m2

(5.16)

= (Mf © M? © • • • © Mf) © (Mi © M| © • • • © M5)
By exploiting the order invariance of Dempster’s rule, it is possible to form pairs of SEFs
with homogeneous focal elements.
(5.17)
Each pair of SEFs can be combined using the special case of Dempster’s rule shown in
equation (5.4). Combining each pair of SEFs takes constant time and produces a new
SEF With equivalent focal elements.
= MV©M2 ©• • • ©Mn

(5.18)

Where M* = M\ © M2 is the i* SEF from the final belief function. Note that the above
belief function is in the form used ip step (2) of Barnett’s scheme; thus, the equations of
step (3) can be used to retrieve relevant quantities of the final belief function. Because
each of the n SEF combinations can be performed in constant time, the total time to com
bine the original belief functions is O(n).

:>...y'Ifl';SVHnihJiryi -Barnett'.uses three mechanisms to permit the efficient combination of
belief functions. First* he assumes that incoming evidence is limited to a small number
of focal elements. Second, the associative and commutative nature of Dempster’s rule
permits the accumulation of subsets of the belief functions in an efficient manner. Third,
he assumes that only a small number of the quantities of the final belief function are
needed by the inference system. All three of these techniques are exploited in the accu
mulation process developed for PSEIKI.

5.2.2. Other Efficient Implementations of Dempster’s Rule
Jordon and Shortliffe also were able to improve the compiitatidnal complexity of
the D-S theory by making an assumption about the type of evidence allowed to update
beliefs [GorSho85]. They formed what they termed a hierarchical hypothesis space* a
hierarchical partition of an element’s FDD, and assumed that all evidence either would
confirm or deny elements in the hierarchical partition. An example of a hierarchical
hypothesis space that could be used in a computer vision system is shown in Fig- 3,l;it
shows die partition that could be used by a target identification system to classify objects
detected in a sequence of image frames. The identification system could use the partition
shown in this figure if it detected an object that moved from frame to frame. If the sys
tem detected a moving object, then it would be able to use the hierarchy to provide evi
dence asserting that the object was a vehicle without needing to specify which type of
vehicle. A system using the formulas derived by Barnett would not be able to provide
evidence directly for the generic class of vehicles, because evidence is limited to focus
ing on the individual members of the FOD in that scheme. In order to provide a compu
tational gain, Gordon and Shortliffe were forced to approximate Dempster’s sum; the
resulting approximation had a number of drawbacks. When presented with highly con
tradictory evidence, the approximation produced poor results. The approximation also
prevented the computation of belief values for negations of elements in the hierarchy;
thus, plausibilities for elements in the hierarchy could not be computed. Finally, the
hiefarchiCai deCompositiori used by the scheme required that the class hierarchy be strict.
That is, the classes, on the lower levels of the hierarchy could only have one parent.
Shafer and Logan were able to formalize the problem of using Dempster’s rule to
combine evidence focused on elements of a strict hierarchical partition of the FOD [ShaLog87J. By applying variations of Barnett’s formulas to elements in a hierarchical

{tank, jeep, truck, half-track, house, bam, school, church)
vehicles

buildings

{tank, jeep, truck, half-track)

{house, bam, church)

untracked
{jeep, truck)

{house}

(bam) ; . {church}

This figure shows a hierarchical partition of a hypothesis space tha
be used to classify objects detected in an image of an outdoor scene.

partition of an element’s FOD, they were able to compute Dempstef’s surn for elements
in the partition without any approximations; thus, the results that their formulas provide
are always valid. Their formulas also are slightly more general than those used by Gor
don and Shortliffe in that they can compute both belief values and plausibilities for elernents in the hierarchy.
Dichotomous belief functions involve the most drastic restriction to the D-S theory,
but they provide the greatest computational gain. Obviously, since the belief functions
can be treated as if they had binary FODs (i.e. 101 =2) [SafGot90], the time needed to
combine two BPA’s is constant. Thus the time needed to combine N BPA’s is 0(N).
Although the above variations of Dempster’s rule greatly improve its computational
efficiency, none of them is directly applicable to the problem of accumulating evidence
in PSEIKI. Dichotomous belief functions are too restrictive to be used in a general
matching procedure; their requirement that all probability mass be constrained to three
subsets of © severly limits their applicability. Barnett’s scheme, while remaining general
enough for use in PSEIKI* is. still too inefficient, if applied directly, to handle the

overwhelming amount of data in an image. Finally, the use of hierarchical hypothesis
spaces is not possible because the hierarchy used in PSEIKI is not strict (e.g. an edge can
be the child of two faces — the faces it separates). For this reason, a new procedure to
accumulate evidence was developed by incorporating the concept of an element’s label
into the reasoning process.

We will now describe two models for evidence accumulation, the first to introduce
the reader to the notion of using labels for belief computation and the second to describe
and exemplify the exact method used in PSEIKI. Both these models are motivated by the
fact that Barnett’s formulas Can not be used for computer vision applications* despite
their computational efficiencies, due to the massive amount of data involved.
MODEL 1:
In this model, we assume that practical considerations, such as computational feasi
bility, do not inhibit each source from providing evidence about all truth or falsity of all
the propositions that can be discerned by the FOD. We further assume in this model that
each source is structured in such a manner that it expresses its evidence as a combination
of $EFs (as is assumed in Barnett’s formalism). To explain, consider the following situa
tion:--;.;-/,.■.:■...

, ■:v-V:V:

, ■'

■."-'■■■■••'You are sitting in a dimly lit bar and trying to determine the color of an object
you are holding. You know a-priori the color can only be One of the following
Set OfIdibels:

■
0 = {green, black, blue, red}

\

Despite their being in various states of inebriation, three of your friends, Bob,
Jim, and Sue, are available to serve as experts to help you determine the correct
label. Your mission is to elicit information from them and determine the correct
label, meaning the most believed color of the object. You are not allowed to use
your own judgements* except for having defined the FOD.
Due to nature of the algorithm you have programmed into your laptop' computer, you
insist that; the experts help you by providing answers to the following dichotomous
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questions about each possible label. In order words, you will posethefollowing ques
tions to your friends:
REDl:

What’s your belief that the color of the object is red?

RED2:

What’s your belief that the color of the object is not red?

You also will ask equivalent questions about the other colors in the FOD. We will refer
to each such pair of questions as a dichotomous set. You will insist that each expert treat
each pair such questions in isolation from the other pairs and apportion all his/her. belief
between the possibilities represented by the pair of questions; of course, the expert is
allowed to withhold some or

ail of his/her belief.

Therefore, when, say, Bob is asked if

the color istisn’t red, we have

MSobfrcd) + M^b(~'red) + miob(®)= LQ
Each pair of dichotomous questions elicits a SEE for each of the experts,. All the SFFs
provided by a single expert constitute a composite belief function as expressed by that
expert..'.'.
,r.
^
Let’s assume that the composite beliefs expressed by all the experts are as displayed
in table 5.1. To combine all this evidence, we could use Barnett’s formulas and benefit
from its computational efficiencies. However, as we will show, it is possible to employ a
computational scheme that Uses the formulas of Barnett as a starting point and then
through iterative updating yields the final belief function even more efficiently. This new
cbriipucational scheme uses the notion of labels in the following manner. We combine
the SEFs corresponding to the first expert, and call the most believed element of © the
current label. From the other composite belief functions, we now accumulate only those
S^a:tiiatTocua'.on’:this label into the overall belief function.^ If the label has remained
T Lest the reader be alarmed by the apparent grossness of {his approach vis-a-vis the direct application
of Barnett’s formulas, in which all the SEFs would be combined, in appendix A we have used Monte
Carlo techniques to show that the label-based scheme produces erroneous results only slighdy more
often than the direct approach. The important point to note is that the computational infeasibility may
preclude the implementation of the direct scheme; better to use an approach that is implementable even
if there is a slight probability that it might produce incorrect results. As the reader will realize, if
mistakes are made at one level of PSEIKI’s hierarchy, they can be corrected by the constraints invoked
at a higher level of the hierarchy. In a sense, one could say that in PSEIKI we have implemented a
scheme that is likely to work correctly in a vast majority of cases, and when errors are made, there are
mechanisms available for correction. Yet, with some small probability, whose value is unknown at this
time, PSEIKI could produce an incorrect interpretation. However, that is the price that must be paid for
computauonal feasibility. Note that this behavior of PSEIKI is not unlike human cognition. In human
reasoning at any level of detail, we are capable of making erroneous judgments, which in may cases get
rectified by invoking higher level considerations.
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Table 5.1

This table shows the evidence provided by Bob, Jim and Sue about the
^object’s color.

Equation

Evidence

Friend

"

Mfob" (green) = 0.05

M^gk (black) =0.10

M|ro™(-ngreen) - 0.75

M^gk(^black) = 0;65
(5.19)

Bob
MBob(blue) = 0.10
MsobHblue) = 0.72

.

M^lred)^.^
MfobC-’red) = 0.25

M^g(0)=O,18

;■

M^(green) = 0.15

M^k (black) = 0.18

Mfm "(“'green) = 0.60

M^feblackj^OJO
> 'M^k(0) =U32
(5.20)

Jim
■M^(blue) = 0.11

Mj^,(red) = 0.24

M^Ciblue) = 0.60

M.Sfm (-ircd) = 0 18

Mfue" (green) = 0.02

Msl^(black) = 6.29 v

M^ee"(-'green) = 0.88
Miiwn(€>) — O ld

Msuek(-iblack) = 0.24
Ml}^k(©)=0.4T U
(5.21)

Sue
Ms'ue (blue) = 0.15
M^(-.bliad) = 0.56

V
(red) f1 Q-24
lVI^j<-nred)^ 0.26
^?ue(©) = 0-50
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unchanged after going through all the experts in this manner, then the label becomes the
solution to the problem. For example, assume that the label ‘red’ was chosen for the
color of the object, using the SEFs from equation (5.19) that were provided by Bob. If
Jim and Sue’s SEFs focusing on fed, Mred(), were accumulated into the belief function
and the label did not change, you would declare that the color of the object is red and
would associate a belief value with this conclusion. If, on the other hand, during this pro
cess of combining Jim and Sue’s evidence confirming or denying the label red, maximal
belief was accorded to another color, such as blue, then the current label of the object
would change from red to blue. Subsequently, the evidence would be combined by using
only tho$e SEFs from the femaining Experts that either confirm or deny blue.
As we show in appendix A, when |©| = n, the Complexity associated with using
Barnett" s formula directly is Q(n x N), while the complexity associated with the label
based approach is 0(n + N), where N is the number of composite belief functions com
bined. For computer vision applications, this reduction in complexity mikes it possible
to cany out the experiments that would not be otherwise possible,
MODEL 2:
Our main goal in discussing Model 1 was merely to introduce the reader to the
notion of accumulating beliefs through labels. Of course, all the belief functions in that
model could be combined by a straightforward application of Barnett’s formulas; how
ever, the reader would probably want to use our label-based scheme for computer vision
applications even though it is not quite as robust.
Now that we have introduced the reader to the notion of using labels for evidence
accumulation, we are ready to present a second model, which is more structured than the
first and which appears to lend itself naturally to a label based scheme. That is, it is
necessary to use labels in model 2’s accumulation process due to the manner in which
evidence is accumulated. We Will introduce the model with the help of the following
experiment:
Let’s say that of the three friends* Bob appears to be the least tipsy and therefore
is probably the best source of detailed evidence about the color of the object,
detailed in the sense that Bob is capable of answering all the questions put to him
in the dichotomous form shown above. On the other hand,! the other two friends
are too inebriated and have too short an attention span to answer more than a

couple of questions at a time. Given this scenario, you structure the evidence
:

aecUinulation process in the following mariner: You decide to combine all the
SEF’s supplied by Bob and use the most believed of the elements from © as the
current label regarding the color of the object. Now the questions you ask of the
other two friends are limited to eliciting their beliefs in either the confirmation or
the denial of the current label. The two SEFsfromJim and Sue that posit beliefs
in the three possibilities {label, -llabel, 0} are then combined with the SEFs
^corresponding to all the evidence supplied by Bdb. If the current label does not
change through this update, you will accept that label as the final label.

The important point of difference between the two models follows: Ih the former model,
all the experts Supply confirmation/denial evidence for all the possible labels; these may
then be combined by either a direct application of Barnett’s formulas or by using our
label based procedure. On the other hand, in the latter model, a distinction is made
between the experts. On grounds of practical considerations^ one of the experts is treated
as a provider of initial evidence regarding the credibility of all the possibilities in the
FOD— although in order to facilitate the use of computationally efficient procedures this
expert must provide evidence in answer to dichotprnpus queries regarding each of the
possibilities. The rest of the experts are then treated as updaters of the most believed
conclusion drawn from the first expert, this updating may either confirm or disconfirm
the conclusion.
We believe that the approach to evidence accumulation exhibited by model 2 natur
ally describes the flow of evidence in verification systems; . Initially, some sensor or
eJtpCTt provides evidence about the different possibilities and the system forms an initial
hypothesis based on that evidence. For example, a satellite sensor might tell us that an
object detected pn the ground is either a nuclear tipped mobile rocket, a tanker truck, etc.,
with varying degrees pf belief. Again, in order to use computationally efficient pro
cedures, this inflow of initial evidence may be structured in such a manner that it is com
posed pf a collections of SEFs, each confirming or denying each possibility in the frame
of discemment, (Such structuring oQcures naturaily in systems that use sets of templates,
numerical, symbolic or conceptual, for each possibility. The application of each template
would then yield an SEF for that possibility and the collection of all the SEFs would con
stitute a composite belief function for that senspr or expert.) After the initial hypothesis
has been formed, other senSors/experiS are queried to verify the validity of the initial
hypothesis. In our example, suppose the most believed hypothesis bn the basis of the
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satellite report is that the object is a nuclear tipped mobile rocket, we might then decide
to drop a sensitive radiation detector in the vicinity of the rocket and use its evidence to
either confirm or deny the hypothesis. Note that it may not be feasible to generate the
verificationevidence until the initial hypothesis has been formed. In the example, it may
not be feasible to saturate an area believed to contain missiles with the radiation detec
tors; they can only be dropped on objects already believed to be missiles. The important
point being hiade here that there will be situations that do not allow for all sources of evi
dence to be treated in a uniform manner — some must be used for initialization, while
others are used for confirming or refuting the hypotheses generated by those that were
used for initialization.
The ipethod of evidence accumulation used in PSEIKI corresponds to model 2. ini
tially, on the basis of only spatial proximity considerations, image element to model ele
ment epmparisons are used for generating initial hypotheses about the various possible
model labels for the image elements. Subsequently, consistency considerations between
image elements are used for either confirming or refuting these hypotheses. We must
hasten to add that while theoretically we could set up the PSEIKI evidence accumulation
process to correspond to Model 1 and use Barnett’s formulas to compute the final belief
functions without error, that is not computationally feasible. In other words, the updating
process could be made to yield SEFs that span the entire FOD, however the resulting
computation would be too burdensome and would make PSEIKI unusable.

5.4, A Defiled Description of Label Based Schemes for Evidence Accumulation
The previous section described the motivating factors for the development of
PSEIKI’s evidence accumulation process; this section will describe the process in detail.
As has already been mentioned, the first motivating factor for the accumulation process’
development was the overwhelming amount of data present in most images. Although
Barnett's scheme with linear complexity (in the size of the FOD) yields a great improver
meat Over the exponmential complexity of the original formulation of Dempsteris rule,
his formulas are Still too inefficient when a large number of belief functions with large
FODs are being combined. The label-based scheme further reduces the computational
complexity1 of Dempster’s rule by splitting the accumulation process into two phases:
initialization and Updating. During the initialization phase, a belief function is b'uilfU'Siiif'!
Bamett’S formalism by accumulating confirmatory and disconfirmatory evidence focusdd
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on all rnembersof theFOD. Oncethisinitial belief function has been established, the
updating phase commences and the foeus of all new evidence is restricted to the current
Jfcfcqh' ' The second motivation Ifor the development of label-based ^accumulation pro
cedure stems from the hypothesize/verify nature of PSEIKI’s eyidence accumuiation proeeSSi ' As mentioned in the discussion of model 2, this form naturally lends itself to the
Use of labels in the reasoning process.
■
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Assume that the goal of the accumulation process is to determine the identity of an
element^, E,from the set of n possibilities, Qj , 02> ' •, 9n- Therefore, the FDD for E is
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furthermore, assume that N composite belief functions, Bel! (•), Bel^f ), • • •, Bel]sj(-),
have been produced, each a combination of n simple evidence functions focusing on the
singleton propositions and their compliments. In other words, each belief function is
assumed to be represented as a collection of n SEFS containing information about the
element’s identity. Using the notation from section 5,2.1, the BPA fof j- belief function,
Belj(-),can be expressed as
mj(-) = M] © M* © • • • © Mf

(5.22)

Using the example of the previous section, assume that you and yOur friends, Bob, Jim
■ and Sue, are trying to determine the color of ari object. Remember, the element can be
One of four possible colors, © = {green, black, blue, red ) . Assume that your friends can
answer the dichotomous questions about the color, and thus can provide independent
composite belief functions, BelBob, Belj;m and Belsue, containing information about the
element’s identity; each of these eOmposite belief functions are represented as four SEEs.
process is to combine the infoimation contained in these
three composite belief functions into a singld belief function and form a hypothesis about
t|ie element’s colOf based on this final belief function. Assume that the belief functions
are composed of the SEFs shown in table 5.1.
During the initialization phase of the accumulation proceSs, One composite belief
function distinguished from the rest; this belief function is called the element’s initial
belief function. The remaining N-l composite belief functions are used in the second
phase of the accumulation procedure and are called the updating belief functions.
We refer to E as an eiemerit because in PSEIKI, weare interested in determining model labels for image
elements.

■
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Without loss of generality, assume that the first composite belief function, Bel i (-), is used
as the initial belief function, and that the rest are used as updating belief functions. After
the initial belief function for the element’s identity is computed, the element’s label is
determined. An element’s label is defined to be the singleton proposition with the largest
belief. (If two or more elements of the FOD yield the same belief, one is selected arbitrarily.) Thus, in some sense, the element’s label can be considered to be the current best
hypothesis for the element’s identity. As an example of the ease with which an element’s
label can be found, consider the process of determining the label for element E.
Remember that thb FOD fbr E cpnsists of h elements
{©l,

’ * * » ®nJ

Tb determine E’s label, the element of © with maximum belief must be found. However,
since only singletons are being considered as labels, finding the member of © with
greatest belief is equivalent to finding the member of © with the largest probability mass
(the belief of a singleton is equal to its probability mass). Thus, only the following ele
ments of E’s BPA need be considered
mE(0a) for a= 1, ..., n
Let Qcw be the singleton proposition with greatest belief. That is,
mE(^

...,n

(5.23)

The label of element E is defined to be label = 9r>_ ’ . In the example, if BelB0b( ) was
chosen as the initial belief function, equation (5.10) could be used to determine the belief
in each of the Singleton propositions.
Belinitiai(green) = 0.0607

: (5.24)

Belinitiai (black) = 0.1090
Belinitiai(Wue) = 0.0946
Bclinitiai (red) = 0.5001
Thus, the initial label for the element’s color would be ‘red’ with belief 0.5.
Once the initialization phase of the accumulation scheme is complete and E’s initial
belief function has been computed, the belief updating phase begins. In this phase,
t A process for determining the probability mass of all the singletons (and hence the element’s label) in
linear time will be described in Stetion 5.4.1.
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evidence from the remaining N-1 composite belief functions is accumulated into the
element’s belief function; However, the evidence contained in these belief functions is
not blindly combined with the initial belief function, as would be done in Barnett’s
scheme. Equation (5.25) shows how the composite belief functions would be combined
by using a direct application of Barnett’s scheme.
m final

^ Ml

® Mi ©

© Mjabel ©

© Mr ©

{Ml © m| © • • • ©Miabel © • ••©

}©

Mjsf ©M^ ©•• • ©M§*1 ©• • • ©MR
Each of the rows for equation (5.25) represents one of the composite belief functions
being combined (remember, M] is the SEE focusing on the i* singleton from the j*
belief function). In particular, the top row is the initial belief function and the rest of the
rows are the updating belief functions. Regrouping the SEFs from the updating belief

njfinai = { M i© Mi ©••• © Miabei © • • • © Mi >©

{Mi® M| ©

(5.26a)

©

label ©
Miabel ©M3aDel

label

©

Mf ©Mf ©-•®MR|(:v
Once again, the first row represents the initial belief function; however, the remaining
rows (those containing the updating belief functions) have been rearranged such that all
of the SEFs with the same focal elements are now in the same group. Equation (5.4) can
now be used to collapse each group of SEFs from the updating belief functions into a

single updating SEP
rftfinal -|Mi

■*

M update ©’ ' ' © M^te © • • • © M^

(5.26b)

where M{,p(}a(e == M2 © M3 ©. • • • © Mn, the updating SEF focusing on the i* singleton,
is computed by applying equation (5.4) N-2 times. The SEFs from the updating belief
functions focusing on the label element, Mj^te, are sometimes denoted as mupdate.
When incorporating updating evidence, the computational burden can be eased by
splitting, the updating phase into a number 6i updating cycles. At the start of each updat
ing cycle, the element’s label is computed using the previously described procedure,
After the label has been computed, only the updating SEFs focusing on the label element
are accumulated intothe overall belief function. That is, from each updating belief func
tion, only the SEF with focus elements {0iabei), Miabdl and {©} is accumulated in the
element s belief function. Thus, if a singleton never becomes the element’s label over
the course of the updating cycles, then the updating SEFs focusing on it will not be accumulated into the element’s belief function^. The rationale behind accumulating only the
SEF focusing on the label element follows. If the assigned label is correct, then the
confirmatory evidence contained in the SEFs accumulated into the element’s belief func
tion Should reinforce the belief in the label, allowing the label to be left unchanged. If
the label assigned to an element is incorrect, then the disconfirmatory evidence contained
in the SEF accumulated into the element’s belief function should be sufficient to force
the label to change. Of course, if the label is incorrect, it would be advantageous to accu
mulate the SEFs focusing on the correct label; however, the correct label cannot be
known a-priori (remember, the whole task of the system is to find the correct label).
Thus, all new evidence is focused on either trying to prove or trying to disprove that an
element’s label is correct (i.e. that the element’s identity has been correctly determined).
In model 1, the limiting of information to focus-on the current label element is akin to the
use of hbnadmissible heuristics in graph search procedures [Nil80]; in both cases, the
accuracy of the final solution is sacrificed for a gain in computational efficiency.
During the first updating cycle, only the updating SEF from equation (5.26) focus
ing on the initial label is accumulated into the overall belief function.
t The consequences of accumulating only some of the updating SEFs into the element’s belief function
will be investigated in appendix A via a Monte Carlo simulation.

© M',abel ®

nioverall = iM 1 © Ml ©

© M? ©M^ite

(5.27)

The updating SEF is accumulated into the overall belief function by grouping it with-the.

overall =*j Ml © M? © • > • © Ml™ © M^) © — ®.M^

i-M 1"'®-^^M?"}'"■■

(5.29)

The firstupdating cycle ends after the the updating SEF focused on the initial label is
accumulated into the overall belief function.; After the first updating cycle finishes, the
second updating cycle starts and the belief function’s label is determined again. If the
updating evidence did not cause the belief in the label element to fall below the belief in
andthei singleton, then the accumulation process is finished. In the previous example,
updating evidence focused on the label element, ‘red’, from Beljim and Belsue would be
combined using equation (5.4).

The updating SEF’s masses produced by this equation arc:
Mitred) = 0.3542
?

(~’red) = 0.3216

:

= 0.324^ :
When this updating SEF is combined with the S EF from the initial belief function focusing on ‘red’, the following SEFs result: ;
Mgreen (green) = 0 05

Mbkck(black) = 0.10

M^Hgreen^OJS

Mblack (-.black) = 0.65

M«reen (©) = 0.20

Mblack(@) = 0.25

Bcloverall
Mbl"^(bliie) = 0T0

M^(red) - 0:4746;

Mbiue(-iblue) = 0.72

M^i(-nred) = 0.3531

Mblue(©) = 0.18

M^(©) ^0.1623
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Bel(green) = 0.0734
Bel(black) = 0 1247

■ -

.

Bel(blue) = 0.1019
Bel(red) = 0.5605
Thus, the element’s final label would be ‘red’ with belief 0.56.
If the accumulated disconfirmatory evidence about an element’s label is enough to
force the belief in the label element to fall below the belief in another member of 0, then
the label will be changed to the element with greater belief. The updating SEFs focusing
on the new label element and its complement are then accumulated into the belief func
tion. For example, let label(l) denote the label given the element during the first updat
ing cycle. Also, let label(2) denote the label given the element at the start of the second
updating cycle. Thus if label(l) * label(2), then the updating SEFs focusing on label(2)
are accumulated into the belief function.
mfinal = |m[ © Mj © • • • © M"
(5.31)
This iterative procedure continues until the label at step i of the process, label(i), is equal
to a previous label, label© for some j < i. The accumulation of updating evidence stops
when this termination condition is met or when the updating SEFs focusing on all n sin
gletons have been accumulated into the final belief function.
For example, if the belief function shown in equation (5.20) was modified slightly
such that its SEF focusing on the label ‘red’ denied that red was the true color, then the
element’s label would change after the first updating cycle. Assume that Beljjm was
modified such that it had the probability masses shown below in equation (5.32) (only the
masses from the SEF focusing on ‘red’ have been changed); note that the modified SEF
now denies red’s validity. The other belief functions are assumed to be unchanged and
have the masses shown in equations (5.19) and (5.21).
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^MfiTCi^eenJ^aiS
MJ5?"(-igreen) = 0.60

.Mft“k(black) = 0.18 /.
M^k(^black) =0.50
Mjim^C©) = 0.32

Belj^':

(5.32)
Mj^e(blue) = 0.11

M^(rcd)=0.09

Mjj^,e(-iblue) = 0.60

M^^red) =0.75

M&0) = O:29

M(0)^

With this new belief function, the updating SEF produced by combining the SEFs
from Beljun and BelsUe focusing on the color red would be:
y' -;

^Sun ® Mj6^.

■ .

The updating SEF’s masses produced by this equation are:

■;V ,; .:;:;\;.; :;M^laie(red) = 04318

; 4.f '

M^aref-red)^ 0.7678
V;:;>v:

Mutate(©) = 0.1004

When this updating SEF is combined with the SEF from the initial belief function focus
ing on red, the following SEFs result:
M^^fgreen) = 0.05

Mbl^k(black) =0.10

M*reen (-ngreen) = 0.75

Mblack (-nblack) = 0.65

M8reen(©) = 0.20

Mblack(0) = 0.25

Beloverall*

^
(5.33)

Mblue(blue) = 0.10
M^^blue) - 0.72 ;
Mblue(0) = 0.18

M^j(red) = 0.1919
M^j(-.red) = 0,7506
M^(0) = O.O575

The procedure to be described in section 5.4.1 can now be used to determine the belief in
the singletons.

Bei(green) = 0;1521

Bel(blue) = 0.1994
Bel(red) = 0.2479
Thus, the element’s label would change from red to black (with belief 0.25). A new
updating cycle would then start to update the belief in the color black. The updating SEF
produced by combining the SEFs from Belj;m and Belsue focusing on black would be:
.

MpJe = M^k©M^

The updating SEE’s masses produced by this equation are:
(black) = 0.2828
black) =p0.5319
■M^^;C(9)a0.i853
the SEF from the inidal belief function focusing on the color black.
M81®511 (green) = 0.05
[g«en (-.green) - 0.75
M8reen(0) = 0.20

M^,k (black) = 0.1540
Mfinaik(^black)

- 0.7853 ? I

M^,k(0) =0.0607

Belpyejaji

(5.34)
Mb,ue(blue) = 0.10
Mblue(_,blue) = 0.72
Mblue(©) = 0.18

M^ded) = 0.1919
I filial (-'red) = 0.7506
^ final (©)

= 0.0575

.

The procedure to be described in section 5.4.1 can now be used to determine the belief iii
the singletons.
Bel(green) = 0.1905
Bel(black) = 0.2158
Bel(blue) = 0.2380
Bel(red) = 0.2688
In this iteration, the label is switched back to red (with belief 0.27). Because the updat
ing evidence focusing on the color red already has been accumulated into the overall
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belief function, the accumulation process stops. Thus, the final label for the element is
red With belief 0.27.
As has been mentioned, the updating process can be viewed as being composed of a
nuihber of updating Cycles. At the start of each cycle, the element’s label is determined
from the Overall belief function. If the new label equals a previous label, then the updat
ing process is over. However# if the label is assigned a singleton that it has not previ
ously assumed, then the SEFs from the updating belief functiohs focusing on the label
element are accumulated into the overall belief function. This iterative process continues
until the previously described termination condition is met or all of the singletons have
been used as labels. The accumulation process is expressed algorithmically below. The
initial belief function is determined in step 1 of the algorithm (i.e. i = 1). Steps 2-5
comprise the belief updating loop; each iteration of the loop corresponds to one updating

1)

Determine the initial belief function and let i - 1.

2) ' Detertrune the label for step i, label(i).
3)

STOP if the updating SEFs focusing on the label already have been accumulated
into the belief functioh, (i.e, label(i) — label(j) for some 1 < j < i). Otherwise, using
equation (5.4), accumulate the updating SEFs focusing on the label into the overall
belief function.:

4)

Leti-i+1

5)

Go to step 2.

Note that this new accumulation process degenerates into Barnett’s scheme if the
element’s label changes such that it assumes all possible labels in the element’s FOD.
However, if the number of labels assigned to an element is Significantly smaller than the
Size of the FOD, then the label-based scheme will yield a notable increase in efficiency
compared to the straightforward implementation of Earnest ’ s formulas. In systems using
model 2, if computing the SEFs from the updating belief functions is costly, a large com
putational gain can be achieved by postponing the generation of the updating belief func
tions’ SEFs until they are needed. If the generation of these SEFs is postponed until they
need to be accuniplated into the overall belief function, then only those focusing on the
current label will be generated during any updating cycle. Thus, only a few of the SEFs

■
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will be generated because most of them never are accumulated into the final belief func
tion. If computing these SEFs is costly, then a significant computational savings is
achieved for this reason alone.

5.4.1^ Computing Labels in Linear Time
Using the equations supplied by Barnett, the process for determining an element’s
label potentially requires 0(n2) operations because an O(n) algorithm is used to deter
mine the probability masses for each of the n singletons. Remember, the following for
mula from equation (5.10) yields the probability mass for a singleton proposition.
m(05) = K

Mkeona - MJ(9j))+M‘(©)nMj(-i0j)
j*i
j *i

where K does not depend on 0;.

i+z 1 -M‘(i)
M‘(i)

K"1 = na-Mi(0i))

riMk-i)

However, it is possible to determine the belief in all n singleton propositions in O(n)
time. This new efficiency is achieved by precomputing some of the values used by equa
tion (5.10) and reformulating the equation tp compute the mass of a singleton using a
constant number of operations. Thus, once the precomputed values are found, the belief
in all n singletons can be computed in O(n) time. Furthermore, because the precomputed
values can be found in O(n) time, a total of O(n) .operations are needed to find an
element s label. The values needed by the new formulation of Barnett’s equation are
calledpartial rriass products and are defined below.
n>[0j] = fl(l - Mj(0j))
\ j>i

for 1 < i < n

(5.35)

n+[0i] = fX(l - Mi(0j))
j<>

for 1 < i < n

(5.36)

ri>C0iI =

i0j)

for

(5.37)

for 1 <i<n

(5.38)

j>»
n;[0il =
■ • :'i<!

It is possible to determine the partial mass products for all n members of the FOD in O(n)
time. For example, the n values of !!<[•] can be found in O(n) time using the following
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recursive definition.

.

'/'-.Vy'

n^[0i] = l

(5.39)

C

for i> 1

(5.40)

The two products used in Barnett’s formula can be expressed in terms of partial mass
functions.
j^ti
•v /■>•;

y-y

V: y'y
■ ■' ■■■

' y ■■

■V:: '

.

y.

(5.41)
y / /y '•^y^: '^vy '

yy:':yy.yy- y ' '

(5.42)
y

Thus, once the partial mass functions and the conflict, K, have been determined, thepro
bability mass of a singleton can be found using a constant number of operations.
m(ei) = K[Mi(ei)n^(ei)n^(ei) + Mk©

(5.43)

Note that K must be Computed only once for all 1 < i < n because it does not depend on
Qf Once the masses for all the singletons are found, the singleton with greatest mass is
chosen as the label.
A simple example will be given to demonstrate the process of determining a label.
This example will show the procedure used to find the label of the initial belief function
from the last section. Recall that the first composite belief function, 'BelBob> was used^as
the initial belief function in that example (the belief function is shown in equation
(5T9)). The probability masses for its SEFs are shown below.
Mf“n (green) = 0.05
Mfeen(—.green) = 0.75
y

M^lack(black) = 0.10 y v •
M^lack (-.black) = 0.65

Mfeen(©) = 0.20
Milack(0) = O.25 ■; y
; Bell:. :: y ■;:v':
. : \;
y Mfd (red) = 0.35

/y

;

Milue (-.blue) = 0.72

Mf* (-.red) = 0.25

Milue(0)=O.18

- ; Mr1ed(0) = 0.40

The partial mass products for these SEFs are:

n< [black] = 0.95
n+ [blue] = 0.95x0'9 = 0.855

n^fblack] = 0.65x0.9 = 0.585
n+ [blue] = 0.65

ilifred] = 0.855x0 9 = 0.7695

fit [red] =L0

(5,44)
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Il< [green] =1.0

; n> [green] = 0.18x65 = 0.117/

n<[black] = 0.75

n; [black] = 0.25x0.72 = 0.18

n<[biue] = 0,75x6.65 = 0x4875

fl> [blue] = 0.25

n<[redf= 0.4875x0.72 = 0.351

Ti;[red] = 1,0 7

The renormalization Factor can be computed using equation (5.12).
(0.95)(6.9)(0.9)(0 65) ^, 0.05
0,95

0.9

+ M + Q-35
0.9
0.65

(0.75)(0.65)(0j2)(0.25)

= 0.5001 X 1.8133 - 0.0878

(5.45)

= 0.8192
After all of the precomputed values have been found, the belief in each singleton can be
found in constant time using equation (5.43).
Bel(green) = |(0.d5)(05265)(1 0) + (0 20)(0.117)(1.0) J /0.8192

(5.46)

= 0.0607
Bel(black) = (0.10)(0.585)(0.95) + (0:25)(0.18)(0.75) 70.8192
= 0.1090
Bel(blue)

(0.10)(0.65)(0.855) + (0.18)(0.25)(0.4875)J 7 0.8192
0.0946

Bel(red) = ^(0.35)( 1.0)(0.7695) + (0.40)( 1.0)(0.351)
= 0.5001

/ 0.8192

"

Thus, the label for this belief function would be ‘red’ with belief 0.5.

5.5. Hierarchical Evidence Accumulation in PSEIKI
If the task of a system is to determine the identity of a number of elements which
are arranged in a part-of hierarchy, then the evidence accumulation scheme introduced in
the previous section can be embedded into the hierarchy to provide further compqtational
gain. A part-of hierarchy is shown in panel (b) of Fig. 5.2; in this figure, as in most partof hierarchies, elements on the higher levels of the hierarchy are defined by groups of

Figure 5.2

Panel (a) shows a hierarchical description of an automobile. Panel (b)
demonstrates how a number of unidentified elements can be grouped into
a part-of hierarchy.

elements on lower levels. For example^ in this figure elerrients Ejj through Ei',4 are
grouped to form element E2,i (Ejj denotes the’j/ element on the 1th level of the hierar
chy). Part-of hierarchies aTe a natural way to represent many types of objects. For exam
ple, this report contains a number of chapters each of which contains a number of sec
tions. As we progress down this structure, we find that the sections can be broken down
into paragraphs, sentences, clauses, words and letters. An automobile also can be
represented hierarchically using a part-of hierarchy. Panel (a) of Fig. 5.2 is a simple
example of how an auto can be broken down into its major assemblies (the frame, the
bbdy and the powertrain) and how each of these assemblies can be broken down into its
main components. Of course, a part-of hierarchy that could be used to represent a real
auto would be much more complex. Note that these hierarchies do riot need to be strict;
that is, an element can have more than a single parent if it is. in more than one group. For
example, many body components in a Unibody automobile also serve as part of the
frame.

-

\ -

Thestructureof a part-of hierarchy can be used to aid in the determination of the
identity of its elements. For example, in many cases, the label for an element will dictate
die possible labels that its descendents can assume. For example, in Fig- 5.2, if elements
Ejj through EJ(4 are grouped to form element £24 and ifEar is thought to be the
drivetrain ofan auto, then the possible labels for elements E*. 1 through E! .4 would be
©= {engine, transmission, driveshaft, differential, axle}
Thus panel (a) of Fig. 5.2 can be thought of as a hierarchical arrangement of the possible

labels that the elements of panel (b) can assume (i.e. their frames of discernment). If the
hierarchy was not used to restrict certain possible labels from being included in ah
element’s FOD, then the FOD might include all possible labels on the same level of the
hierarchy. As it stands, the FGD for an element is determined by its parent’s labelelement and the children of its parent’s label-element. Specifically, an element’s FOD is
defined tobe the children of its parent’s label-element.
Because an element’s FOD is determined by its parent’s label, the FOD for the eld-’
merit and all of its descendents must change if the parent’s label changes -- a computa
tionally intensive operation. Thus it is advantageous to incorporate new evidence on
upper levels of the hierarchy before incorporating evidence on lower levels of the hierar
chy. Because calculations on upper and lower levels of the hierarchy can be thought to
correspond to checking global and local consistencies respectively, generating updating
evidence for elements on the upper levels of the hierarchy before generating updating
evidence for elements on lower levels corresponds to performing global consistency
checks before local ones.
To further curtail the number of uncertainty calculations, elements are used to gen
erate updating evidence only for their siblings. For example, only elements thought to be
part of the auto’s drivetrain would be used to generate updating evidence for other ele
ments in the drivetrain. If the data were not arranged hierarchically, every element
would be needed to generate updating evidence for every other element.
It should be mentioned that if the updating belief for a number of siblings is gen
erated by noting the degree to which their labels are mutually compatible, then the updat
ing evidence contained in their updating SEFs should not be incorporated into their belief
functions until all of the updating SHFs are formed. If the incorporation of the Updating
SEFs is not delayed in this manner, then it is possible for the updating SEF for an ele
ment to be influenced by its belief in its own label. An element could provide updating
evidence to itself if it was used to generate updating evidence in another element’s label
which in turn was used to provide updating evidence about the first element’s label.
Delaying the incorporation of updating evidence into elements’ belief functions until all
updating evidence has been generated prevents this from occurring.

5.5.1. Evidence Propagation Between Levels in the H ierarchy
Evidence from an element’s siblings is not the only source of knowledge used to
update its belief function. A mechanism also is provided for passing belief values
between different levels of the hierarchy; This is done to Satisfy the intuitive argument
tha.t says any evidence confirming an element’s label also should provide evidence that
its parent’s label is.-correct Discontinuing evidence on upper levels of the hierarchy also
affects the belief functions of elements on the lower levels of the hierarchy. Further
more, it is intuitively appealing to pass both confirmatory and discdhfirmatory informa
tion up the hierarchy if all updating evidence for an element is generated by measuring
its consistency with its siblings.
If the children of an element have consistent (compatible) labels, then these childelements should provide evidence that the label given to the parent-element is correct.
Likewise children with inconsistent labels provide evidence that their parent’s label is
incorrect. The updating SEFfrom the child with the largest belief^ is used as the meas
ure of the consistency of the labels of an element’s children. Thus to propagate evidence
up the hierarchy, the updating BPA, myffi-},., = Mlabel, from the most believed child is
accumulated not only into the child’s belief function but also into the parent’s belief
function. Gombining the updating SEF with an element’s parent makes intuitive sense
because all new evidence generated on a level comes from the (in)compatibility between
elements oh that level. The SEF from the most believed child is chosen as the measure
Of the consistency because that child can be though of as the main child of the group; if
this element is labeled incompatibly with its siblings, then the group is said to be labeled
inconsistently. Thus, by passing the updating SEF to each parent-element, new evidence
is provided for those elements based on the Consistency or the inconsistency of their descenderits.

. \V:;V-v

Evidence from an element cannot be applied directly to its parent because the FODs
Of an; clement and its parent are composed of different types Of data elements^ However,
it will be shown that it is possible to build a FOD that can be used to update the belief
functions of elements on a higher level of the hierarchy. Assume that the data is as
t The updating SEFs from all of the element’s children are not combined together.as was done in
earlier versions of PSEIKI, because these SEFs cbntaip a large amount of redundant information. By
propagating only one updating SEF up the hierarchy, the problem of combining dependent belief
functions is avoided.
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shown in panel (b) of Fig. 5.2 and that element Ejvi is the child of element £2,1 with
greatest belief. Furthermore, assume that Ejj.-is labeled as the transmission and E24 is
labeled as^he diivetrain. Because the confirmatory evidence for Ejj’s label derived
from its siblings arises from the consistency of the label with its sibling’s labels, it may
be considered as a weighted vote of confidence that £2,1’s label is correct. Likewise,
because the discorifirmatory evidence for Ej, j’s label derived from its siblings arises
frotn the inconsistency of the label with its sibling’s labels, it may be considered as a
(weighted) vpte of no confidence in E2,i ’s label. Thus,

(0) can be considered to

be the amount of ignorance in E2,1 ’s label. Using this rationale, an updating SEF for
E2,i with the following non-zero probability masses may be defined as
^update ({drivetrain}) = m^atefftransmission}) xSFpropagate

(5.47)

n^updai® ({-idrivetrain}) = mu^ate ({-(transmission}) x SFpropagate
m update (©Eli)= 1 0 ^ m update ({drivetrain}) - m update ({-drivetrain})
If it is assumed that nwiiie is a valid SEF, then m update also is a valid SEF. SFp^p^
is used to limit the amount of belief propagated up the hierarchy (0.0 $ SFpr0pagate < 1.0).
Depending on the application, it may be advantageous to limit the amount Of evidence
propagated up the hierarchy if the hueristically defined compatibility measures are not
trusted completely. The total accumulated new belief for E^i from its children Ei.i,—,
Ej,4 now can be expressed as
^update = (tn update © • • • © m update )
»2,1

(5.48)

El .1Ei,4-*E2fl

Information is passed down the hierarchy only if it is disconfirmatory. This down
ward propagation of information takes the form of the reassignment of frames of discern
ment caused by the ancestor of an element having its label changed. In the previous
example, tliis could happen if the hypothesized identity for E2J is changed to be the
frame of the auto. Using model information, the FOD for Ej would be reassigned to
0= {carraige, front suspension, rear suspension}

It should be mentioned that there are two cases that require special consideration.
First, a data-element may have no siblings; in this case, since the element’s consistency

can not be checked with its siblings, the only updating evidence that will be received
other special case occurs when an element’s label-element is an only child; in this case,
there is onlyone member of the element’s FOD. Therefore, the element’s label can not
be changed no matter how small the belief in this label becomes. Note that since the ele
ment has only one element in its.-FdP:.';Ci©.j'^l)'y. its belief function is a simple support
function.
It Should be noted that some of the evidence propagated up the hierarchy from an
element’s descendents depends on the element’s belief function. The evidence is depen
dent on the belief function because the labels of an element’s children (and hence the evi
dence focusing on those labels) depend on the label of the parent. Thus, in a roundabout
manner, the propagated evidence depends on the parent’s belief function. No investigatipii has been performed to determine the effect of the dependent belief functions. Some
previous work addressing this topic can be found in [DubPra85], [DubPra86], [HunJay87], [Kyb87], [Sme76], and [Yen86].

The evidence accumulation scheme introduced here originally was developed to aid
in the matching of data-eiements with model-elements by PSEIKI-s iabeier KS. In this
application, the labeler KS uses the scheme to determine the identities of the elements on
the data panel of the blackboard. Their possible identities are the elements on model
panel. To illustrate how the scheme is used by PSEIKI, consider the example in Fig, 5,3.
This tigure shows the edge-level and face-level of the data on the blackboard. Modeldata is shown in the left panel; in this frame edges Ea through Eq are grouped into face
F^. The right panel shows image-data; here edges Ej through E7 are grouped into face

As was mentioned in the previous section, the hierarchical nature of the matching
task is used to increase the efficiency of the matching process by restricting the modelelements allowed to be members of an image-element’s FOD. For example, in Fig. 5.3,
if Fi is matched with Fa, then the frame of discerment for edges Ei through E7 would be•
• Note thatin the following discussion the eiements generated by the graphics source have capital letters
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Figure 5.3

The left panel of this figure shows a simple example of model-elehients
derived from a solid modeling system; the right panel shows imageelements from 2D vision data. The figure is used to aid the textual
explanation of how PSEIKI’s labeler KS uses the evidence accumulation
schetne introduced here. Note that the elements in this figure could
represent only a small fraction of the data-elements on the blackboard
panels.'

0= {Ea, Eb, Eg, Ed}
These model elements are allowed be members of the FODs for edges E| - E7 because
they are the children of their parent’s model element, face FA.
The hierarchical nature of the task is exploited further by checking the consistency
of an element only with its siblings. In the previous example, the belief.Ej’s label would
be updated Only with evidence generated by noting its consistency with edges E2 - E7.
These edges would be used to provide the updating evidence because they are grouped
into face Fj along with edge Ej, If the image-elements were not grouped hierarchically,
then every edge would be needed to generate updating evidence in Ej’s label. The
method used to generate updating evidence for edges and faces based on their con
sistency with their siblings is discussed in chapter 6.

-^v:^, ...
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PSEIIQ’s labeler KS also propagates updating SEFs up the hierarchy in the previ
ously discussed manner. For example, assume that edge Ej has the greatest belief of all
of face Fi’s children. If pi has label Ea and face Fi has label Fa, then the following
updating SEF for Ft can be created from the updating SEF for Ej

v

ntupdate (I*A ) “ ^update (EA )*S Fedge—propagate
mupdate( 'FA)

mupdateC-’Ea) ^• SEedge—propagate

^update (®Fj) ~ i

^update (Ea)

El-^l

^update ( Ea )

Et-*Ft

The SEFs are propagated upwards for the reasons discussed earlier. Compatibly labeled
siblings should provide confirmatory evidence: about their parent’s label; conversely,
incompatibly labeled siblings should provide disconfirmatory evidence about their
parentis label: The level-specific scaling factor, SFedge_propagate,is used to limit the
amount of information passed up the hierarchy (0.0 < SFpWpagate S 1.0). As in the gen
eral scheme, changing the SEF for an element on an upper level of the hierarchy will
force all of its despendents to change their FODs; The FODs are changed to satisfy the
heuristic Which states, for example, that the constituent edges of a mislabeled face also
are most likely mislabeled.

■:cTs>:. It also is possible to use the hierarchical evidence accumulation; scheme developed
here in domains, other than computer vision, which are suitable for blackboard process
ing. The scheme is applicable to these domains because of their hierarchical nature. For
example, the evidence accumulation scheme could be used in the domain for which the
Hearsay-II [ErmHay80] blackboard system was developed: speech understanding.
Speech is represented hierarchically in the Hearsay-II system on the following d
levels: phrases, word-sequences, words, syllables, segments and parameters. The
idWestileVel of the representation, the parameter level' breaks the speech waveform into
five Classes: silence, sonorant peak, sonorant nonpeak, fricative and flap. The next
higher level, the segment level, is used to label the elements on the parameter level with
phoneme-like labels. These labels are generated using statistical pattern recognition
techniques and can assume 98 different values. Hearsay-II forms the elements on the
higher levels of the hierarchy (the syllable, Word, word^sequence and phrase levels) by

■'

v,-.
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grouping compatible elements from the lower levels.
To apply the accumulation scheme to Hearsay-H’s task, the statistically-based
classifier still could be used to generate phoneme-like labels for the parameter elements.
However, initial belief values for the segments’ labels could be generated from the pro
babilities produced by the segment classifier. Updating evidence for the elements’ labels
then could be based on the compatibility between the elements and their siblings, as is
done in PSEDCL For example, on the word level of the blackboard, if an adjective is fol
lowed by a noun then the two should lend support to each other.
Updating evidence could be passed up the hierarchy as is done in PSEIKI (for
example, evidence that a word is correct would also be evidence that its parent phrase is
correct). Likewise, changing the label of an element on an upper level of the blackboard
would cause all of its descendents to change their FODs.

CHAPTER6

GEOMETRIC COMPUTATIONS FOR
E^TTIAL AND UPDATINGBELIEF FUNCTIONS

Chapter 5 showed how evidence is used to generate and update belief in a dataelement’s label; however, no mention was made of how that evidence is generated. This
chapter will address the process of generating evidence to choose initial labels for Ele
ments and to update the belief in those labels. In PSEIKI, evidence about an element’s
label is generated by measuring how the degree to which an element meets geometric
constraints between itself and other elements. These constraints take two general forms.
Initially when matches are being formed, the constraints measure the similarity between
an image element and model elements. After the initial matches are found and a label for
the element has been determined, the constraints are used to measure the consistency
between the element’s label and the labels of its siblings in the hierarchy.
There are many techniques which PSEIKI could use to determine whether elements
meet geometric constraints. Besl describes some general techniques for matching image
data and model data at various levels of abstraction (points, curves, surfaces and
volumes) using geometric constraints [Bes88]. Crowley and Rampaiany take a different
approach to the process of generating evidence based on geometric constraints; they
model sensor readings as samples from a multivariate Gaussian distribution and use this
assumption to calculate a "distance" from a feature measurement to its mean value
[CroRam87]. They then estimate the belief in an entity based on the distance measured.
Regardless of the method used to measure the degree to which the elements meet
geometric constraints, the constraint measurements must be converted into belief func
tions. The method used in PSEIKI to convert raw confidence values into simple evidence
functions is described in appendix B; the conversion method described there is only one

possible method that could be used.
In this chapter, three components of the evidence generation process Will be
explored. The first section of this chapter addresses the methods used to determine the
set of all possible labels for an element (i.e. its FOD). The second section addresses the
generation of initial labels based on the compatibility of data-elements with modelelements, The final portion of the chapter addresses the process of generating updating
evidence for an element’s label based pn the compatibility between its label and its
-siblings’labels;.

6.1. Determining an Element’s Frame of Discernment
The first Step in finding an element’s label is determining its FOD. If an element
has a parent, then the its FOD is defined to be the children of its parent’s label-element,
as described in chapter 5. For example, consider Fig. 6.1. If edges {El5 ..., E7} on the
data panel are grouped into face Fi and Ft is matched with FA, then the FOD for each
edge in the group would be © = {EA, Eg,.Ec, Eq }.

Model Partel
Figure 6.1

Data Panel

The left panel of this figure shows a simple example expected scene; the

;

Note that the labels of elements on the upper levels of the blackboardshould be

determined before the labels of the lower level elements. The labels of the upper-level
elements shouldbe determined first because the PODS of the elements on the lower lev
els of the blackboard are determined by the labels of the elements oh the upper levels; If
ail element has more than one parent, (for example, the two faces that an edge borders)
then its FOD is defined as the union of each parent’s label-element’s children. Thus,
whenever an upper-level element is given a label, its children’s FODs are expanded to
include the children Of the parent’s label element.
If an element has not been placed into a group and, therefore, has no parent^, then a
different tack must be taken tp form its FOD. In this case, the element’s expanded extent
is used to determine its FOD. The term extent is taken from computer graphics field
[FolVaui82] and is defined to be the minimum-size rectangle with edges parallel to the
coordinate axis that contains an object. An extent is expanded by adding a border to each
of its sides, as shown in Fig. 6.2, The size of the border around the extent, D—.,. is set by
the user and reflects the maximum expected misregistration between the image and the
expected scene. Examples of the extents and expanded extents for an edge and a face are
shown in Fig. 6.2. The FOD for an orphan element is defined to be the set of all model
elements on the same level whose extents overlaps the orphan’s expanded extent Fig.
6.3 demonstrates the process of determining an orphan face’s FOD. In cases (a) and (b)
of this figure, FA would be placed in Fi ’s FQD; however, in case (c) it would be
excluded from the FOD because the two extents do not overlap. The data element’s
extent is expanded before applying the criterion to guarantee that the extent of a small
data element will overlap with its true correspondent on the model panel. Fig. 6.4 shows
how the same procedure is used to determine the FOD for an orphan edge. As in the pre
vious example, in cases (a) and (b), edge Ea would be placed in Ei’S FOD because its
extent (shown as dashed boxes) overlaps with edge Ej’s expanded extent Conversely, it
would be excluded in case (c) because the two extents do not overlap. At the edge level,
expanded extents are used because two edges can be arbitrarily close without having
overlapping extents (for example, if they are both parallel to the same coordinate axis).

t Elements with no parents are said to be orphaned.
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This figure shows the extent for an arbitrary face and an arbitrary edge.
The objects in this figure are drawn using solid lines, their extents are die
dashed boxes with heavy lines and the expanded extents are the dashed
boxes with light lines.

As described in chapter 5, an element’s initial belief function is computed by com
bining simple evidence functions (SEFs), each of which is focused on a singleton propo
sition and its compliment. In PSEIKI, the SEF for a model element ^determined by
using the metaphor that the model element is an expert which indicates how much belief
it places in its similarity to the data element. The degree of similarity between the data
and model elements is obtained by measuring the degree to which constraints between
the imagerelement and model-elements are met using level-specific metrics. The output
of the metrics range from 0.0 to 1.0 to facilitate the conversion of the measurements into
SEFs using the technique presented in appendix B. In other words, the expert 0; yields

Vv,

M 1 Oi) = similarityLmetric(\|/j, 0;)
M0i(—A) = dissimilarity_metrie(\|tj, 0;)
M0i (©) = 1 - M0i (Oj) - M0i (—10;)

This figure demonstrates how extents are used to determine an orphan
element’s FOD. In this figure, face Fa would be placed in Fj’s FOD in
cases (a) and (b) because their extents (shown as dashed boxes) overlap
with face Fj’s expanded extent. Conversely, it would be excluded in case
(c) because the two extents do not Overlap. The same procedure is used to
determine the FOD for ah orphan element on the object level.

Figure 6.4

TTiis figure demonstrates how extents are used to determine an edge?s
FOD. In this figure, edge EA'.would- be placed in E^’s FOD in cases (a)
and (b) becapse their extents (shown as dashed boxes) overlap with edge
Ei ’s expanded extent. Conversely, it would be excluded in case (c)
because the two extents do not overlap.
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After the SEFs for all members of an element’s FOD have been computed, the element’s
label is determined using the procedure described in chapter 5.

6,2.1.Computing Initial Belief Functions for Face-Elements and Object-Elements
When determining the initial label of a face element or an object element, PSElKI’s
labeler KS tries to pick the model element from the data element’s FOD whose shape is
most like the data element’s shape and whose centroid is closest to the data element’s
centroid. Thus, to compute the data element’s SEF focused on a particular model ele
ment, the shape of the data element is compared with the shape of the model element
The shapes are compared by translating the data element so that the centroid of its con
vex hull is aligned with the centroid of the model element’s convex hull. After the cen
troids have been aligned, the percent of overlap between the data element and the model
element is measured. The percentage of overlap between two elements is defined to be
the area of the intersection of the data element’s convex hull with the model element’s
convex hull divided by the area of their union. Fig. 6.5 shows how the percentage of
overlap is measured. Panels

(a) and (b) show the model and data elements, respectively;

the solid lines denote the actual elements, the dashed line denote their convex hulls. The
formula used to compute the percentage of overlap is shown below.
overiap(Fmodel, Fimage) = ————
W?<*union

Convex hulls are used in these computations because the edges forming a face are not
guaranteed to forma closed boundary; Thus, in general, it is not always possible to find
the bdider of an arbitrary collection of edges. The method used to determine the convex
hulls is described in [Sed84]. It is a simple matter to find the intersection Of die two hulls
because their intersection also is guaranteed to be convex.Afterthe area ofthe intersec
tion of the two hulls has been found, the area of their union can be Computed by sum
ming the area of the two hulls and subtracting the area of their intersection.
The evidence in the SEF also depends on the relative location of the data element
with respect to the model element. The locations are compared by measuring the dis
tance between the centroids of their convex hulls. Combining the shape and distance
metrics yields the final expected-scene compatibility and incompatibility metrics for the
face and object levels of the blackboard;
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(a) model

Figure 6.5

(b) data

This figure demonstrates how the percentage of overlap between a data
element and one of the model elements is computed. Panels (a) and (b)
show the model and data elements (shown as solid lines), their convex
hulls (shown as dashed lines) and centroids (shown as crosses). Panels (c)
and (d), respectively, show the area of the intersection and union of their
convex hulls after their centroids have been aligned.
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ES_compat(Fmodel, Fimage )

D,centroids
~D max

overlap (Fmodei» Eimage)^ |

^centroids

ESJncOmpat(Fmodel, Fimage) = 1”QVerlap(Fmodel >

Fimage )

X

2

x^FmidaI
2

:

n
^max

^centroids is the distance between the centroid of the data element’s Convex hull and the
centroid of the model element’s convex hull. Dmax is determined by the maximum
expected misregistration and is set equal to the amount that the elements’ extents are
expanded when their FODs were determined (as described in section 6.1). If the distance
between the two centroids is greater than Dmax, then Dcentroids is set equal to Dmax. The
distance metric’s exponent causes the metric’s value to decrease rapidly with increasing
distance to the model element; this sharp falloff increases the ability of the metric to
discriminate between closely located model elements. SP^ai is a level-specific scaling
factor. It is used to restrict the amount of evidence provided by the hueristically defined
metrics (0.0 S SF^nitja! ^ 1.0).
To construct the SEF, the procedure described in appendix B is used to convert the
values determined by the (in)compatibility metrics into a belief function.

Since

ES_compat() and ESJncompat() are guaranteed to sum to less than one, the following
SEF is produced by the conversion process.
MFm““(Fmodei) = ES_compat(Fmodel,Fimage)

MF™“(-iFmbdei) = ES_incornpat(Fmodel, Fimage)

To determine a face-element’s label, PSEIKI’s labeler KS uses the above procedure
to compute a SEF for each member of its FOD. For example, if face Fj’s FOD was
determined to be
vx-'

then the formulas might produce the following ES_compat() and ES_incompat() meas
urements,

:
ESJ:6mpat(FA, Fi) s=.0;43'-:';:\.
ES_Jneompat(FA, Fi) :=Q.23v
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, ES^compat(FB , Fi) = 0.11
ES_incpmpat(FB; Fi) = 0.41
ES_compat(Fc, F1) = 0.73
ES_iiicompat(Fc, Ft) = 0.03
ES_compa.t(FD, Fi) = 0.56
ESliricoinpat(FD, Fi) = 0.26
The following four SEFs result from applying the conversion process described in appen
dix;.B to the above data.
MFa(Fa) = 0.43
: M^^Fa^O^S

MFb(Fb) = 0.11
MFb(-.Fb) = 0,41

MFa(@) = ().34

MFb(©) = 0.48

MFc (Fc) = 0.73

MFp (Fd) = 0.56

MFc(-iFc) = 0.03

MFd (—>Fd) = 0 26

MFc(0) = 0.24

MFp(©) = 0.18

The procedure described in chapter 5 can then be used to determine the belief in the singleton propositions.

Bel(FB) = 0.0236
Bel(Fc)-0.4795
Bel(FD) = 0.2193
With these belief values, Fc would be assigned as the element’s label with belief 0.48.

When determining the initial label of an edge element, PSEIKI’s labeler KS tries to
match a data edge with the model edge in its FOD that lies closest to the line defined by

■
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the edge. To find the match partner of a data edge, the KS measures the degree of "collinearity" and "noncollinearity" between the edge and all the model edges in its FOD; it
then chooses as the match partner the model edge with which the data edge is most collinear. The belief assigned to the match depends on the degree of collinearity between
the two edges. ■
If the edge is an orphan, then the following formulas are used to measure the collinearity and noncollinearity between an edge detected in the image and an edge from the
expected scene.
*■

2

,

r ■

^max “ Dperp

ES_edge_compat(Ej, Ej)

.
^max

-n

Dpgj.

v

A

^max

^max

^

j

X cos2(0) X SFeage-initia!

*
Dpeip

ES_edge_incompat(Ei, Ej)

^2

'

Dpar /

v
X

^max

^max

X sin (0) X SFedge-initial

In these formulas, Ej is the model edge and Ej is the data edge. Dperp is the perpendicu
lar distance from the middle of Ej to the line defined by Ej . Dpar is the misregistration
along the direction of Ej; if pointQ falls on Ej, then Dpar is Set to zero.

is the same

value used when determining the label of face elements and object elements, and 9 is the
acute angle between the segments (see Fig. 6.6). SFedge-jnidai is the edge-level initial evi
dence scaling factor (0^ SFedge-initial — !)• As can by seen from these formulas, the
metrics contain three parts (not including the scale factor)^. First, the Dpeip component
of the metrics measures the distance the data edge lies from the model edge in the per
pendicular direction. If the center of the data edge lies close to the line defined by the
model edge, then this component of the metrics will indicate that the edges are compati
ble. Second, the Dpar component of the metrics measures the distance the data edge is
displaced from the model edge along the line defined by the model edge. If the data edge
is displace too far along the line, then this component of the metrics will indicate that the
edges are incompatible. Third, the 9 component of the metrics measures the angle
t [KreMik89] describes a detailed investigation of the edge-level metrics for a previous version of
PSEIKI. In this investigation, they describe the affect the metrics had on the belief values attached to
labelsfor various dat^/mckieredge configurations^
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shows geometry used for the

level constraints.

between the edges. If the edges are almost parallel, then this component of the metrics
will indicate that the edges are compatible.
If the edge is child of a previously labeled face, then the parent face (and all of its
edges) are transformed before applying the ES_edge_compat(j and ES_edge_incompat()
metrics. In the current version of PSEIKI, the parent face is translated such that its cen
troid aligns with its model face’s centroid. At the present time, there is no translational
component to the transformation applied to the parent face. No rotation is required in the
mobile robot context because vertical lines remain approximately vertical. However, if
PSEIKI was applied to other domains, a more general transformation including a rota
tional component could be implemented (for example, by aligning the major axes of the
two faces). Fig. 6.7 demonstrates the reason for translating the face before the belief
functions of its child edges are initialized. Panels (a) and (b) of this figure show a simple
expected scene and observed image; notice that a simple rigid motion was applied to the
expected scene to derive the observed image. If the face was not translated, as is shown
in panel (c), then both Ej and E3 would be labeled as Ec- Edge Ei would be labeled
incorrectly because model edge Ec is the closest of the model edges. However, when the
face is translated, both Ej and E3 receive the correct labels, E*; and Ec, respectively.
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Figure 6.7

This figure demonstrates the reason for translating a parent face before the
edge-level compatibility metric is applied.
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The values produced by these metrics sum to less than one; , thus, they can be
converted into the following SEE
lj) - ES_edge_compat(Ei5Ej)
M ’ (—iEj) = ES_edge_.incompat(Ei, Ej)
; MEj (0) =1 - M?i(Ej) - ME' (—«Ej)

6.3. ComputingUpdating Belief Functions forData Elements
After the initial matches are established between elements, the labeler KS provides
updating evidence about the validity of the an element’s label based on the labeTs con
sistency with the element’s siblings’ labels. In this phase, the updating SEFs for a data
element are determined by using the metaphor that the each of the element’s siblings are
experts which generate updating evidence about the validity of the element’s label. This
evidence is based on the degree to which the two elements meet the geometrical relation
ships exhibited by their label elements. In general, two metrics are used to provide meas
ures of compatibility and incompatibility between the element and its siblings. The com
patibility metric measures the degree to which the geometric relationships are met, and is
used to provide confirmatory evidence that the element’s label is correct. Conversely,
the incompatibility metric measures the degree to which the relationships are not met,
and provides disconfinnatory evidence about the element’s label. Both metrics range
between 0.0 and 1.0 to facilitate conversion of their values to an updating SEF. The
metrics are scaled by the belief in the label of the element providing the evidence; this
scales the amount of information provided by an expert in proportion to the expert’s
"reliability." In other words, the element

with label 0j can be used to update the belief

in its sibling \j/j with label 0j
0.

M (0i) = compatibility(\|/i, \|/j; 0j, 0j) x Belv (0j).
0.

M (-10;) = incompatibility(V;, \j/j;

9j,

0j) x Bely. (0j)

M0-’ (0) = 1 - M0i (0i) - M0i (—i8i)
where BelVj(0j) is the belief attached to data element \|/j’s label, 0j. It is illustrative to
examine how one element can be used to update the belief in another element’s label
when both have the same label. When this process is understood, the case in which two

elements have different labels follows naturally.

6.3.1. Computing Updating Belief Functions for Face-Elements and ObjectElements with the Same Label
' -.;..'The'.(in)cQ(h|>atibility metrics for face-elements and object-elements are called collocate() and nortcollocate(). These two metrics are designed to measure how close two
elements are to each other by measuring the distance between their centroids. If two
faces or objects with the same label are close enough to each other, then they should lend
mutual support to the belief in each other’s label (because the image preprocessor most
likely incorrectly split them).

The compatibility metric between two elements,

collocateCFi, F2), is defined as
11

. ^

.

^max

Deentroid

collocate(Fi, F2) = ————-———
■ Vmax

where Dceneoid is the distance between the centroids of the two elements’ convex hulls.
For the computation of updating evidence, Dmax is set in a manner different from that
described in previous sections; currently, it is set to the length of the diagonal of Fi ’ s
extent. Setting Pmax in this manner is justified by the rationale that the maximum allow
able distance between two data-elements with the same label should be a function of the
sizes of the data-elements. Similarly, noncollocate(Fi, F2), the incompatibility metric is
defined as
noncollocate(Fi, F2) = P^ntf0ld

Because the (in)compatibility measures are defined heuristically, it usually is advan
tageous to limit the amount of evidence that they can provide. This is accomplished by
scaling the measures by a level-specific scale factor SP^^g, (0.0< SFupdating < 1.0).
Thus the (in)compatibility measures for the face -level cart be defined as:
compatibility(Fi, Fj) = cqllpcate(Fi, Fj ) x SFface_„pdating
incompatibility(Fj, I^)=?noneollocate(Fi, Fj) >< SFf^d-updating ^ \
Once the (itt)c6mpatibility between the two faces has been determined, the technique
described in appendix? B can be used to convert them into an updating SEF. For example,
assume that faces Fj and F2 exhibit maximal beliefs for the same model face, FA, and
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that the labeler KS is using F2 to update the belief of Fi ’s label. To do so, the labeler
applies the collocateQ and noncollocateQ metrics to Fj and F2. If the results of the
(in)compatibility measurements are
compatibility(F'2,Fi) = 0.8
incompatibility(F2, Fj ) = 0.1
the belief in F2’s label (say, for example, 0.8) can be used to create an updating SEF for
Fi as follows:
0FA) = BelF2(FA) x compatibility(F2, Fi) — 0.64
- BelF2(FA) x incompatibility(F2, Fj) = 0.08
M^p, (©)= IT) -

(Fa) - Mf^Fi (-nFA) = 0.28

0

Where

is the SEF containing updating evidence for \|/j focusing on 0^ based on

’s compatibility with its sibling, \|/;.

63.2. Computing Updating Belief Functions for Edge-Elements with the Same
Label
CollinearityQ and noncollinearityO are the metrics used to determine the
(in)compatibility between two edges with the same label (they are related to the
ES_edge_compat() and ES_edge_incompat() measures used to establish initial matches).
That is, if Ej and Ej are edges in the data panel and have the same label, then
collinearityCEj, Ej) is the measure of compatibility between them. Collinearity is defined
as
collinearity(E;, Ej) --

Dperp x cos(0)

^max
where 0 is the acute angle between the two edges and

the perpendicular distance

from the middle of Ej to the line defining Ej (see Fig. 6.6). Dmax, the maximum allow
able value for Dperp, is set equal to the length of Ej. Again, this is done to scale, by an
element’s size, the evidence that the metric can provide.
Likewise, the incompatibility between two edges, can be measured by calculating
the noncollinearityO between them. Noncollinearity is defined as

too
i noncollinearity(Ei, Ej) ==
• ;

x scale®;) x sin(0)
Mmax

Scale(E;) is used to limit the amount of disconfirmatory evidence generated by small
edges which may be due to noise. It assumes a value of 0.0 for small (2 pixel long) edges
and increases linearly to 1.0 for edges up to a prespecified length; it assumes a value of
1.0 for all edges greater than the prespecified length. The amount of belief given to small
noisy edges is limited to prevent them from providing a large amount of disconfirmatory
evidence to larger correctly labeled edges. As is done on the face-level, the values pro
vided by these metrics are multiplied by a level-specific scale factor, SFedge_Update» to
limit their evidence.
compatibility®;f Ej) - collinearity®;, Ej) x SFedge^updating
vincoinpatibiKty(®i, ^j)* noncoUinearity(Ei,®j)x'E.F^^pdatog ,
Once the (in)Compatibility between the edges has been determined, the technique
described in appendix B is used to construct a SEF. For example, assume that E; and E2
exhibit maximal beliefs for the same model edge, EA. If the labeler KS is using E2 to
update the belief of E;’s label, then it would apply the Collinearity arid noncollinearity
metrics to them. If the results of the (in)Compatibility measurements are
;-;:;Compatibility®2,Ei)=:Q.5:'':>.;',./^-i;:
incompatibility (E2, E1)— 0;T
the belief ia E^’s label (say, for example, 0.7) can be used to create an updating SEF for
Ej; as follows: :Me^^ CEa) = BelEi®A> x compatibility®^, E; ) = 6.35
■V.C-

- BcIejIEa) x incompatibility®2, E;) = 0.07
m|^e, (0) =1,0 - mI^e, (Ea) -

M^E,fcEA);

If two elements correspond to different rnodel-elements, a rigid motion transforma
tion is applied tO One of them before the computation of the (in)compatibility metrics.
This has the effect of enforcing relational constraints between the two data-elements. For

example, if edges Ei and E3 are thought to correspond to model edges EA and Eg,
respectively, then the measure of compatibility between Ej and E3 would be defined as
Compatibility(E3, Ex) = collinearity(E3, TEa^Eb (Ei)> xSFedg^pa^g

J

where TEa_,Eb is the rigid motion transformation that makes model edge EA collinear
with model edge £3,

-

Fig. 6.8 can be used to aid in the explanation of the definition of the transformation.
First, for a given pair of non-parallel edges, the vertices on the convergent side are found;
the convergent side of the two edges is the side on which they would meet if extended.
The transformation TEa_*E(J is accomplished By rotating edge EA about its convergent
vertex through ah angle that makes the edges parallel; subsequently, EA is translated so
that the two convergent vertices coincide. Performing this transformation forces modelelements to be compatible; in other words,
,

, cqUinearity(EB, ^^(Ea)) - 1.0

Note that the definition of the transformation is not well defined. There are two
transformations (depending on the direction that edge EA is rotated) that can be used to
make the two model edges collinear. The first transformation "unfolds" the two model
edges by forcing the angle between them to be 180 degrees; this type of transformation is
shown in panel (a) of Fig. 6.8. The other type of transformation "collapses" the two
edges onto each other by forcing the angle between them to be 0 degrees as shown in
panel (b) of Fig. 6.8. It is impossible to determine completely from the geometry of the
model edges which transformation will be needed to make two data edges collinear; the
transformation also depends on the direction that the image is misregistered from the
expected scene. Therefore, the transformation that should be used to make two edges
collinear must be determined at runtime. PSEIKI’s labeler KS computes the collinearity
of the two edges using both transformations and uses the transformation that results in
the largest collinearity measurement. The same transformation then is used when apply
ing the noncollinearity metric.
Consider, as an example, how the relational constraints are checked by transforming
elements and measuring their (in)compatibility. Assume that edge E3 in Fig. 6.1 is being
used to provide updating evidence about the label of edge Ei. Furthermore, assume that
edge Ei has label EA and edge E3 has label Ee. To measure the extent to which the
geometrical relationship between Ej and E3 is the same as the one between EA and Eg,
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Figure 6.8'.;r''; \;This' figure, shpws .the 'rigid, nfotioti transformation that makes two model?
elements collinear. Panel (a) shows the transformation created by
"unfolding" the two edges. Panel (b) shows the transformation created by
"collapsing" the two edges.
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the labeler carries out the following (in)compatibility computations:'
compatibility(E3, Ei X= collineatity(E3, Tea_>Eb (Ei)) x SFedge-updating
incompatibUity(E3, Ei) = noncollihearityCEsrTE^^CE!)) x SFedge.updating
where Tea^eb is Oie transformation that makes the model edges EA and Eb collinear and
results in the greatest measured collinearity between E3 and the transformed version of
edge Ej. Clearlyj compatibility(E3, Ei) =1.0 implies that the geometrical relationship
between Ei and E3 in the data is exactly the same as between Ea and Eb in the model (in
this case, incompatibility^, Ei) = 0.0). If the compatibility calculations yielded the
following results:
compatibility^ ,Ei) = 0.5
incompatibility^ ,Ei) = 0.15
and the belief in £3*3 label was 0.95 then the following SEF could be defined by using
the (in)compatibility measures and the belief in E3 Vlabel.
M^e, (Ea) = BelE,(Eb) x compatibility(E3, Ei)
= 0.95x0.5
= 0.475
(_,Ea) = BcIej (Eb ) x incompatibility(E3; Er)
= 0.95x0.15
= 0.1425
m|a_Ei

(®) = 1.0 - m1^Ei (Ea) - M^e, (Ea)
= 1.0 - 0.475 - 0.1425
= 0.3825

The same technique of checking relational constraints by measuring the consistency
of transformed data elements can be used on the elements residing on the face level.
That is, the (in)compatibility between a face element and one of its siblings with a dif
ferent label can be measured by applying the (non)collocate metrics between a
transformed version of the face and its sibling. The following procedure is used to

.

.
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measure the degree to which a face element and one of its siblings with a different label
meet the relational constraints defined by their respective label elements. First, the
transformation needed to make the centroids of both elements’ label-element’s coin
cident is computed. This transformation is applied to the face whose label is being
updated. After the face has been transformed, the (non)collocate metrics are applied to
measure the compatibility of the transformed face and its sibling. Because the metrics
used to calculate the (in)compatibility between face-elements use only the distance
between centroids for their computations, only a translational transformation is required.
For example, if face F3 and F5 are thought to correspond to model faces Fb and Fc,
respectively, then the measure of (in)compatibility between F3 and F5 would be defined
as
compatibility^, F5) = colIocate(F3, TFc_>Fa(F5)) x SFface_updating
incompatibility(F3, F5) = noncollocate(F3, TFc_Fb(F5))

x

SFfaCfr_updating

where the transformation TF.^F. translates the centroid of face F; ’s convex hull until it is
coincident with the centroid of face Fj’s convex hull. If the two data faces exhibit the
samespatialrelationshipshownbytheir label elements, then the transformation will
make ^e data faces’ centroids coincident. In this case, the metrics will indicate that the
two data faces are compatible. The process of measuring face-level relational evidence
for a face’s label is shown in Rg. 6.9. Panels (a) and (b) of this figure show the facelevel elements on the modei panel and the data panel for a simple scene, respectively.
Assume for example that face F3, whose label is Fb, is being used to update the belief in
the label (Fc) of face F5. Panel (c) Of this figure shows how the pransfbrmation, TF(._^Fb,
is defined to force the centroids of faces Fb and Fc coincide. Panel (d) of this figure
shows the result of applying this transformation to face F5.

To check the

(in)compatibility Of the two faces, the (non)collocate metrics would be applied using the
centroids Of face F3 and the transformed version of face F5 (the centroids are shown here
as the crosses inside the faces).
In reality. a single procedure is used for enforcing both the local and the relational
Constraints ^within a grpup. ;Tf two elements have the same label, then the identity
transformation is used in the updating procedure. If the identity transformation, TEx_^Ejc ,
is used to check relational constraints, then the (in)compatibility calculations reduce to
the computations required for (in)cpmpatibiiity Calculations for mutual Consistency.

Figure 6.9
for face elements with different labels.

6.4. An Example of the Labeling Process
An example of the processes used to label faces and update the belief in the labels
may help to clarify the concepts introduced in this chapter. In this example, assume that
the expected scene consists of a single object with four faces, as shown in panel (a) of
Fig. 6.9. Also assume that a region-based preprocessor presented PSEIKI with the
observed scene depicted in panel (b) of Fig. 6.9. The first step in the labeling process
consists of determining the FOPs for the faces on the data panel. As previously
described, a model element is include in an element’s FOD if the data element’s
expanded extent overlaps the extent of the model element. For example, if FA was the
only model face whose extent overlapped face Fj’s expanded extent, then Fj’s FOD
would consist entirely of ©f, = (Fa). On the other hand, if the extent of face Fg over
lapped with the extents all of the model faces,

then

its FOD would

be

©Fs = {Fa, Fg, Fc, Ed } Assume that the faces received the following FODs

©f, = {fa)
®f2 = (Fa> Fb}
®f3 = {Fa.Fb}
% = (Fa.Fb)

;;y

®FS = {Fa.Fb,Fc,Fd}

®f7 = (Fc. Fd)
eFg = {FB,FD}
After the FODs for the face elements have been determined, the initial belief func
tion of each element is computed by measuring the ES_compat() and ES_incompat()
between that face’s convex hull and the convex hulls of the model elements in its FOD.
For example, the following (in)compatibility measures could result from applying the ini-
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ES_compat(FA, F6) = 0.05
ESJncompat(FA, Fg) = 0.75
ES_compat(FB, Fg) = 0.1
ES_incompat(FB> Fg) = 0,65
ES_compat(Fc, Fs) = 0.1
ES_iricompat(Fc, Fg) = 0.72
ES_compat(FD, Fs) = 0.35
ES_incompat(FD, Fg) = 0.25
The following SEFs are obtained for face Fg by applying the process described in appen
dix 6.
MFa(Fa) = 0.05

MFb(Fb) = 0.1

MFa (—iFa) = 0.75

MFb (-iFb) = 0.65

MFa(@) = 0.20

MFb (©) = 0.25

MFc(Fc) = 0.1

MFd(Fd) = 0.35

MFc(—iFc) = 0.72

MFd (—iFd) = 0.25

MFc(©) = 0.18

MFd (©) = 0.40

With these initial SEFs, the belief in face Fg’s singletons can be computed using the pro
cedure described in chapter 5.
Bel(FA) = 0.0607
Bel(FB) = 0.1090
BeI(Fc) = 0.0946
Bel(FD) = 0.6880
Thus face Fg would be assigned the initial label Fq with belief 0.69. The same process is
used to initialize the belief functions of the other face elements on the data panel.
Assume that the faces received the labels shown in table 6.1.

Table 6.1

This table shows the initial labels assigned to the faces in the example.

Face

Label

Belief

% '

Fa

0.30

f2

Fa

0.42

f3

fb

0.72

f4

Fa

0.33

f5

FC

0.67

f6

fd

0.69

f7

Fd

0.31

f8

Fb

0.20

After each face’s belief function has been initialized, the grouper KS is allowed to
group compatible faces into objects. If one of the groups formed by the grouper KS con
sists of faces Fj,..., Fj, then these faces can be used to update the belief in each other’s
labels. For example, to update the belief in face Fg’s label, its (in)compatibility with
each of its siblings is checked using the collocate() and noncollocate() metrics and the
appropriate transformations. Because Fg and F7 have the same label, the updating evi
dence provided by measuring their consistency is computed as follows (assuming that
SFface-updating is eQUal tO 1.0)

collocate^, Fg) = 0.4
noncollocate(F7, Fg) = 0^5
an updating SEF.
Beij^fRp) >< collocate(F7, F6) xSF^upda^g
■

=0.31 x 0.4 x 1.0';; V ^
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. p ,

Mf“_>f6(-'Fd) = mp7 (Fd) x noncollocate(F7, F6) x SFface_updating

= 0.31 x 0.5 x 1.0
■/. =0.155

M^F6(©F6)==l,0’-ai3-0.18
-.=0.721

.

However, since the other faces in the group do not have the label Fp, face F$ must be
transformed before the metrics are applied. For example, because face F5 and face Fg
have different labels, the the transformation Tfd_*fc must be used in the (in)compatibility
measurements.
collocate(F5TpD^pc(F6)) = 0.8
noncolloeatefFs, Tfo-^Fc (Fs)) = 0.2
These values can then be used to form the updating SEF.
Mfj-*F6(Fd) ~

Belpj CFc)

X

COllocatefFj,

=

0.67 x 0.8

X

1.0

Tf0_^fc(F6)) * SFface-updaQng

: : = 0.53 . ■

Mf3-»f6 (—,Fd) — BelpjfFc) x noncollocatefFs, TpD_>Fc (F6)) x SFface-mpdating
= 0,67 x 0.2 x 1.0
= 0.14
Mf“_»f«(©f4) = 1,0 - 0.53 - 0.14
= 0.33
Updating evidence can be generated by checking face F$’s consistency with the other
faces in the group in a similar manner. After the all of the faces in the group have been
used to provide evidence on the validity of face Fs’s label, the resulting updating SEF is
combined with the corresponding SEF in Fg’s belief function to yield a new belief func
tion..:
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Note that, in this example, the effects other KSs have on the processing have not
been discussed. For example, the merger KS most likely would merge the following
groups of faces at some point in the processing because the elements in each group are
adjacent and have the same label.
{F1,F2,F4}-»F9
■ {F6,F7}->F10
The composite faces formed by the merger then would be labeled and updated in the
manner described above. In the next chapter, the methods used by the splitter, merger
and grouper KSs to create and modify groups will be described.

6*5* Independence Considerations of the Evidence Metrics
The following question is frequently raised regarding evidence accumulation in
PSEIKI: Is the necessary condition for the application of Dempster’s rule satisfied? This
condition states that all evidence must come from disparate sources, i.e., the sources of
evidence must be independent. In this section, we will explore the independence of evi
dence generated using the metrics introduced in this chapter.
To start the argument for the independence of the evidence sources, we should note
that the term ’’independence" does not mean Statistical independence when used in the
context of the Dempster-Shafer theory. Rather, the term takes on a more philosophical
connotation. In the D-S framework, the term "independence" means the lack of predicta
bility. That is, can the evidence contained in one belief function be used to predict the
distribution of evidence contained in another? If not, then the two belief functions are
said to be independent. Using this definition, we will argue that all of PSEIKI’s SEFs
combined into an element’ s final belief function are independent In these arguments, we
will focus on establishing the independence of the masses focused on the singleton pro
positions in each SEF (i.e. M0‘ (0;)).; Because, in each SEF, the masses of the other focus
elements depend on this value, the belief values contained in entire SEF are independent
if the singleton masses are independent. As will be seen, most of the arguments estab
lishing SEF independence hinge on the observation that the elements from PSEIKI’s
observed scenes fall into two categories. First, there are elements appearing randomly in
the observed scene that do not correspond to any element in the expected scene. These
elements are often caused by noise in the image, unmodeled shading affects and

peculiarities of the low-level vision system. Because of their completely random nature,
we do not need to worry about the independence of the evidence provided for these ele
ments’ labels. Second, there are elements in the observed scene that correspond to ele
ments from the expected scene. However, these observed elements do not appear exactly
as they were predicted to appear in the expected scene. Instead, they are randomly per
turbed from their expected appearance because of noise in the images, segmentation
affects, etc. Thus, one is not able to predict how the parameters of one element (such as
position, orientation or shape) has been perturbed given the parameters of another model
or data element To guarantee that all the evidence accumulated into a data element’s
final belief function is from disparate sources, the following four pairs of SEF types must
be shown to be independent^.
1)

First, the SEFs that are combined to form the element’s initial belief function
Q. '

'

0.

■ -

•

must be independent. That is, M ’■(•) must be independent of M ’(•) for all i ^j.
This independence requirement can be met only if it is not possible to predict the
value that an expected-scene metric produces when applied to one model edge
given its value when applied to another model edge. On the edge level, this
requirement stipulates that for any data edge, Ej, the value produced by the com
patibility metric when applied to one model edge, ES_edge_compat(0A, Ej),
should not be predictable given the metric’s value when applied to any other
model edge, ES_edge_eompat(0b, Ej), where 0* and 0b are model edges from its
FOD, The random nature of the data elements’perturbations cause the initial evi
dence values for this case to be independent. Because the initialization metrics
are composed of number of parts (e.g. the face-level metrics are based on shape
and distance constraints), it is not possible to tell what portion of the
(in)compatibility values are due to which part of the metric. Because it is not
possible to attribute the (in)compatibility values to specific parts of the metrics, it
is not possible to predict the values produced by the metrics with one model ele
ment given the values produced by the metrics with another model element.
2)

Second, the updating SEFs must be independent of the initialization SEFs. For:‘'-V

0.

.

mally, given a data element \|/j, all of its initialization SEFs, M^.(*), must be
independent of all its updating SEFs,

Superficially it may seem that

t The arguments given here address only edge-level independence considerations, equivalent face-level
and object-level arguments exactly parallel those given here.

PSEIKI violates this condition because the updating evidence is based on initial
belief functions. Remember, the updating evidence is the product of the compatibility value and the belief in the updating element’s label. However, it is impossi;

ble to predict the updating evidence based on the initialization evidence for the
following two reasons. First, the belief functions on which the updating SEFs are
based are associated with the element’s siblings - not the element in question.
The initial belief functions of an element’s siblings are independent Of the
element’s initial belief function for the reasons described in case (1). Second, the
updating belief functions are formed by multiplying the belief in the element’s
siblings’ labels (an unpredictable value) by the output of the compatibility metric
(a predictable value). Because the result of multiplying a predictable value by an
unpredictable value is unpredictable, the evidence is independent. Hence, the
independence requirements for the application of Dempster’s rule are not
Violated.

3)

Third, the updating SEFs from all of the element’s siblings must be mutually
independent. That is, given any two elements, \j/j and aj/jc providing updating evir
dence for another element, \|/,,
(•) must be independent of Myk*iv.(-). The
argument for this case follows exactly from the argument for case (2). Once
again, the initial belief functions for the element’s siblings are mutually indepen
dent. Thus, the updating evidence provided by one sibling cannot be predicted by
the updating evidence providedby another.

4)

^

Fourth, if a data element has its label changed, then the updating SEFs focused on
the new label must be independent of the updating SEFs focused on its old label.
Formally, without loss of generality, assume that the first two labels of a data element,\(/i, are lbbel(l) and labet{2), respectively. Then 'if\|/jis Used to update the
belief in xgi’s label, the evidence that it provides focused on the first label,
must be independent of the evidence that it provides focused on the
second label,

The argument for this case follows the argument from

case (1) exactly. Because the observed elements correspond to expected scene
elements but have been randomly perturbed, the relationship (an hence the metric
values) between a data element and one rripdel element is unpredictable given the
metric values between the data element and another model element

An experiment was undertaken to lend additional strength to the assertion that the
evidence used in PSEIKI is independent. In this experiment, the evidence produced by
the edge-level metrics was investigated for each of the four cases described above. The
sample correlation coefficient, p, over 10,000 trials was chosen as the measure of
.independence; the evidence would be deemed to be independent only if p was small for
each of the four cases listed above.
Two model edges and three data edges were used in this experiment. All of these
edges were restricted to lie on the xy-plane. The two model edges, EA and Eg, were 100
units long and lay along the x and y axis, respectively. The three model edges, Ei, E2
and E3, also were 100 units long. In each trial, each data edge was randomly assigned a
"true" model edge; the edges were considered to correspond with the true models, but
their position was slightly perturbed (the "correct" edge assignment and perturbations
were different for each trial). For example, the center of the data edge was randomly
offset from the center of the model edge; the offsets were uniformly distributed such that
the middle of the data edges fell in a disc with radius of 10 units centered on middle of
the model edge. The data edges also were rotated about their centers by a random
amount; the rotations were Uniformly distributed from -7t/16 to jt/16. After the data
edges’ geometry was initialized, the edge-level metrics described earlier in this chapter
were used to generate the evidence about edge Ej ’s label. The maximum allowed
misregistration used by the metrics, Dmax> was set to 25. The edges were treated as if
they were grouped into a face; thus, they were allowed to provide updating evidence for
each other. The evidence accumulated into edge Ei’s SEFs were stored for each trial and
were used to determine p at the end of all 10,000 trials.
After all trials were complete, the sample correlation coefficient was determined for
each of the four cases described above using the values stored from each of the 10,000
trials. In the first case, p was determined for edge E^s initial probability masses,
E
£
M a(Ea) and M 9 (Eg). The following equation was used to compute p.

£(xi-xXyi-y)
,Y) =
fl(Xi - x)2£(yj - y)2

where x and y were the sample mean values of the masses. Using this equation, the mag
nitude of p was determined.to be less than 10-13.

The sample correlation coefficient for the second ease was determined using edge
Ei 's initializatidn and updating SEFs. If Ej’s initial label was determined to be Ea, then
p was determined from thepair MEa(Ea) and Me*_*e, (Ea). However, if Ei assumed Eb
as its initial label, then p was determined frorn the pair MEb (Eg) and

(Eb).

In

this case, the magnitude of p was determined to be less than 10-15.
The sample correlation coefficient for the third case was determined using the
updating evidence focused on edgeEj.’s label. If Ej’s initial label was determined to be
Ea, then p was determined from the pair Me£_»e, (Ea) and Mej_,e, (Ea)- However, if Ei
assumed Eb as its initial label, then p was determined from the pair Mej_»e, (Eb) anti
Me^**Ej (Bb)- In this case, the magnitude ofp was determined t6 be less thanlO-1.
The sample correlation coefficient for the fourth case was determined using the tri
als in which discortfirmatory evidence focused on edge Ei ’ s initial label forced the label
to change. Initially, there were not enough trials in which edge Ei ’s label was changed
to reliably determine p. However, when the amount the data edges were allowed to devi. * ,
£
£
and rotated), then p was determined forthe pair MEj_>E, (Ea) andME^-^ (Eb)- As in
the first three cases, the magnitude of p was very small; in this case, p was detennined to
be less than 10-11. These sample correlation coefficients are small enough to confidently
call the evidence uncorrelated. Given these small sample correlation coefficients, and the
above arguments, we are confident that our use of metrics to generate evidence meets the
ihdependence prerequisites for the application of Dempster’s rule.

■i
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CHAPTER 7

BLACKBOARD OPERATION

PSEIKI’s architecture is shown in Fig. 7.1. The blackboard (BB) data structure is
split into two panels. The data panel holds the abstraction hierarchy for die observed
scene and the model panel holds the abstraction hierarchy for the expected scene. The
knowledge PSEIKI uses to accomplish its task is partitioned into its four knowledge
sources (KSs), the grouper KS, the merger KS, the splitter KS and the labeler KS. The
remaining two components, the monitor and scheduler, are used to determine which KS
should be invoked on each BB processing cycle.
PSEIKI’s image preprocessors produce data only for the lower levels of the black
board; thus, the system needs to generate data elements on higher levels. It is the grouper
KS’s task to create data elements on the upper levels of the hierarchy by forming groups
of lower-level elements that meet geometric constraints exhibited by the model data.
Data presented to PSEIKI by its low-level preprocessors often is far from optimal. Many
times image structures that should remain separate are merged into a single structure (i.e.
the image is undersegmented) or an image structure is incorrectly broken into a number

of smaller ones (i.e. the image is oversegmented). In fact, it is common for a single
image to be undersegmented in one section and oversegmented in another. The splitter
and merger KSs are designed to correct grouping errors produced by the low-level
preprocessors and the grouper KS. The merger KS tries to correct oversegmented images
by merging elements on one level of the blackboard into a single element on the same
level. The splitter KS’s task is to break an element into smaller elements, all of which
reside on die same level of the blackboard as the original element. This splitting is done
to correct for misformed elements created by the grouper KS. These two KSs use many
of the classic splitting and merging techniques described in [BriFen70], [HorPav74],
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[Zuc76], and particularly those expressed as rules in [NazLev84].
At the start of BB processing, PSEIKI queries the user to Supply needed informa
tion. This information includes the name of the input files containing the image data,
expected-scene information and camera calibration matrix. PSEIKI also queries for the
maximum amount of scene misregistration and the’desired number of competing data
elements fof each model element. PSEIKI then reads the input files and backprOjects the
image data onto the ground (z = 0) plane if appropriate. The user can request that the
image data be backprojected onto the ground plane if the scene is expected to be essen
tially two ditiiensiOnal (e.g. the scenes observed by a mobile robot following a sidewalk
will be 2-dimenSional). Otherwise, PSEIKTs data is operated on in the image plane.
Other data needed by the KSs also are initialized at this time. For example, the convex
hulls for all model elements on the face level and higher levels are initialized. The
homogeneous transformation matrices needed by the labeler to update the belief in the
labels of data elements also are initialized. After all the data on the BB has been initial
ized, PSEIKI’s scheduler is invoked to start BB processing.
PSEIKI’s results are output when the blackboard processing is complete. The scene
level element with the largest belief is chosen as the final scene interpretation and its descendents are output using the format described in section 3.1. PSEIKI also reports statis
tics about its processing; for example, it reports the original number of elements depo
sited on each level by the preprocessor and; expected scene generator, number of KS
invocations, number of rules fired, number of OPS83 conflict set resolution tests, etc.

7.1. Monitor and Scheduler Operation
Together, a blackboard’s scheduler and monitor have the task of choosing among
the triggered KSs during each cycle of processing. The data structure used to hold a
KS’s triggering information is called a Knowledge Source Activation Record (KSAR),
A KSAR is created by the BB monitor when the preconditions for a KS are satisfied by
some data-elements on the BB. At the start of each BB cycle, the scheduler chooses
among KSARs to determine which KS to fire. In PSEIKI, KSARs also can be'created by
KSs, allowing KSs to trigger Other KSs explicitly. For example, the grouper KS triggers
the labeler KS by building a KSAR whenever it forms a new element from a group of
lower-level elements; it builds this KSAR because it is known that the new element will
need to be labeled. Allowing KSs to trigger each other is a form of direct KS
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communication, and it reduces their independence somewhat. However, the efficiency
gained by allowing this highly structured form of KS communication justifies the slight
loss of KS independence. .

7;£l. Monitor Operation
The monitor is the watchdog of the BB, It is the monitor’s job to keep track of. the
data oh the BB and trigger the KSs when their preconditions are met. When the monitor
determines that a KS’s trigger conditions have been met, it builds a KSAR. Each KSAR
holds the identity Of the relevant KS, the triggering data-elemCnt, arid other pertinent
information such as the cycle during which the KSAR was created. This information
indicates the object on which work should be performed and aids the scheduler in choos
ing winch KSAR to
v A status flag is associated with each KSAR. Initially, the monitor creates each
KSAR with the status flag set to pending. This value of the the status flag indicates that
the KS has been triggered but has not been run. When the scheduler uses a KSAR to fire
a KS, it sets the KSAR’s status to active. When a KSAR’s status is set to active, the
monitor is invoked to guarantee that the KS ’s preconditions have not become invalid
since the KS was triggered. If the monitor determines that the KSAR is invalid, it sets
the status flag to poisoned and returns control to the scheduler. If the KS ’s preconditions
are still valid, then the monitor sets the status.flag- to running and passes control to the
KS.: When the KS is finished running, the KSAR’s status is set to finished;either the KS
or the monitor can set the flag to this value. The monitor also is responsible for watching
the blackboard to determine if the status of any poisoned KSARs should be reset to pend
ing. The KSAR’s status is reset if the KS’s preconditions are once again met by the
specified data-elemCnt.

7.1.2. Scheduler 0 peratiott
The scheduler is the heart of any BB. It is the scheduler’s task to choose what
action to perform during each cycle of the BB’s operation. It carries Out this job by
selecting one of the pending KSARs and activating the corresponding KS.

PSEIKI’s scheduling strategy can be broken into three phases. The first phase is
called ike initialization phase. In this phase, the labeler KS assignslabels to the elements
deposited on the data panel by the low-level processor, the grouper KS and labeler KS
also are used to create arid assign labels, respectively, to Elements on the upper levels of
the data panel. Iri the second phase, Called the updating phase, the belief in the labels of
the data elements is updated. The third phase is called the propagation phase; in this
phase, evidence is passed up the hierarchy and is incorporated into the upper-level ele
ments’ belief functions.
Although the scheduling algorithm generally follows this three phase pattern, the
actions usually designated to one phase may be performed in another phase if the need
arises. For exarriple, the labeler KS must be called to initialize the label of any newly
created data element, regardless of the scheduling phase. For example, if in the middle
of the updating phase the labels of two adjacent faces become identical, then the merger
KS will merge the two faces into a single grouping. After the trierger creates this new
element, the labeler KS will be invoked to initialize its label. Also, if an upper-level
element’s label is changed during trie updating or propagation scheduling phases, then
the element’s descendents are assigned new labels via the three-phase process. For
example, if a face receives a large amount of disconfirmatory evidence forcing its label to
change, then the belief functions of all of its component edges will be cleared and reini
tialized, regardless of the processing phase.
The

scheduling

of

the

the

merger

KS

also

falls

outside

of

the

initialize/update/propagate process described above. Scheduling the firing of the the
trierger is viewed as ari exceptional event which is not part of the normal KSAR selection
process. Because this KS has a higher priority* than the grouper and the labeler, the
scheduler will fire this KS as soon as one of its KSARs appears, regardless of the current
scheduling phase. It seems reasonable to fire this KS first because its duty is to correct
itiisfbritied elemCrits; any processing resources spent labeling such ari element or includ
ing such ari element in a group most likely will be wasted. Thus, it makes sense that
these misformed elements be corrected as soon as possible. Because the scheduling of
the trierger is ari exceptional event, PSEIKI’s scheduling scheme can best be described as
the initialize/update/propagate process described above with opportunistic interruptions;
the interruptions occur whenever a pending merger KSAR appears or when the labeler
f The priority of all of the KSs are programmed into the system before runtime.
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KS changes an element’s label. When one or more priority KSARs appears in the work
ing memory, the scheduler ranks them based on their priority and chooses the highest
ranked KSAR for firing. If two or more KSARs have the same maximum priority value,
then one is selected at random. The scheduler will continue to fire these KSARs until
there are no pending priority KSARs with a priority greater than a predefined threshold
left in working memory;
Two actions are performed during the initialization phase of BB processing. First,
data elements on the lower levels of the BB are grouped into upper-level elements by the
grouper KS. Second, the labels and belief functions of unlabeled data elements are ini
tialized by the labeler KS. The reasoning performed by the scheduler during the initiali
zation phase is primarily goal-driven. Scheduling is started with the goal of finding a
prespecified number of instantiations^ of the scene-level model element. Each model
element has a desired number of instantiations specified by the user at the start of BB
processing, ncv However, the number can be changed by the scheduler during process
ing if needed. For example, the number for a particular model element can be decreased
if -the desired number of elements with the proper label can be created.
Initially, the scheduler is unable to meet its goal of finding the scene-level instantia
tions because! only the lowest two or three levels of the data panel contain elements.
Thus, the scheduler must form sub-goals to enable it to meet its final goal. If the model
scene’s object-level children each had a sufficient number of data element instantiations,
then the scheduler could fire the grouper KS to group them together into a scene-level
data element that could be matched with the model element. Therefore, the scheduler
forms a sub-goal to find a prespecified number of data element instantiations for each of
the model scene’s child-objects. Once the instantiations of its children are found, the
scheduler fires the grouper KS to group them together and the labeler KS to label the
newly formed elemenL
Sub-goals are created to find no instantiation data elements on successively lower
levels of the BB until a level containing data elements is reached. If an edge-based
preprocessor is used to generate PSEIKI’s input data, then:the edge level is the highest
level with data elements on it; if a region-based preprocessor is used, then the face level
is the highest level with data elements on it. When a sub-goal is created to find an
t Data elements that have been matched with; a model element are called instantiations of that model
element.-

element on a non-empty level, all data elements on that level are labeled; Note that only
the highest levdl dldmentS ddpoMted dhtb the data panel are labeled at this time (e.g.
faeds for a re^dft-basii prd|it»cessor, edges for an edge-based preprocessor); the labels
for elementson the lower levels are not initialized tiritil the updating; phase of BB pro
cessing.
After all of the labels for these elements have been assigned, the scheduler tries to
satisfy its lowest level sub-goals by creatin g model instantiations one lever up in the
hierarchy. To find, a data element that can become a model element’s instantiation, the
scheduler fires the grouper KS to form a new element on the correct level (later, the
labeler KS will be fired to give the element an initial label). The scheduler picks the
grouper KSAR whose focus element is an instantiation of one of the model element’s
children and whose label has the largest belief; the focus element will become the seed
for the higher-level element created by the grouper KS. After the grouper KS forms ah
element, the splitter KS is triggered to check if any competing elements were included in
the group. The scheduler fires on this KSAR immediately (Splitter KSARs have a high
priority) arid the spikier splits the group if necessary. The scheduler then fires the labeler
KS to find the initial label of the new element (of elements if the splitter found Compet
ing children), Note that the labeler KS' is free to assign any label to the newly* created
element even thougfi the grouper KS was fired to create a data element that wotild
become ah instantiation for a particular model element For example, assume that the
scheduler his the foil Of creating an instantiation for a model face, say face FA. To
satisfy the goal, the schedtiier would fire the grouper to form a new face-level data ele
ment and then the labeler to asSigh it a label. Thus, even though the grouper was fired to
form a new face to be labeled FA, the labeler is not required to assign the label FA to that
new face. While iti practice such a transfer of labels is not very likely, the labeler is
given thie fieeddtn fdf the sake of a homogeneous computational procedure.
A sub-goal is satisfied when the no instantiations of a model element are created. If
it is not possible for the KSs tO create enough instantiations for a model element, then nq
is decreased until the goal is satisfied^. This process is akin to using a depth bound for
finding a solution in a search graph. When all of a goal’s sub-gbals are satisfied (i.e. all
Of the model’s children have the correct number of instantiations) the scheduler tries; to
In the future, other actions may be lised to alio# the KSs to create nq instantiations. For example, the
constraints usedtodeterrhineif elements should be grouped together could be adjusted such that new
groups are formed.

satisfy the higher-level goal by applying the group/split/label process to the newly
created elements. If any new elements are created by the merger during this phase of BB
processing, the labeler is called to initialize its label.
It should be clear that in the initialization phase, the operation of the scheduler com
bines top-down model-driven search with bottom-up data-driven requests Created by the
monitor. Combinatorial explosions are controlled by putting an upper bound on the
number of competing hypotheses that can be entertained in the model-driven search; It is
important to note that the number of competing hypotheses for any model node is not
limited to no - To explain, assume that the there are nq — 1 instantiations of a model ele
ment on the data panel. Jo meet the goal, the grouper KS would then be fired to form a
new data element. Since the splitter KS is given a high priority by the scheduler, this KS
will fire next and may discover that a number of the new element’s children compete.
Therefore, the splitter KS will split the gnDup into smaller groups, each with one of the
competing children. In other words, because of the action of the splitter KS, there can be
a geometrical multiplication of the hypotheses formed by the grouper KS. For these rea
sons, it becomes necessary to give a small value to nq; currently, no is usually set to 3.
After the initialization phase Of processing is completed, the updating phase is
sorted. Backward chaining is used extensively during this phase of BB processing.
First, the labels of all of the children (All of which will reside on the object-level) of the
in-focus scene-level elementsare updated. Next, the labels of all of the children of the
pbjeet-Ievel children are updated (All of these elements will reside on the face-level).
Note that all of an eiement’s children are updated simultaneously to prevent an element
for lending evidence to itself indirectly (by lending evidence to one of its siblings which,
in turn, Would lend evidence to the original element).
This updating process proceeds down the data-panel hierarchy in a depth-first
manner until the edge-level is reached. If an edge-based preprocessor Was used to^ pro
vide the input data, then labels will have been assigned to the edges during the initializa
tion phase; in this case, the edges’ belief functions are updated hbririally. ' However, if a
region-based preprocessor was used to provide the input data; then the edges on the data
panel will not have been labeled during the initialization phase; If the scheduler tries to
update the belief in the labels of an element’s children which are without initial labels,
then the children’s labels are initialized first; Delaying the assignment of the edges’
labels until after their parent faces’ labels have been updated eliminates the need to
change the edges? FQD if their parents ’ labels are changed.

If an element’s updating evidence causes its label to change during this phase of BB
processing, then the scheduler fires the labeler KS to clear all of the labeHnfbrmaition
(including FODs, labels and belief functions) of the element’s descendents. Next, the
labeler KS is scheduled to update the belief in the element’s new label. Finally, a goal is
generated to update the belief in the element’s descendents’ labels. Because

of the

descendents’ label information was just purged, the scheduler fires the labeler KS to ini
tialize the descendents’ information before firing the labeler KS to update the labels. If
the splitter KS dr merger KS create a new element during this phase, then the element’s
label is initialized and updated immediatedly.
During the propagation phase of BB processing, the updating evidence generated by
checking the consistency of the element’s descendents’ labels is accumulated into an
element’s belief function. In this phase, the evidence generated during the updating
phase of processing is passed up the hierarchy from the edges into their parent faces then
from the faces to their parent objects, etc. Because the monitor forms propagation
KSARs only for scene-level data elements, the scheduler randomly picks propagation
KSARs to fire until there are no pending KSARs left. If an element’s descendents’ labels
were inconsistent enough

to cause the element’s label

to Change, then the

initialization/update/propagation process just described immediately is applied to the
element’s descendents. Likewise, if the splitter or merger create a new element during
this phase, then the initialization/update/propagation process immediately is applied to
the new element. The propagation scheduling phase is complete when there are no pend
ing propagation KSARs and no pending splitter or merger KSARs. When this phase of
BB processing is complete, PSEIKI outputs its processing results.

7J. Knowledge Source Operation

7.2.1. Operation of the Grouper Knowledge Source
^Ihe grouper KS builds data elements on the upper levels of the hierarchy from data
elements deposited by the low-level vision system. The grouper KS builds the upper
level elements in a data-driven manner by grouping objects on the lower levels of the
hierarchy into progressively higher levels. For example, if an edge-based preprocessor is
used to generate input data, the grouper first groups edge-elements into faces and then
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(b)

(a)

An expected scene is shown in panel (a), the edges produced by an edge
based preprocessor in panel (b), and their initial labels in panel (c).

groups the faces into objects, and so on.
Fig. 7.2 shows a simple example of how (the grouping is performed; panel (a) shows
the expected scene, panel (b) shows the edges presented to PSEIKI by an edge-based
preprocessor, and panel (c) shows the initial labels for those edges. ^
The grouper KS is triggered by the monitor when the monitor detects an orphan
data-element that has been assigned a label. These orphan elements can have a number
of origins: The low-level preprocessor deposits a large number of orphan elements onto
the data panel at the beginning of processing; in fact, all edge-level elements deposited
by an edge-based preprocessor are orphans, as are all face-level elements deposited by a
region-based preprocessor. Any data element created by the grouper KS is an orphan ini
tially, as are elements created from other orphan elements by the splitter KS or merger
KS. When the KS is triggered by the monitor, a KSAR is built indicating that the orphan

element should be used as a seed-element of a group. For example, all of the edges
shown in Fig. 7.2(b) are assumed to be orphans deposited on the data panel by an edge-the labels shown in Fig. 7.2 are intended only for the purpose of explanation here. In actual practice,
even for simple imagery, the initial labeling may be much more chaotic, depending upon the extent to
which an image is degraded .by noise and other artifacts.
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based preprocessor at the start of processing; thus, a KSAR is built for each edge indicat
ing that it should be grouped. Because the monitor builds at most one KSAR for each
data element, an element can be the seed only for a single group. This restriction is
currendy needed to enable the monitor to efficiently watch the BB data. Future version?
pf FSEIKI may allow anelement to be the seed for more than one group if the seed ele
ment is thought to be robust. After the monitor triggers the KS by building the KSAR, it
is up to the scheduler tp determine when the KS will fire and form the specified group.
Theschedulerfiresthe grouper KS when an instantiation fpr aparticularmodelelement is needed. At this point, the scheduler determines all of the grouper KSARs whose
seed-elements can be children of an element with the desired label and ranks them based
on the elements’ belief. For example, at some point in the course of blackboard processing, a new data element with label Fq may be desired (see Fig. 7.2). To form an element
with this label, the scheduler would rank the grouper KSARs for edge elements with
labels Ej^, En, Eo and Ep, because these are the only elements that could be the children
of a face with label Fq. The scheduler then chooses the highest ranked KSAR and fires
the grouper KS. When the grouper KS is fired, it determines the set of all edges that
could possibly become the the seed-element’s siblings. This candidate set is determined
by the edges’ labels. In the example, assume that edge E19 was chosen as the seedelement. Then the only edges that could possibly become its siblings are edges Ej6, Eig
and E22 because these are the only edges whose model elements are children of face Fp.
After the set of candidate siblings has been determined, the compatibility metric discussed in chapter 6 is used to determine which candidates get grouped with the seed ele
ment. A candidate element will be grouped with the seed-element only if the compatibil
ity metric yields a value above a user-specified threshold. For example, if the compati
bility threshold has been set to 0.5 and the following compatibility measurements were
made
cpllinearity(Ei6, Tem^e<,(Ei9)) = 0.65
CQllinearity(E18, T^-^ CE^)) = 0.55
collinearity(E22,

= 0.43

then the grouper would assert that the following set of edges should be grouped.
Ft = {^16, E^, E19}

After the set of edges meeting the grouping constraint are determined, the grouper creates
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a parent-element on the face level with the set of grouped edges as its children. The
same process also can
^2 = (£3. E4, Eg, E10, En}

F3 = (Ei, E2, E14, E15, E20, E21, E23, E24}

- F4 - {Es, E^, Et, E9, E12} , :
Note that the black

monitor Would trigger the grouper KS as sobh as these face ele

ments were created and labeled because each of them would be an orphan initially. Also
pote that the grouper KS may incorrectly group some edges into the face. For example,
small edges generated by noise may accidentally be included in a group. Also, the
grouper may incorrectly include competing elements into a group; two elements are said
to compete if they cannot both be present in a consistently labeled scene interpretation.
For example^ in F3, edges Ei and E24 compete with each other. Obyibusly, the grouper
KS should inplude only one of these competing edges in any group. It is the job of the
splitter KS to remove the incorrectly grouped edges from a face. The splitter KS also has
the duty to generate multiple faces from a face containing competing edges; the faces
that the splitter generates retain only one competing edge. The actions performed by the
splitter KS will be explained in greater detail later in this chapter.
The grouper KS groups faces into objects using a similar procedure; however, the
grouper uses the collocate() metric introduced in the last chapter to determine if a candiFor example, assume that labeler KS
.in^t^l&Xljp^the;;facei'-:cmatbd1,.ini.;the last
example.

Table 7.1
Face I Label

Belief
0.40

Fi
/-■Fa...:

0.42
0.72
0.53

12?;
If a data element on the object level with label Oa, which is composed of faces Fa and
Fg, is desired at some point in the blackboard processing, then the scheduler would rank
the appropriate KSARs based bn their face’s belief values. Then the scheduler would fire
the grouper KS with the highest ranked KSAR. For this example, assume that the
scheduler fired the grouper with F4 as the seed-element. After the KS is fixed, the group
ing processproceeds as follows. First, the grouper determines a set of candidate sibling
faces based on the their labels. In this example, face F2 would be the only candidate face
because it is the only face with one of the labels, FA or Fg . If the compatibility threshold
was set to 0.5 and the grouper, measured the following compatibility measurement

coil0eate(F2,TFll^(F4)) = 0l09 '
then Fj would be grouped with F4 to create the following face
Oi = {F2)F4}
Finally, the grouper creates an object level data-eiement with the set of faces that met
the grouping constraint as its list of children.

7.2.2. Operation of the Labeler Knowledge Source
The labelei’ KS can perform five actions. First, it can determine a data-element’s
initial belief function and assign a label to the element. Second, it cart update the belief
in an element’s label by checking the consistency of its label With the labels Of its
siblings. Third, it can be used to update the labels of all of the children of an element by
checking their ftiutual consistency. Fourth, it can incorporate, into an element’s belief
function, updating belief generated by the element’s descendants. Lastly* it can reset all
Of the label information of an element’s descenderits when the element’s label is
changed. The theories on which most of these actions are based have been diseased in
great detail in the previous two chapters. This section will describe how the labeler KS
applies these ideas to accomplish its task.
The labeler is triggered to initialize a data-element’s label when the monitor detects
an unlabeled element on the data panel It also is triggered when the element’s label
information is cleared because the label of one of its ancestors just chahged. In both
cases, the labeler is triggered because the element has no label information. When the
labeler is fired to initialize an element’s label, it determines the element’s FOD and ini
tial belief function using the process described in sections 6.1 and 6.2. It then assigns a
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label to the element Using the process described in section 5.4.
When the monitor detects that the element’s label has changed, it triggers the
labeler KS to update the belief in the element’s label. When the labeler is triggered to
update an element’s label, each of the element’s siblings is used to provide updating evi
dence about the element’s new label using the concepts described in sections 5^4 and 6.3.
The labeler also can be triggered to update the belief in the labels of all of the chil
dren of an element. The labeler KS is; triggered to update the belief in an element’s
children’s labels when the monitor detects that the parent element just received its initial
label. When the labeler is fired to update the labels of the Children, it updates the label of
each child sequentially using the processes described in sections 5.4 and 6.3. To limit the
amountof updating evidence that is generated, not all elements have their belief function
updated and not all elements are used to update the belief functions of their siblings. For
example, the belief in an element ’ s label is not updated if the belief is above a predeter
mined threshold, MAXJBELIEF. These strongly believed labels are not updated because
it is Unlikely that enough discohfirmatory evidence will be-generated to force the label to
Change. Funhermore, an element is not used to update the belief in its siblings’ labels if
the element’s belief is not higher than another predefined threshold, MIN_BELIEF.
These weakly believed labels are not used because they will not produce strong enough
updating evidence to justify the resources spent generating the updating ^evidence and
accumulating it into the siblings’ belief functions. Using these thresholds also prevents
the belief in ah element’s label from saturating as discussed in appendix A:
The labeler is triggered to propagate the updating information from a scene-level
#ta element’s descendents up the hierarchy into the element’s belief function after the
element’s children’s labels have been updated. When the labeler is fired to propagate the
descendents’ information, the labeler propagates the updating evidence up the hierarchy
using the techniques described in section 5.5.
The labeler also can clear the label information of all of an element's descendents
when updating evidence causes the element’s label to change. The labeler explicitly
triggers itself to Clear the label information when it changes the label of an element on
the face level or higher. When the labeler is fired to clear the information, it chains down
the element’s descendent hierarchy clearing the following information for each descendent: the element’s label, its FOD, its belief function and its updating belief function.
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7.2.3. Operation of the Merger Knowledge Source
The merger KS also performs a grouping process; however, this process does not
build eleriaents on higher levels of the hierarchy from elements on lower levels, as does
the grouper KS. Instead, it combines multiple elements on the blackboard into a single,
larger element on the same level as the original elements. It combines elements if it* is
believed that they all can be represented by a single element on the model panel. This
combination process is used to correct grouping errors produced by the low-level prepro
cessor. For example, the merger KS may group together a series of short edge segments
into a longer segment, or a set of faces into a single larger face, if it is believed that the
low-level preprocessor incorrectly fractured those data elements.
The monitor uses a special two-step process to trigger the merger KS. When it
detects two elements with the same label, the monitor builds a merger KSAR with its
status flag set to partially_triggered. It then changes the status flag to triggered if die
two elements meet the merger’s preconditions. This two-step triggering process allows
the monitor to efficiently eliminate most data-element pairs from consideration before
applying the costly triggering criteria. Furthermore, the monitor does not guarantee that
the focus elements of a KSAR meet the all of the merging criteria when it triggers the
merger KS. Thus, the merger first must determine if the elements under consideration
really need to be merged. The criteria are not checked more rigorously by the monitor
because it is more efficient for the merger to check that the criteria are met only for those
elements on which it is fired. For example,: it is not feasible for the monitor to check the
eoUinearity of two edges before it builds a KSAR to merge them; thus, the merger KS
needs to determine if two edges are sufficiently collinear before it merges them.
Because the merger is designed to correct artifacts produced by the image prepro
cessor, it is hot allowed to operate on all levels of the BB. If an edge-based preprocessor
is used to generate PSEIKI’s input data, then the merger is applied only to edge elements.
If a region-based preprocessor is used, then the merger merges both edges and faces.
Many edge-based processors produce artifacts that break edges into smaller line
segments; the merger groups these small edges together into a single, larger edge. Thus,
if an edge-based preprocessor is used to generate PSEIKI’s input data, the merger KS
tries to correct this error by joining line segments if they have the same label, are close
together and are highly collinear. The merger KS also combines, into a single edge,
highly collinear edges that are joined at a degree-two vertex and that have the same label.

■!v';
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The KS will merge two edges only if the the perpendicular distance from both of the ver
tices of the shorter edge is less than a predefined distance from the lme defined by the
longer edge. This distance threshold is usually set to a relatively small value to keep the
KS from merging two edges that should remain separate. When two edges are merged,
the KS deposits on the blackboard a new edge element with one vertex from each of the
two old edges; these vertices are chosen to give the new edge maximal length. Placing
Strong constraints on the edges to be merged prevents the merger from merging two

edges that should remain separate.
The edges deposited by many region-based preprocessors also may need to be
merged. In this case, the merger is triggered to merge the edges in a parent face after the
face’s edges are assigned their initial labels. When the KS is fired to merge the parent’s
edges, each edge is checked to see if it should be merged with its neighbors. When two
edges are merged, the merger deletes the vertex they have in common and creates a new
edge between the two remaining vertices. The merger also will merge the newly created
pdge vvith its neighboring edges if possible.
If a region-based preprocessor is used to generate PSEIKI’s input data, then dataelements on the face level also may be merged. The merger KS will combine two adja
cent faces if they have same label; faces are said to be adjacent if they contain an com
mon edge. When two faces are merged, the merger deposits onthe blackboard a new
face element whose list of children is the exclusive-or of the two old lists of child edges.
Ifrat is, an edge is include in the new face’s list of children if it is the child of exactly one
of the old faces. Forming the new face’s list of children in this manner prevents the
edges that form the border between the two old faces from being included in the new
face’ s list of children. Some of the merger KS’s actions are shown in Fig 7.3.
The parameters of the element Created by the merger are initialized when the ele
ment is deposited on the blackboard. For example, the strength of a new edge is set to
the weighted average of the strengths of the two old edges; likewise, the grey-value of a
hew face is set to the weighted average of the grey-values of the two old faces. After the
new element is created by the merger. any references to both of the old elements are
replaced by a reference to the new element. Finally, if the two old elements were always
referenced as a pair, a flag is Set in the original objects indicating that each should be
ignored in further processing; this flag is used because the newly created element sub
sumes the elements from which it was created.
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(a)

-

Figure 7.3

v

(b)

(c)

This figure shows the actions perforated by the merger KS. Panel (a)
shows how two close, coljipear edges can be joined together. Panel (b)
demonstrates how two collinear edges can be merged into a single edge.
Finally, panel (c) shows how two adjacent face-elements with the same
label-can.be merged if they are grouped together.,
^

7.2^4^ Operation of the Splitter Knowledge Source
The splitter KS also tries to correct the grouping of incorrectly grouped elements.
However, it performs the opposite action of the merger KS; its task is to split dataelements into smaller elements if it is believed that they were incorrectly grouped. For
example, it is also common for an initial grouping formed by the grouper KS to be con
taminated by competing children; it is the splitter’s task to correct these groupings. For
example, when grouping edges into a face, the grouper may include multiple renditions
of the same edge in a group. If the gray level variations corresponding to a scene edge
do not exhibit a monotonic variation in the direction perpendicular to the edge, the the
edge may be detected as multiple parallel edges in close proximity to one another. To
check for these competing elements, the splitter is triggered whenever the grouper creates
a new element.
Edges 1 and 24 in Fig. 7.2 could be an example of competing edges. The splitter
detects parallel edges by measuring the angle and the extent of the overlap between two
grouped elements with the same label. The overlap is measured by projecting the shorter
of tite edges Onto the longer one. When such competing parallel edges are found, multi
ple groupings are formed from an initial group by retaining only one competing parallel
edge at a time.
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to be incorrectly grouped; instead, they create new elements and set a flag in the old ele
ment indicating that the element is no longer in focus. The old elements are not des
troyed because the KSs may need to check if a newly created element is identical to an
Older element that is no longer in focus. The new element is deleted immediately if it is
determined to be a duplicate. The older elements also are allowed to remain on the
blackboard because, at some later time in the processing, it may be decided that they
Were correct and should be used.

CHAPTER 8

BLACKBOARD IMPLEMENTATION IN OPS83

Philosophically^ all blackboard (BB) systems are alike in that they contain three,
main components. First, they ajl contain a collectionof knowledge sources(KSs)into
which the domain knowledge is partitioned; th^t is, each KS is able to solve a small por
tion of the total task; Second, blackboard systems are so named because each contains a
blackboard; a hierarchical global database containing the data for the specific problem on
which work is being done. To keep the KSs independent, communication between them
is allowed to take place only through the blackboard database. Finally, each of the sys
tems contains a control mechanism, commonly called the scheduler, that can respond
opportunistically to data residing on the blackboard in order to optimize control flow.
Although all blackboard systems are conceptually similar, implementation details
affect control strategies, KS granularity, etc. This chapter will address PSEUCTs imple
mentation in OPS83 and the effects of the rule-based programming language on design
decisions. The chapter willshow the working memory data structures used for represent
ing the data-elements on the BB and the knowledge source activation records (KSARs).
Next, the current implementation of the scheduler and the monitor will be described.
Finally, KS implementation will be described; the operation of the grouper KS will be
described in detail and the operation of the labeler KS, the splitter KS and the merger KS
also will be discussed.
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8.1. Introduction to OPS83
OPS83 is the latest member of the OPS family of production system languages^
OPS 83 contains many of the architectural features of its ancestors. As with the earlier
OPS languages, OPS83 contain a set of unoidered conditional statements called produc
rules. Each of these rules has two parts. The rule’s antecedent is expressed as a col
lection of condition elements (CEs) on the rule’s Left Hand Side (LHS); the LHS is used
tion

to match data elements stored in a global knowledge base called the working memory
The Right Hand Side (RHS) of a rule contains the consequent; the actions Contained in
the RHS are executed when the rule is fired. Although OPS83 is recognizably related to
its ancestors; there are a number of significant differences between it and the earlier OPS
languages.
OPS83 Mows the programmer to encode knowledge using the procedural paradigm
bf traditiqnal languages; such as Pascal and FORTRAN. Both procedures and functions
can be called from the RHS of rules; they can be written either in the native OPS83
dialect or in foreign languages such as C, Pascal or FORTRAN. Furthermore, OPS83
allows the use of the common control structures, if-then-else, while, for and return, in the
procedures, functions and RHS of rules. Although the OPS5 RH$ ’actions' call: and compute allow the programmer to exploit some of the procedural and functional aspects of
tiie underlying LISPenvironment, they are very limited compared to the integrated facili
ties provided in OPS83. In addition to their use in the RHS of rules, functions can also
be used in the LHS of rules to match working memory elements (WMEs). These func
tions must be free of side effects; thus, they must not reference global variables (vari
ables defined outside any rale, procedure or function), perform any input/output, modify
the working memory or call another function with side effects.
OPS83 was developed to allow the development of fast, compact production system
programs. To achieve this goal, the source code for OPS83 programs is compiled
directly into machine language. Previous OPS languages were implemented in an inter
preted LISP environment and the overhead associated with LISP limited their execution
speed. One obvious consequence of compiling programs is that they cannot be changed
at mn tinie; thus; new mles cannot be defined using the build RHS action of the previous
^ If notalready familiar wiih the OPS family of languages, particularly OPS5, the reader is referred to
[BtoFar8fTj for a nice exposition on production, system architectures. Version 2.2 of OPS83 has been
used to program the current version of PSEIK3.

OPS languages. Although this fundamental limitation may interfere with the porting of
some OPS5 machine-learning programs to OPS83; it has not had an effect pn PSEIKI’s
development. Another consequence of the stand-alone nature of OPS83 programs is the
absence of many of the programming environment utilities that OPS5 inherited from
LISP. For example, there is no integral top-level shell in OPS83; however, a number of
routmes are supplied with the system that permit the programmer to tailor the envifonment to the application. PSEIKI can be run in an interactive mode with many of the abil
ities provided to OPS5 by the LISP environment. For example, WMEs can be added,
modified, deleted and examined; the conflict set and a production ’ s matches can be
examined, and rules can be fired and traced. However, there are a number of OPS5 toplevel commands that cannot be emulated in OPS83. For example, the/?, excise and pm
commands to build, delete and examine rules cannot be emulated. It alsp is impossible to
implement the backcommand to undo the effects of rule firings.
Type checking in OPS83 is strongly enforced. Whereas fields of QPS5 WMEs were
allowed to assume either symbolic or numeric values, the types of OPS83 variables and
WME fields must be set at compile time. Integers, real numbers, logicals, characters and
symbols are OPS83’s atomic types; compound data types consist of arrays and structures.
0PS5 WMEs are limited to having a single vector element; OPS 83 WMEs can contain
any number of structure or array fields. Furthermore, OPS 83 contains no facilities for
dynamic allocation of data structures; thus, die only way to store arbitrary length data
structures is to store their components in WMEs (for example, a length N linked-list
could be stored in N WMEs).
There are no conflict resolution strategies built into OPS83, whereas the LEX and
MEA strategies were integral to OPS5. However, a number of routines are supplied to
allow the user to program a custom strategy for each application. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to implement the full OPS5 MEA conflict resolution strategy using the supplied
routines. A sample conflict resolution routine is supplied with the OPS83 system, this
sample resolution procedure was modified slightly for use in PSEIKI. The final conflict
resolution strategy used in PSEIKI is shown below.
1)

Refraction is used to eliminate all rule instantiations that have already fired.

2)

The remaining instantiations are ranked based on the recency of the WME match
ing their first condition element. Only the instantiations containing the highest
ranked (most recent) WME are allowed to remain in the conflict set.
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3)

The instantiations remaining after step 2 are then ranked based on the number of
condition elements in the corresponding rule. Only the instantiations containing
the largest number of condition elements are allowed to remain in the conflict set.

4)

Ifmultipleinstantiations remain in the conflict set, then the instantiations are
ranked based on a rating variable that can be associated with each production.
Only the instantiations with the largest valued ranking variables are allowed to
remain in the conflict set The default value of this ranking variable is 0.0,

5)

Froiii set of instantiations remaining after step 4, the instantiation that \vas added to
the conflict set most recently is chosen.

This procedure of ranking instantiations differs form the OPS5 MEA strategy because the
Specificity of the rule is ranked only on the number of condition elements present, not the
total number of relational tests.
A number of guidelines for maximizing the efficiency of OPS programs were
presented in [BioFar85]. In addition to these general guidelines, a number of program
ming strategies were used to make PSEIKI as efficient aS possible. An obvious strategy
for increasing the efficiency of a production system is to change the working memory as
little as possible; whenever an WME is added, modified or deleted from the working
memory, its change to the working memory must be propagated through the Rete net
work, PSEIKI’sKSs keep from modifying the working memory excessively by storing
their intermediate results in global variables. For example, the labeler KS stores an
element’s FOb and its initial belief function in global variables until they have been
determined completely. Thus, only the global variables need to be updated as new ele
ments are added to the FOD or as probability masses are determined. The labeler
modifies the blackboard element being labeled only after the complete FOD and belief
function have been determined. Likewise, the grouper KS stores the set of elements
meeting the grouping constraint in a global list; The grouper builds a new element on the
BB only after it has determined all of its children; storing the intermediate list of Children
in a global list prevents the grouper from repeatedly modifying an element as each new
element is added to the list of its children. In most cases, storing intermediate results in
global variables allows the KS to modify the elements in working memory Only once per
invocation. Because the WMEs are not modified until the end of KS processing, this
strategy has the added benefit of allowing refraction to be used extensively to guide the
flow of control inside the KS .

Other strategies have also been used to make PSEHQ as computationally efficient as
possible. For example, because functions used in the LHS of rules are called by the Rete
matcher whenever the working memory changes, they must be as efficient as possible.
Sets of integers (such as the ID numbers of elements on the BB) in PSEIKI are imple
mented as sorted lists; thus, the test for inclusion in the set is performed as a binary
search. Although die efficiency of the search Could be increased by implementing the
sets using key transformation (hashing) techniques, the scattering of the numbers through
the data structure prevents the set from being enumerated easily. It also is helpful to
screen possible LHS matches by placing relational tests before the function call in a con
dition element. For example, when matching the children ofian element on the LHS of a
rule, it is advantageous to test whether the elements are on the correct level of the BB
before testing whether their ID numbers are in the parent’s list of children.

8.2. OPS83 Data Structures Used By PSEDp

PSEIKI uses the working memory of OPS 83 for the BB data structure; each WME
corresponding to the BB data structure describes a data-element at some level of the BB.
In addition to being a host for the BB data structure, the working memory also stores the
KSARs. Each KS AR holds the identity of the data-element that meets the triggering
conditions of a KS, the relevant KS, and Other pertinent information such as the cycle
during which the KS AR was created. This information indicates to the KS the object on
which work should be performed and aids the scheduler in choosing a KSAR to activate.

8.2.1. Working Memory Elements for Representing Data
A single WME class is used to store all non-vertex data elements on both the data
panel and the model panel. That is, the same WME class is used for edges, faces, objects
and scenes. Storing all BB elements in the same data structure allows generic functions
to be applied to elements from all of the data levels. Fig. 8.1 shows the definition of the
WME class for representing data.
Most of the WME fields are self-explanatory. The element’s id number is a unique
identifier used to keep track of individual data-elements; elements on the BB are always
referenced via their ID numbers. The panel and /eve/ fields specify the element’s loca
tion on the BB, The panel field specifies if the element is on the mode/panel or the

type Data^eiement (
id:
integer;
--unique ID number
/panel:
symbol;
— type of panel (two_ji or model) ./-/
;; ■ ' . level:;
integer;
--Level in the panel
source:’.; symbol;
— source of data (grouper, etc.)
■ seed:;- .
integer;
— seed element of a group
children: list;
—■ children of element
madeof:
array(2: integer);
focus:
integer;
— 1 if in focus set ■■
physical attributes of the element
■■•./'■■■lvalue:
integer;
-- edge strength, i etc.
'size:
integer;
—> # of pixels in edge, etc.
centroid: vector;
— centroid of the element's convex hull
■ near:
vector;
. ■— extent of the convex;hull
vector;
. • far * .
--label information
frame:
list;
-- frame of discernment
bpa:
bpas;
— basic prob assignment
label_status: integer-- status of element's label
.•
this should equal
-- @.status[position(@.label, @.frame)]
provided: list; :
— elements used to update this element
Status:
list;
-- updatingevidence focused on this
-- label already has been accumulated
updating: bfod;
— updating bpa
. label:
integer;
-- label, qf element
'belief:' •
real;
-- belief in label
•/;.

Figure 8.1

The Data WME class stores, xibii-yertex. BB. elements:
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two_d data panel. The level field specifies the level on which the element resides. Each
level is assigned a unique integer (higher levels have larger numbers); thus, it is possible
to test if an element is on or above a specific level of the BB by testing if the element’s
level field is larger than a specific constant. The children field is used to store the list of
ID numbers of the element’s children. The source field is used to specify how the ele
ment was created. If the element was deposited on the BB by the preprocessor, then its
source value will be set to original; however, if the element was created by a KS, then
the KS’s name will be stored in this field. If the grouper KS was used to create the ele
ment, then the ID number of the child element that was used as the element’s seed is
stored in the reed field. The made_of field also is used to specify information about the
element’s genesis. If the element was created by the merger KS, then the ID numbers of
the two elements that were merged to create the new element are stored in this field. If
the element was created by the splitter KS, then the ID number of the element that was
split to create the new element will be stored in this field.
Tbit focus field has two functions. If the element is on the data panel, then this field
is used as a flag indicating whether the element is in focus; a zero value indicates that the
element is no longer in focus and should not be used in further processing. If the element
is on the model panel, then this field is used to specify the desired number of instantia
tions for the model element For example, if a model element’s focus field is set to three,
then the scheduler will try to fire the grouper KS and labeler KS to create three data ele
ments with this element as their model.
The next few fields specify the physical attributes of the element. The value field is
a generic attribute in which a level specific value is stored. For example, it is used to
specify the strength of an edge or the average gray level of a face. The size parameter
also is generic; this parameter is used to specify the length, area or volume of an element
if it is an edge, face, or object, respectively. The centroid field is used to specify the cen
troid of the element’s convex hull if the element is a face or object The near and far
parameters are used to specify the two diagonal vertices defining the extent of the ele
ment.
The remaining fields shown in Fig. 8.1 hold the belief function and related informa
tion for data elements. The frame attribute holds the set of all the ID numbers of the
model elements in the data element’s frame of discernment; the FOD is represented as an
ordered list of integers. The bpa attribute holds the element’s basic probability assign
ment. The BPA is represented as a set of N simple evidence functions (SEFs); each SEF

■
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is represented as two real riumbers -r the probability masses focused on the singleton pro
position and its compliment. The probability mass focused on the FOD can be computed
from these two values. The SEFs are ordered such that the i* SEF corresponds to the 1th
member of the element’s FOD. The next field, labeljstatus, is used to store the status of
the element’s label. Upon initialization of a label, this field is set to one. If the element’s
label had been updated, then the field is set to two. Finally, if the element’s descendent’s
updating belief has been propagated up the hierarchy into the element’s belief function*
then the field is set to three. The next two attributes are used to guarantee that no ele
ment is used more than once to provide updating evidence for another. The provided
field stores the ID numbers of the elements that have been used to provide evidence to
update this element’s belief function. The status list stores the labeljmtus ior each
member of the element’s FOD. This field is used to prevent the labeler KS from generat
ing updating evidence for an element’s label more than once. This field is needed
because an element may have its label changed from its initial value to ahother value and
back again. If the label_status information for each member of an element’s FOD was
ndt stored, then it would be possible to provide updating evidence for the element’s iriithfi label when it was first assigned and later when it was reassigned. The updating attri
bute is used to store the updating SEF. Finally, the element’s label and he/ief informa
tion are stored in the next two attributes.
Another data structure is used to store information about vertices. This structure is
shown in Fig. 8.2. As with the other data elements, the vertex’s unique identifier is
storedinitsidfield and the panel on which it resides is stored in its panel field.

- type Vertex=element (
id:
integer;
panel:
aymbql;
rowcol:
cbordr

Figure 8.2

ivector;
vector;
•' . 7 ■ 7

unique ID number
; type qf : panel (two_d/ model) •
— image coordinate of vertex
-“World coordinate of vertex
■ 77
7.v77
:\77-7-/ ;7:\.; ;'7.

The Vertex WME class stores vertex-level BE elements.

\

:
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The next two parameters specify the vertex’s location. The rowcol attribute indicates a
vertex’s coordinate On the image plane if it was obtained from 2D data. Likewise, the
coord attribute specifies the vertex’s location after it has been back-projected into 3D
world coordinate frame.

8.2.2. The WME Class for Representing KSARs
Fig. 8.3 shows the WME class definition for representing a KSAR. The id field is
used to keep track of the KSARs while the status field stores the state of a KSAR. The
KS and action fields of the KSAR specify what action is to be performed on its focalelement. The objectfield is used to specify the ID number of the KSAR’s focal element;
the level and panel fields specify the location of the focal element on the BB. The using
field specifies the secondary focal element. For example, when the merger KS is to
merge two elements, the ID number of the second, element is stored in this field.
PSEIKI’s scheduler uses the priority field when ranking KSARs for firing; only the
KSARs for the splitter KS and merger KS have non-zero priority. The trigger_cycle, the
trigger KSAR and the active_cycle fields arc used as a log of the BB activities;

type KSAR«=element (
id:
integer;
status:
symbol;
KS
action:

symbol;
symbol;

— Knowledge source being triggered
— action KS is to perform

object:
level:
panel:
using:

integer;
integer;
symbol;
integer;

— Object being focused on
— Level being focused on
—- Panel being focused on
—Secondary object being focused on

priority:
real;
triggar_cycle: integer;
active_cycle: integer;

Figure 8.3

— KSAR ID #
-— KSAR status

— KSAR priority.
— cycle KSAR was formed
— cycle duringwhich KSAR was active

The KSAR WME class stores Knowledge Source Activation Records.

they are used to record the BB cycle during which a KSAR was created, the KSAR
whjch was active when the this KSAR was created and the BB cycle on which this
KSAR was run, respectively. This information has proven useful for debugging the BB.
The KS AR originally is created with its status marked as pending, This means that
the KS has been triggered but has not yet been run. When the scheduler decides to fire
on a KSAR, it marks the KSAR’s status to active. At this point, the KS’s precondition
and poisoning productions are allowed to fire; it is their job to mark the KS AR’s status to
running if the preconditions are met or to poisoned if they aren’t. If the KSAR is determined to be poisoned, the KS’s body productions are not allowed to fire and control is
passed back to the scheduler. If the status' has been set to running, the KS’s body produc
tions are allowed to fire. After the KS has accomplished its goal, it marks the KSAR’s
status field tofinished and returns control to the scheduler.

8.2.3, Other WME Classes
A variety of other WME Classes have been defined for use in PSEIKI. The Panel
WME class is used to store information about the model and data panels of the BB. The
fields of this class contain the type of data stored on the panel, the name of the file con
taining die panel’s input data and the number of elements contained in the file. The
WME Panel class definition is shown in Fig.8.4,

type Panel^element ("••’
y,.type: ,,
symbol;
— type of data (model, two_d)
symbol;
— name of file containing initial data
'
elements: integer[5]# of initial elements on a level

Figure 8.4

This is the WME class definition for a panel of the blackboard.
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The Level WME class (Fig. 8.5) holds constants for the BB level specified by its
level field. The next three fields are used by the labeler KS during the initialization,
updating and propagation phases, respectively. The evidencejeale field specifies the
factor, SFjnitiai, used to scale the amount of initial evidence for an element’s label. The
update jeale field specifies the factor, SFupdate* used to scale the amount of updating evi
dence for an element’s label. The updateJcids field specifies the factor, SF^^^, used
to scale the amount of evidence provided by an element’s dependents for its label. If the
size of an element is less than the value in the small field, then it is considered to be too
small to provide strong evidence about- its' siblings’ • labels and the updating evidence
based on its label is reduced. Finally, the groupjhresh held stores the threshold value
used to determine if two elements should be grouped into an element tin the specified
level.

type Level=element (
level:
integer
evidence_scale:
real;

);

Figure 8.5

update_scale:

real;

kids_scale:

real;

small:

integer,

grbup^JihreSh:

real;

level number
scale all initial evidence
generated by the level's
metric by this amount
scale all updating evidence
generated by the level's
metric by this amount
scale all evidence generated
by an element's descendent's
by this amount
scale evidence if an element
is smaller than - this value
element's won' t be grbtiped if
the grouping metric produces
a value below this threshold

The Level WME class hold level specific constants.
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Convex hull information formodel elements is stored in the Hull WME class (see
Fig. 8.6). The polygon defining the model element’s convex hull is stored as a list of ver
tices following the hull in a counterclockwise direction. This WME class also stores the
area of the hull ahd the diagonal vertices defining the hull’s extent The convex hulls for
data elements are not stored in the working memory because the labeler only needs an
element’s convex hull when it is initializing the element’s label. Thus, space can be
saved, without any extra Computational cost, by generating this hull information when it
is needed

type fiull®element (
V'; ■"idr
“hull:
polygon;
—
area:
real;
—
vector;
^—
far:
-vector;, .

Figure 8.6

unique id number •'/
convex hull of the element
area of the convex hull.;'.'..
extent of the Convex hull

The Hull WME class holds a model element's convex hull;

The homogeneous transformation matrices used by the labeler KS to update the
belief in the labels of data elements are stored in the Modeljrfrm WME class (see Fig.
8.7). These matrices specify the rigid motion transformations that make model elements
compatible (see section 6.3). The from and to fields specify the ID numbers of the ele
ment providing the updating evidence and the element whose label is being updated,
respectivelyv The transformation matrices are stored in the xfrms field Two transforma
tions are needed on the edge level of the BB (one collapses the edges, the other unfolds
them - see section 6.3.2); only one is needed On higher levels.
Two other WME classes are used in PSEIKI, both WME classes enable the use of
well known production system techniques. The Context class is used to determine the
flow of control using the OPS83 MEA-like conflict resolution strategy. WMEs of this
Class are used to enable rules pertaining to the current goal, function or subroutine by
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type Model_xfrm=element (

from: integer;; -- ID number of model element 1
to:
integer;
~ id number of model element s
xfrms: transforms;-— homogeneous transformation matrices

Figure 8.7

The Model_xffm WME class stores the homogeneous transformation
matrices need by the labeler KS to update the belief in the labels of-data-'
elements.

matching the first condition element of the appropriate rules. The Constant WME class
is used tp hold numeric, symbolic or logical constants. This class is needed because the
LHS of OPS83 rules are not allowed to reference global variables; thus, constant infor
mation needed in the LHS of rules must be stored in WMEs.

8-3. Scheduler and Monitor Implementation

83.1. Scheduler Implementation
PSEIKFs scheduler consists of a set of metarules that run by default; that is, the
scheduler runs automatically when no KS is active. Initially, when data is deposited on
the BB, the scheduler is invoked to get the entire process started. As mentioned in
chapter 7, PSEIKTsscheduling strategy is broken into phases: the initialization phase,
the updatingphase and thepropagation phase.
The rules shown in Figs. 8,8 and 8.9 are used by the scheduler to initialize the labels
of dam elements during the initialization phase of BB processing. The rule shown in Fig.
8.8 is used to create the sub-goals to find the appropriate number of instantiations for

each child of the model element. Presumably, the model element’s children’s instantia
tions then could be grouped into a data element and become an instantiation for the
model element This rule works as follows: The first two GEs are used to match the
model element for the current goal. The third GE checks to see if there is a KSAR to
label an element on the same level as the current goal element; the rule will not fire if
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“ RULE: schedule^init^chirdren
—
IF: We are looking for an instance of a model element
(a data element that can assume a model element's
^
number as its label)
”
2 But we cannot find a data element on the correct level.
—’ THEN: Create contexts to find instances of each of the model
. •' 2 •: ‘ ' element's children ' ' - _
rule schedule^init—children {
&contxt (Context Gurrent*3che<i_initjmodei_instance) ; I
&model (Data id==6contxt . ob ject) ;
. *
(KSAR KS=label; action=initializ@; level=&model.level);
local &i: integer;

};

Figure 8.8

for &i » (2 to fimodel.children[1])
make (Context current=sched_init_model_instance;
object^&model„children[&i];
level^&model.level-1);
^
y.

v

• .ThiSv’isXtii©' rule'' that chains down the model hierarchy creating context
WMEs holding goals to find the descendents of a model element.

there is such an element If there is data element on the current level, then the labeler KS
should be fired to label it and the rule shown in Fig. 8.8 need not fire. When the rule
fires, the RHS creates a context element (sub-goal) to find the instantiations for each
child of the model element
When a sub-goal is created to find an instantiation for a model element on a level
that contains data elements, the rule shown in Fig. 8,9 becomes enabled and fires the
labeler KS ti> initialize the labels of the elements on this level. This rule fires once for
every data element on that leyel of the BB. The first two CEs of this rule are used to
match a labeler KSAR on the correctlevel, Thelast two GEs are used to prevent the rule
from firing if a priority KSAR is pending (the scheduling algorithm used to fire priority
KSARs will be described later). This rule’s only action is to fire the labeler KS On the
element specified by the matched KSAR. Note that only the highest level elements depo
sited onto the data panel are labeled at this time (e.g. faces for a region-based preproces
sor); the labels for elements

than this are riot initialized until the

updating phase of BB processing. For example, the belief functions of edges are not
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— RULE: schedule^init_labels
—
IF: We are looking for an instance of a model element
—: And there are KSARs available on this level.
: And no priority KSAR is pending.
^ THEN: Fire one of the appropriate KSARs.
r- NOTE: This rule will fire for each valid labeler KSAR until
all valid KSARs have been fired.
rule schedule_init_labels {
ficontxt (Context current~sched_init_model_instance) ;
fiksar
(KSAR level=*&contxt. level;
KS^label; action^initialize; status-pending);
fithresh (Constant name=interrupt_threshold) ;
"
(KSAR priority > ^thresh.real_value; status=pendihg); :
...

modify fiksar

Figure 8.9

(status^active; active_cycle=&current_cycle);

This rule is used to schedule the labeler KS to initialize die labels of data
elements.

initialized until the updating phase if a region-based preprocessor was used to generate
the input vision data.
After all of the labels for these elements have been assigned, the grouper is
scheduled to group them into elements on higher levels of the BB. Another rule much
like the one shown in Fig. 8.9 is used to determine that the grouper KS should be fired,
other rules fire to determine the element that will be used as the group’s seed-element.
These rules rank the grouper KSARs based on belief in the element’s label- Fig 8.10
shows one of the rules used to rank the grouper KSARs. This rule finds candidate ele
ments that may be used as the seed element of the group; each candidate has one of the
desired model' element's ••children as its label (i.e. they are instantiations of the modei?s
children). It finds one of these candidate elements for each of the children of the model
element being formed. The first two CEs guarantee that a candidate element with a par
ticular label is found. The third CE matches the data element that will become the candi
date seed element. The fourth CE guarantees that the candidate has not been used as the
seed element for another group; in effect, this prevents an element from being the seed
element for more than one group. Finally, the last CE matches the grouper KSAR with

RULE:
“ACTION:
:
“
i
IF:
—• .
:
"THEN:

f ind_group^candidate
Choose as seed candidates the data elements with
highest belief that correspond with each of
the model element';s children.'
We are looking for grouper KSAR seed candidates by
looking at a model element's kids
Select the data element corresponding to the kid that
has the highest belief and mark the corresponding
:
KSAR as a candidate

,

■"rule find_group_candidate {
&G©iitxt (Context current^sched^f inci_carididate) ; ;
v
Smjcid (Data id*ficontxt.using);
&el
(Data label-Sm^kid.id).;
'
"
(Data label=&contxt.object; seed^Sei.id) ; >
fiksar (KSAR qbjeCt=&el.id; KS-group; action==initialize;
status=pending);
[Sel. belief];
• "
modify &ksar (status=candidate);
remove ficontxt;
1; v • : ; . ■ , -

Figure 8.10

. ' ■
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This is one of the rales usedtorank grouperKS ARs.

the designated seed-element. The structure with the square brackets on the next line is
the production’s ranking variable; as mentioned in section 8.1, OPS83 uses this value to
rank instiuitiations. in the conflict set Everything else being equal, DPS 83 will fire the
instantiation with the greatest value for the expression in the brackets. Thus, the con
struct will force the rule to fire on the data element with the largest belief. When this rule
fires, it flags the KSAR as a candidate and deletes the context so that the rule will not fire
again. Other rules are used to select the optimum candidate as the seed element and fire
the grouper KS; most are very similar to the one just discussed and are not shown here
for brevity’s sake.
Afterthe initialization phase of processing is complete;-the Scheduler starts the
updating phase. The rule shown in Fig. 8.11 fires the labeler KS to update the belief in
an element’s children’s labels. The first two CEs.. .in- /the' LHS • of - this- rule are used to
match the KS AR to be fired. The last two CEs of this rule are used to prevent the rule
from firing if a priority KSAR is pending. The RHS of this rule changes the status of the

” RULE:
. _XF>
“
;
—
-r THEN:

fxr@_on_update_element
.
We are trying to- update the belief in the labels of
an element's kids and there is a KSAR pending to do it.
And no priority KSAR is pending:
Fire on the KSAR

rule fire_on_update_element {
: ficontxt (Context current»sch@d_update_kids) ; ;
fiksar (KSAR object=&contxt.object;
■KS-label; action~update__kids; status^pendihg) ;
, : Sthresh (Constant name**int@rrupt^threshold) ;
~
(KSAR priority > &thresh.real_value; status=pending) ;
modify fiksar

};

Figure 8.11

1

(status=*active; active cycle=&current cycle) ;
■. :
,
.

.

This rule is used to fire the labeler KS during the updating phase of BB
v processing.

labeler KSAR to active, causing the KS to fire.
The following nile (Fig. 8.12) will fire after the beliefs in an element’s children’s
labels have been updated; this rule generates a context to force the scheduler to fire the
labeler KS to Update the belief function of each of the element’s grandchildren. Thus, it
forces the scheduler to chain down the data hierarchy firing the labeler KS to update the
beliefs in the element’s descendent’s labels. The first two CEs of this rule prevent the
rule from firing Until the labeler is fired to update the belief in the element’s children’s
labels. The third GE matches the parent element In the RHS, a context is generated to
fire the labeler KS to update the belief in the labels of each of the parent element’s chil
dren. Finally, the context is removed to prevent the rule from firing more than once.
Because the monitor creates propagation phase labeler KSARs only for scene level
elements, the scheduler picks propagation KSARs at random until there are none pend
ing. The rule shown in Fig. 8.13 is used to fire the labeler KS with a propagation KS AR.
The first two CEs of this rule match the pending propagation KSAR. The last two CEs
are used to prevent the rule from firing if a priority KSAR is pending; When the rule
fires, it marks the KSAR’a status to active, firing the KS.
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RULE :
-- ;iIF :
—THEN:
• /. •
•— NOTE:

;sqhedule^update_Ghildren
We just updated the labels of an element' s kids
Make contexts to update the kids of:each of them
(i.e. the element's grandkids) .
This rule fires AFTER "fire_on_update_element,

rule schedulejapdate_childreh {
£contxt (Context current-schecijapdate^jcids) ;
• • -fiksar
(KSAR object^&Gontxt. object; level>FACE;
KS^label; aqtion=update_kids; statusOpending) ;
&el
(Data id^&contxtvobject) ;
..•:;';.':Vloc.al-'£i:'integer;.'

fdf &i ® ;(2 to &el.childfen[l])
make (Context current*sched_update^kids;
object=»£el . children [&i]);
remove ficontxt;
.".-v"'
■ ■ .7:'
-v;■- X7 7:/..7:-

Figure 8.12

This rule makes the scheduler fire the labeler KS to update the labels of
eleniehts on die lower levels of the BB.

The KS ARs for the splitter KS and the merger KS have a higher priority than those
of the labeler KS and the grouper KS. If one or more of these priority KSARs are created
during the course of BB processing, then the scheduler will rank them based on their
priorities and fire the KSARs with the highest priority. The scheduler Will return to the
normal BB scheduling process after all of the priority KS ARs have been fired. If two or
more KSARs have the same maximum priority value, then one is selected at random.
The scheduler will continue to fire these KSARs until there are no pending splitter
KSARs or merger KSARs with a priority greater than a predefined threshold left in work
ing memory. Note that the priority field is always zero for labeler KSARs and grouper
KS ARs because they are scheduled using the scheme described above. The rule shown
in Fig. 8.14 selects the KSAR with highest priority and fires the appropriate KS.

■ - — RULE: schedulejpropagate
-IF: The current context indicates that we should pass
■
f
belief up the hierarchy for a particular element.
~
: And there is a pending KSAR to do that
—
: And no priority KSAR is pending.
— THEN: Fire on the KSAR
rule schedule^jpropagate {
fccontxt (Context current=sched_ineorp_element);
&ksar (KSAR object^&contxt.object;
KS=label; action=inGorp_update; status=?pending) ;
Sthresh(Constant name=interrupt_threshold) ;
"■;■■■ (KSAR priority > &thresh. real__value; status=pending) ;
modify fiksar

Figure 8,13

(status^active; active^cycle^&curreht^cycle);

This figure shows the rule used to fire the labeler KS to incorporate, into
an element’s belief function, the belief generated by checking the
consistency of the element’s descendent's labels.

--RULE: schedule_fire_interrupt
IF: There is at least one pending KSAR with
“
:
non-zero priority
-- THEN: Fire on the pending KSAR with the highest priority

...

rule 3chedTile_fife_ihterrupt {
sksar (KSAR priority>0.0; KSOIabel; status^pending);
(Constant name-interrupt_threshoid;
real_yalue > Sksar.priority);
(KSAR priority > Sksar.priority; 3tatus=pending);
(KSAR status^running);
(KSAR status?=act ive) ;
“>
.
modify fiksar (status=active; active_cycle=s«&current cycle) ;

Figure 8.14

This rule is used to fire the splitter KS or merger KS.

8.3.2. Monitor Implementation
The BB monitor makes extensive use of OPS 83 demons. A demon in OPS83 is a
rule whose first CE is not a context or KS AR. Because of the OPS83 rale selection stra
tegy, these rales take precedence over Ordinary rules (e.g. rules inside of KSs or
scheduler rales) and fire as soon as they become completely instantiated. Thus a demon
in 0PS83 can be thought to operate in the background outside of any context, KS or goal
"search."-.

-

Fig. 8.15 shows an example of a monitor rale for the grouper KS; the monitor rales
for the other KSs are very similar. This rule fires when it detects a labeled data-element
without any parents (an orphan element). The rale creates a KS AR directing the grouper
KS to use the orphan as the seed element of a group. The first CE of this rule matches
any data element with a label; this data-element is the focus-element of the rale. The
second CE allows the rule to fire only if the preprocessor did not deposit any elements on
a level higher than the orphan element.*

* RULE:;
IF:
:
V-5'“- v
—
:
;

group_trigger
There is a labeled element that is being focused oh but
has not yet been placed in a group
AND its level is greater than or equal to the highest
level that the preprocessor created.
AND a KSAR saying that it should be grouped
has not yet been created
THEN: Create; a K&AR that indicates that the
Vv
—
:
should be grouped
element

rule groupstrigger {
a@l (Data panei<>model; labeloO; focus<>0) ;
(Constant name^highest^ievel; ..int^value <= &el. level) ;
(KSAR KS-group; action=initialize; object-&el.id);
(Data levei==£el.Level+l, in^list(&el.id, 0 . children) ) ;
make (KSAR KS-group; action=initialize;
trigger_ecycle-&current__cycle;
id“&next_KSAR_id; status=^pending;
object^&el.id; panel=&el.panel; ievei=&el.level);
&nextJKSAR_id
&next_KSAR_id + 1; .
'

Figure 8.15

This is a monitor demon that is used to create a KSAR for the grouper KS.
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The third CE prevents the rule from firing if the grouper KS already has been triggered
on this data-element. Finally, the last CE guarantees that the focus-element is an orphan.
This CE uses the function in_list() to match any WME that has the first CE’s ID number
in its list of children.
The monitor rules for the merger KS are slightly different because of the two step
triggering process described in chapter 7. The two rules that are used to trigger the
merger KS tomerge two faces are shown in Fig. 8.16. The first rule is used to partially
trigger the merger for data elements on all levels of the hierarchy. It creates a merger
KSAR with the status partiallyjriggered whenever it detects two elements with the
same label (if there isn’t already a KSAR to merge them). The second rale is used for
only face-level elements. It checks to see if the two faces are adjacent arid have non-iefo
belief in their labels. The fourth CE of this rule is used to prevent the rule front firing if
ari edge-based preprocessor was used to generate PSEIKI’s input data. As mentioned in
chapter 7, the merger is allowed to merge faces only if a region-based preprocessor was
used.

. **

8.4. Implementation of the KSs
Even though the various KSs perform very' different tasks, many common subtasks
are performed by all of them during KS operation. These subtasks start when the
scheduler marks a KSAR’s status to active. After a KS becomes active, the monitor’s
poisoning rules for that KS are allowed to fire; these rules are used to guarantee that the
KS’s preconditions have not become invalid since the KS was triggered. If a poisoning
rule does fire, it sets the KSAR’s status to poisoned and returns control to the scheduler.
If none of the poisoning rules fire, a rule that marks the KSAR’s status to running fires by
default

•. ’ ’

The flow of control becomes more KS specific after the KS starts running, but it still
follows many of the same patterns. In most KSs, driver rules are the first few rules that
fire at the stint of KS processing. These rules don’t contribute directly to the solution of
the RS’s task; instead, they initialize the elements that the KS needs to solve the task.
These driver rules can generate contexts needed by the KS in its problem solving activity
and build dummy BB data-elements that will be "fleshed out" during the course of the
KS’s processing. The driver rules also can initialize global variables used by KS. After
the KS’s driver rules are fired, the control flow becomes very KS specific.

>— RULE: merge_;partial_trigger
There are two elements that have the same label.
THE^: Create a merger KSAR with status "partially triggered”

. —IF:

::

-bule.merge_partial_trigger {
•
Sell > (Data labeloO; panelOmodel; focusOO) ;
Sel2
(Data label-Sell.. label; ido&ell. id; focusOO) ;
~ /
(KSAR object=&ell,id; using=&el2.id; KS=merge);
[KSAR KS^^merge; jaction=Bmerge__adjacent;
trigger^cycle^&current^cycle;
id=*&next_KSAR_id; status^partially^triggered;
object-fiell. id; panel=*&ell.panel; level=Sell.level;
using=*Sel2 . id; prior it y=MERGE) ;
&next_KSAR_id = &next KSAR id + 1;
.
; . ,
■■■■ ■
~
-r

};

RULE: facejKierge_trigger : ;
;/% IF: There are two adjacent elements that; have the same label
: AND an edge-abased preprocessor was not used.

“ THEN: Fire the merge KS to/merge them
rule face_merge_trigger {;
Sksar
(KSAR KS^mierge;status^partially^triggered; level=FACE)
Sfacel (Data id^&ksar.object; belief >0.0);
Sface2 (Data id=&ksar.using; belief > 0.0) ■
; (Constant-name=highest_level; int_jvalue>EDGE) ;
Sedge
[Data level-EDGE7 in__listv(3 .idr Sfacel .children) ;
.id/'-'.-SfaceZ'.-childrenj )■;.'■
v

Figure 8.16

modify Sksar

(status=pending);

These two rules are used to trigger the merger KS to merge two faces.

E
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This figure shows an example of data on the BB and is used to explain KS
operation.

8.4.1. Grouper KS Implementation In the next few sections, the control flow inside
each KS will be demonstrated through the use of examples.
To illustrate the flow of control inside a KS, the grouper KS’s formation of a face
from edges will be examined. The example in Fig. 8.17 will be used to make the expla
nation more concrete. Assume for the example that the grouper KS has been activated
with a KSAR focused on the element E$ of Fig. 8.17. As previously described, the KS’s
poisoning rules are allowed to fire when it is first activated. Fig. 8.18 is an example of a
rule that the monitor could use to poison a grouper KSAR. This rule is meant to poison a
grouper KSAR if its seed element is already part of two or more groups^. This rule
works in the following manner The first CE matches the active grouper KSAR. The
next two CEs try to find two faces that contain the edge. If these two CEs match two
separate faces, then the rule fires and marks the KSAR as poisoned. If no poisoning rules
fire, another rule fires by default and marks the KSAR’s status as running. Thus if it is
^ This does not imply that a data-element can participate only in a single group. Ari edge-element, for
example, is allowed in two or more groups if it is on the common boundary between them. However, an
edge-element can not serve as a seed if it already is part of two or more faces. Therefore, an edgeelement that belongs to two or more groups can trigger the formation of only one of them; other edges
would have to act as seeds for the other groups.

-- RULE: edge_group_j?oison
““
IF: The active KSAR focuses on an edge,in more than one group
■' >- THEN: Poison the KSAR
rule edge_group_poison {
fiksar (KSAR KS-group; action—initialize; status=active);
Sparent (Data level=FACE; ih_list(sksar.object, 8.children);
' ■
focusoO);
(Data level=FACE; in-list(Sksar.object, Q.children);
focusoO; ido&parent .id)
modify Sksar

Figure 8.18

(status^poisoned);

This figure shows an example of a poisoning rule.

assumed that element E9 has not been used as theseed for another group, the active
KSAR’S status is set to running.
The grouper KS uses a driver rule tq initialize internal processing^ this rule fires
immediately after the KS starts running. The driver rule is used to initialize a global
variable containing the new elements list of children; it also creates a context to continue grouping. Fig, 8.19 shows the driver rule for group initialization. The CEs in the
LHS of this rule match the running KSAR, the seed element, and the proposed label ele
ment for the element being created, respectively. This rule will fire only once during any
KS activation because none of theSe elements will be modified during KS processing,
When the rule fires, a global variable containing, the- Hst of Children is initialized with the
seed element’s ID number. Later in KS processing, this Hst wifi be copied into the new
element’s fist of children. The rule then creates a context indicating that other elements
should be grouped with the seed element

^

In the example, this driver rule would fire because edge E9 is an orphan. When the
rule fires, the global fist of children, &HdSiis initialized to contain the seed element’s ID
number. After the driver rule initializes the child list, the remaining KS body rules can
fire. Only one KS body rule needs to fire to include other edge elements in the group.
Tfiis rule (shown in Fig. 8.20) fires once for every edge that can be grouped into the face.
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RULE:
:
:
:
IF:
THEN:
-rr
/ :

group_driver — start up grouping process by initializing
the global list of children
— also make a context to continue
the grouping process
There is a running KSAR that says to initialize a group
Set the global list of children to the seed element.
And make a context to continue grouping,

rule grdup_driver {
Sksar (KSAR KS=group; actibn=initialize; status=running)
■
&el
-(Data id=&ksar.object) ;
Smodel(Data in_list(Sel.label, @.children));
—>

call clear_list(Skids) ;
call add_element(Sksar.object, Skids);
make (Context eurr®ht=continue_rgrouping;
object=Sel.id; using=Smodel.id),

V;

Figure 8.19

This driver rule fires at the start of grouper KS processing.

The first three CEs of the rule in Fig. 8.20 find the active context, the desired label
of the new face and the seed element, respectively. The fourth CE finds a candidate edge
to group into the face. This CE allows only edges with correct labels to be grouped into
the parent; it does this by checking to see if the candidate edge’s label element is a child
of the new face’s desired label element The rest of the CEs merely obtain data needed
in the right hand side (RHS) of the rule. Four of them are used to match the vertices
defining the endpoints of the seed edge and the candidate edge. The ninth CE matches a
WME holding a homogeneous transformation matrix. The transformation matrix is
defined to transform the seed edge’s label-element so that it is compatible with the
candidate’s label-element. The final two CEs match constants used in RHS processing.
When the rale fires, the compatibility between the candidate and a transformed ver
sion of the seed element is computed as described in chapter 5: If this value is greater
than a threshold, then the add_element() function is used to add the candidate’s ID
number to the parent’s list of Children. Notice that this rale changes nothing in the work
ing memory and that refraction prevents the rule from firing again with the same instan
tiation...
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RULE: group_irit6_face —group edge‘"elements into a face
IF: We are grouping edges into a face and there is a
compatible edge that is not yet in the face
NOTE: Ah edge is compatible if its label element is a
"
:
sibling of the seed element's label element
• • ." THEN: See if the xformed version of the edge is cdllinear
",
:
with the focus element. If so, put it into the group
“

•

,

rule group_d.nto__face {
Scontxt (Context cur rent ==contihue_gr ouping);

Smodel (Data id=Scontxt.using; level=FACE);
Sedge! (Data id^&contxt.object);
Sedge2 (Data panelomodel; level=EDGE; idOSedgel.id;
focus<>0; in_list(@.label, Smodel. children) ) ;
, - ■" get parameters needed in rhs computations
fisl
(Vertex id^Sedgel.children[2]);
Sel
(Vertex id^Sedgel,children[3]);
Ss2
(Vertex id=s&edge2 .children [2] j ;
Se2
(Vertex id=“Sedge2 .children [3]) ;
Sxfrm (Model_xfrm from=Sedge2 .label; to=&edgel.label) ;
Salop
(Constant name=!max_dist) ;
Slevel (Level level=EDGE);
local Scompat, Sindompat:

real;0

call edge^compatibility(Ssl.coord, Sel.coo rd; & beige 1.label,
Ss2.coord, Se2,cdord, &edge2 .label,
Sxfrm.xfrms, Salop . real__yalue,
^
Scompat, Sincompat);

•

if f&compat> & level, grbup^thresh)
/

Figure 8,20

call adci^element (Sedge2 .id, Skids) ;

This rule is usedto group edges into faces.

In the examplCy any edge that has one of the labels Ed, Ep, EG or Ei is a candidate
to be grouped with edge E9 into face F3. Edges Ey.-Eif, £13, Ej4 and E15 meet this cri
terion. Thus any of these edges that was compatible with the transformed version of the
focus-element would be grouped into the parent If all but En were compatible with the
transformedE9 then the children of F3 would be edges E7, E9, E13, E14 and E^;
The rule shown in Fig. 8.21 is used to form the new elemeht at the end of KS processihf. This rule is etitibled by the active grouper KSAR WME, but its LHS is very
general so itdoesn’tftre if any other KS rules are enabled. In the example, the rule
shown hi Fig. 8.21 would create a new element, say face F3, and deposit it on the BB.
The hew face’s list of children would be copied from the global list ofchildren initialized
by the previous two rules. After the element was created, a context would be generated
to check whether it was a duplicate of another face. Two elements are said to be dupli
cates if their lists of children are identical. Finally , the grouper would explicitly trigger
the labeler to give the new element its initial label.

8.4.2. Labeler KSImpIementation
'■■■■;;:'\in'this/-section,-:'s6me- of the rules used by the labeler KS will be highlighted to
demonstrate how it accomplishes its tasks. Rules to initialize an edge element’s FOE>
and its belief function will be shown. The rule used to generate updating belief in one
edge’s label based on another’s label also will be shown, there are many other rules in
the ltibelef KS (equivalent rules that operate oh other levels of the BB, rules Used to con
trol the flOW inside the KS, etc). However, it is believed that the rules shown here form a
representative sample Of those that the KSuses to perforin its task,
The rule shown in Fig. 8.22 is used to add model elements to ad orphan data
element’s FOD. This rule fifes once for every model element on the same level of the
BB aS the data element. The first two CEs in this rule are used to match the element
whose label is being initialized. The third CE is used to prevent this rule from firing if
the element has a parent. The fourth CE matches the model element that may be added
to the data element’s FOD. The last CE is used to retrieve the maximum amount of
misregistration specified by the user, Dmit. When the rule fireS, a function iS called to
check whether the element’s expanded extent overlaps the model element’s extent. If so,
the modiel element’s ID number is added to the element’s FOD list. If the element is not
an orphan, then another rule is fired; this rule copies the list of children from the
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— RULE: group_end —- finish up groupingby actually making
•
'■ "::i- .the new parent element*
;
IF: We cari't find any more elements to group >> v
^
THEN: Create a new parent element using the global child list
'as the new element' s; child list.
,
^
\
> --/
2 ALSO create a context to see if the nevr element is a
;
•
^ duplicate^ of: another element and make a KSAR to
V"-'-Vc--■■■■; initialize the new element' s label. ; ; - *

;
"
v
0

^ fuie group_end
■ 4ksar
(KSAR KS=grbup; action^initialize; status-running);
&el (Data" id*&ksar .object) ; ,
,7 &max_id = &max__id +' 1;
7-77/7777,7
make (Data id^max^id; source^grouper; seed=£kaar.object; /
panel=&el.panel; l@vel*&el.level+1; ;
focus*!; label^status=UNLABELED;
call copy^lisf(&kids/ 0.children)) ;
^ o^
make (Context current=check_for_duplicate; object=&max__Id) ;
• ^,:'.*ake.:;.(KSAR--KS-l'abel;.''action-initiaiizeA
trigger_cycle=6cuf£ent_cycie;
id=&next_KSAR^id; status^pending;
levei-&el.level+l; object®&max_ld);
'Snext^KSAR^id * &n@xt_KSAR_ld

Figure 8.21

This figure shows the rule used by the grouper to form the new data
: element

” RULE: init iali.z@__orphan fod
IF: The element whose FOD is being initialized
doesn't have a parent
THEN; Set the FOD to all model elements whose expanded extent
: overlaps the element's extent
NOTE: Rule fires at least once for every model element
on the same level as the data element
rule initialize__orphan_fod {
&contxt (Context curfent*initialize_fbd) ;
&el
(Data id~&c;ontxt. object) ; .
(Data level^&ei.ievei+i/

, : in^list(&contxt.object/ @.children))/
fimbdel (Data panel^model//level^&el.level; £ocus<>0);
&max
(Constant name=max___dist) ;
-

Figure 8.22

if (expande<i_overlap(&near/ &far,
&model.near/ Smodel.far,
&max.real_value))
call add_element(&modei.id, fiinit^fodj;

-

5

This nile is used to initialize the FOD for an orphan element.

element’s parent’s label element into the element’s FOD list.
After the element s FOD has been determined, a level-specific rule is fired to initial
ize its belief function. The rule show in Fig. 8.23 is used to initialize the belief function
of edge elements. When this rule fires, the edge is translated using the predefined homo
geneous matrix, xfrm. If the edge has a parent, then the transformation is defined to
make the centroids of the edge’s parent face and that face’s model element coincident. If
the edge is an orphan, then the transformation is an identity transformation. After the
edge is transformed, the expected scenefincompatibility metrics defined in chapter 6 are
used to determine die degree to which the edge matches the model element, this rule is
fired pnce for every member of an element’s FOD.
The rule shown in Fig. 8.24 is used to update the belief in one edge’s label based on
the labels of its siblings. The first three CEs of this rule are used to reference the ele
ments in question. The second CE is the edge whose label is being updated and the third
CE is the edge on which the new evidence is based. The remaining CEs are used to
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RUtiE: inlt iaiize^edge^SEF
initialize the SEF. fhr ;orie of the
:
model edges of: a data edge
V
IF: There is a context to initialize the SEF for a member
. .rof a data edge's ?0D..
'.-O',.
.
— THEN: Compute the ES___compat and ES_non_compat for, the edge and
o
:
the model edge and set the masses to those values.:
title initialize^edge_SEF {
Scohtxt (Context current^ihitiaiizejDpn) ;;
^
&el (Data id=*&contxt.object; level^EDGE) ; :
&model (Data id-&cbntxt .using; focusOO);
fields;
&el_e
&mocL£s
&mod__e
: Ssiop
local
local
local
local

■
.

(Vertex id=&el.children[2]);
(Vertex id^&el. children [3] );
(Vertex id“&model .children [2]) ;
(Vertex id~£model*children [3]) ;
(Constant name^max^dist);
sposition: integer; ^
fibelief, ^disbelief: real; ■
Scollin, SnoncollinV &in_ranger i&hot^ihjrahge: real; ;
&xfrm_s, , Sxfrmje: vector;
■ ^
^

'^daii; apply_xfrm:(&xfrm_^s/• &xfrxrt, &el_s.coord) ;
call apply_xfrm(&xf rm_e, &xfrm, 6el__e *cpord) ; ^

^

;calX in^rangei&irpd^s.boordr;';&HiodL-p-CQord/-:'-V
&xfrm_s,; ' /.\.;>£xf%ef&slop.reil^aiuev.:v:;
&in_rang@f &ndt_in_range) ;
• if (Sinjrange > 0.0') {
call ES_coliinearity(&moci-s.do6td/ &modue.coords
: fixifri^sv-r ^'&xfrm^e/, V

■" &siop.real_value, ■
' Scbllin, Sndncoilin) ;
fibelief
* Scollin _* &iri_parige;
■^disbelief = finbiicollin; * finot^in^range; /
else {

:V;'

. •>;-

;:&belief;Q/0; -;:,
_;':;"«disbelief *1.0;
&position ^ position (Smbdel. id, &init^fod) ,v\
aihit^pat&posltiohj .positive = ^belief;
&irtit__bpa [^position],negative * & disbelief; V:,
; remove &contxt; --.vr

Figure 8>23

This rule is

v;-

match WMEs needed in the RHS of the rule. In particular, the fourth CE matches the CE
defining die transformation needed to make the first edge’s label element collinear with
the second edge’s label element. This element will riot be matched if its belief is too
weak or if it already has been used to update the belief in the first edge’s label When the
rule fires, the compatibility of the second edge with a transformed version of the first
edge ismeasured. Then the (in)compatibifity values are scaled based on the second
edge’s belief; the edge-level scale factor and the length of the second edge. The new evi
dence is the accumulated into the first edge’s updating belief function. Finally, The
second edge’s ID number is added to the list of ID numbers of edges already used to
updrite the belief in the first edge’s label. < ^

S.4.3. SplitterKS andthe Merger KS Implementation
The flow of control inside the splitter KS will be explored by examining trie rules
used to split a face with competing edges info multiple faces with one competing edge
apiece. The splitter KS uses a driver rule to initialize processing; this rule is used to gen
erate a context that directs the KS to examine the focus element for competing edges.
After the driver rale fires, a level-specific body rale that finds all the competing children
of an element is allowed to fire; this rule fires at least once for every pair chiljdren that
could possibly compete. For example, the splitter KS uses the rale shown in Fig. 8.25 to
find competing edges that the grouper has included in a face. When it finds a pair of
competing edges, it creates two new faces each with only one of the competing edges; it
also resets the focus flag in the original face to prevent its use in further BB processing.
Finally, it generates a context for each of the new edges to determine if they also contain
competing edges. The rale works as follows: The first two CEs are used to match the
newly created face element; they also keep the rale from firing more than once. The
second two CEs are used to match two child-edges with identical labels (only edges with
identical labels can compete). When the rale fires, the function edge_overlap() deter
mines the overlap of the two edges using the technique described in chapter 7. If the
overlap is found to be greater than a preset threshold, then the two edges are considered
to be competing, and the face is split into two faces with one competing edge apiece.
Finafly the rale generates two contexts to check the new faces for competing edges.
The merger KS does not require any driver rales. When the KS is fired by the
scheduler, a levd-specific rale is fired to merge the KS’s focus element with the
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-^ RUL^r Update edge certainty
use the belief in-'";one edge's
•/'.VV.^label to update' the belief- in
y ■
one of its siblings
--IF: There is a context to use one edge to update
the belief in another
: AND we haven't already used this oneyto ;
•'A.update the other one
y
-- THEN: DO so using the collinearity metric and add this
:
edge' s ID # to the provided list. : '
rule update^edge_certainty {
.
(Context current=geherate_update_certainty)
Sell;
(Data id^&contxt .object; leyel^EDGE) ;
&e!2
(Data id“&contxt.using; belief > MINJBE1IEF;
•’in-list C0 .id, :.fieii;proyided)')/i;^.'-'S:-v''’
get parameters needed in rhs computations
&xfrm (Model^xfrm from=*&ell .label; to*&el2 . label) ;
sieve! (Level level=&ell.level); ;
Ssl
(Vertex id=&eil.children[2])
;v ; &el v ; (Vertex id^&ell .children [3]) ;
&s2
(Vertex id== &e 12 .children [2]) ; ;
v; ^
&e2 : (Vertex id-ael2 .children [3]);.
?r

&contxt

,

local &pos, &neg, fiscale: real;
local &new_evidence: bfod;
/ . > ;'l’/ 'local
i_xf rm,: & el__xf rm: vector;;
&s

call edge^compatibiiity(&s2.coord, &e2.coord, &el2.label,
./
&sl .coord, &elicoord, sell.;label,

' :.r:

: &xfrfo.xfrzn3,

.

\ '

distance C&s2* coord, £e2 . coord) ,
u ^
• ■ &pos,;&neg)
v":-;;-'
^scale ;=*. scale__certainty; (&el2 .size> Slevel.small) ;
Shew evidence.positive — &pos * &el2.belief
r
■/_
r *;&level ^update_scale- ^ &scale;
&new evidence , negative- » ^heg * &el2 . belief
v^
.'.;v^?'-&'ievel'.update_s;cale^*■v&scale;'' call update_bfod (&accutijbpa, shew^evidence);; V
calii add^element(&el2.id, Sprovided);
remove &contxt;

Figure 8.24

This rule is used to initialize in edge’s; belief function.. ;

RULE: face_spiit— split .3 face if it contains (at least)
two competing edges.
IF: Thfere are two edges with the same label in the face
:
that we are trying to split
THEN: If the overlap of the smaller edge with the larger
: :
is greater .than some threshold, then split the
:
face into two faces, each with one .of the edges.
rule face_split {
Scontxt (Context current=check_competing);
fiface, (Data id“4contxt.object; level=FACE);
Sedge! iData level=EDGE; in^list(S.id, Sface.children));
Sedge2 (Data level“EDGE; in_list(Q.id, Sface.children);
idoiedgel.id; labels»Sedgiel.label;
;
,
size<Sedgel.size);
Slongs (Vertex
Slonge (Vertex
Sshorts(Vertex
^ Sshorte (Vertex-

id=Sedgel.children[2]);
id=Sedgel.children[3]);
id=Sedge2.children[2]);
id=Sedge2.children[3]);

if (edge_overlap(slongs.coord,
Slonge.coord,
Sshorts.coord, Sshorte.coord) > THRESH)
modify sface (focus = 0);

{

-- create two new faces,
~~ each with one of the competing edges.
Smax_id = smax_id+l;
make (Data call duplicate_Data(Sface, @);
idSmax_id; madeof [1] » sface.id;
call delete_element(Sedgel.id, @.children));
make (Context Current=split_element; ob ject*»Smax_id) ;

.

Figure 8.25

};

Smax_id =Smax_id+l;
make (Data call duplicate_Data(Sface, @);
id = Smax_id; madeof[1] = sface.id;
call delete_element(Sedge2.id,@;children));
make (Context Current=Split_element; Object=Smax id) ;
:

This rule is used to split a face with competing edges intomultiple faces
with one of the competing edges apiece.
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secondary focus element. For example, the rule shown in Fig. 8.26 is used to merge two
faces. The LHS side of this rule is used to match the two focus elements and guarantee
that the rule will fire only once. The RHS of the rule builds an element on the face level
of the data panel into which the two focus elements are merged. The children of this new
element is set to be the exelusive-or of the children lists of the two focus elements. Then,
a context is generated to determine whether the new face is a duplicate of a face already
present oh the BB. If the data element is a duplicate, its focus flag is reset. Finally, a
context is generated to determine whether either of the merged faces’ focus flags need to
be reset. If one of the merged faces always is referenced along with the other merged
face, then the face’s focus flag is reset. Therefore, if the merged faces are always refer
enced Us a pair, both of their focUs flags will be reset. The context also enables a rule
that replaces references to the old faces with a reference to the new face. If an element
references both of the merged faces, then the two references are replaced by a reference
to the hew face.

— RULE: 'facejtnerge — merge .two faces
—*
IF: There is a KSAR to merge two faces and, an
:
edge-based preprocessor was not used.
— THEN: merge the two faces into a new face; and.
"
see . if it is . a duplicate
rule fac&__nierge {

Sksar

(KSAR KS^merge; act ion^roerge—adjacent;
status^ruhnin^ level~FACE) ;

^eli
&e!2

(Data id^&ksar.object; focus<>0);
(Data icH&ksar.using; focusO-0); ;
(Constant name*highest^_level; int—vaiue>EDGE) ;
(Data madeof[1]»&ell.id; madeof[2]=&e!2.id);

&max__id ® &maX—id + 1;
make (Data id*SmaX—id; 30urce=Tnerger; focus=l;
• pstnal7 levels ell .level;
si.ze=&eil. size+&e!2 . size;
value = weighted-average(Sell.value, Sell.size,
.
■
&el2.value, Sel2.size);
label—status^UNLABELED;
call near—vert(Sell.near, &el2.near, Q.near);
call far—vert(Sell.far,
&el2.far,
Q.far);
call xor-lists(Sell.children, &el2.children,
@.children);
madeof[1]-Sell.id; madeof[2]=6el2.id);
(Context current=check—for—duplicate; object=&max id);
make (Context current=check—merge—focus;
object^&ell,id; using=&el2.id) ;

Figure 8.26

This rule is used to merge two faces into a larger face.
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CHAPTER 9

COMPLEXITY ISSUES IN BLACKBOARD PROCESSING

In the most general sense, PSEIKI’s geometric matching activity can be expressed
as the problem of finding subgraph-isomorphisms, a known NP-complete problem [GarJoh79]. It is wed known that artificial intelligence’s use of hueristicscan greatly
improve die computational efficiency of the solution to a problem solving task; in fact, it
has been shown that some heuristics can beat the exponential explosion associated with
NP-complete problems [Pea84]. It is hoped that the heuristics encoded into PSEIKI’s
opportunistic control flow and geometric constraints, when combined with the hierarchi
cal structure of the matching task, Will enable PSEIKI to perform matching as scene
complexity grows.
There are a number of ways that a system’s time and space complexity can be
analyzed. If the system’s solution to a task can be expressed in a simple, algorithmic
fashion, then its complexity often can be calculated theoretically [AhoHop74]. If a
system s solution can not be expressed in a way that allows its complexity to be analyzed
direcdy, then the system’s major components can be modeled and the model analyzed.
Petri net theory [Pet81], one technique for modeling systems, will be explored in this
chapter. Particular attention will be focused on stochastic Petri nets, an extension to Petri
net theory created by associating an exponentially distributed firing time with each tran
sition in the net [Mol82]. Stochastic Petri nets can be analyzed by mapping the statespace of the net to a Markov-chain and by using concepts from queuing-theory to analyze
the system. Currendy, stochastic Petri nets can model only small-scale systems because
the state-space of a Petri net grows exponentially with the size of the net (hence, so do
the nodes in the Markov-chain),

If a system is too complex to be analyzed theoreticallyormodeled effectively, as is
currently the case with blackboard systems, the only resort is tp determine empirically
the system’s computational complexity. In the past, experimental investigations have
been used to sttidy how control flow [GarCor87] and data locking [FenLes77] affect
blackboard performance. Note, since PSEIKFs hierarchical structure and geoinetric Con
straints have been fixed, PSEfKI’s computational efficiency can be increased mainly by
optimizing its control flow.

9.L System Modeling with Petri Nets
Petri Net theory is a graph based modeling technique that has proven very powerful
for modeling concurrent, synchronous and asynchronous systems. Since their introduc
tion by C A. Petri in his Ph.D. dissertation [Pet66], Petri nets have been used, to model
complex systems in many diverse domains. Sorne of these domains include the modeling
of production Systems, chemical reactions and legal systems (see [Pet81] for a bibliography of some domains of application). Because Petri nets have been used to model such a
wide variety of systems and have been used by researchers with a wide range of back
grounds, they have been formulated in many different ways. The definition and develop
ment of Petri nets in this report will follow that found in [Pet81]; the reader is referred
there for a more complete introduction to Petri net theory and some typical applications.
Formally, a Petri net graph is a directed, bipartite multigraph, G = (V, A). V is the
set of vertices, V = {vj, vj, ■'', vs} and A is the set of arcs, A = {aj, a^,

, a,.}

where an arc, a* from vertex yj to vertex vk is expressed as a, = (yj, vk) with vj, v^s V.
Since the graph is bipartite, the set of vertices, V, can be partitioned into two disjoint
parts, p= {pi, P2»

Pirtl and T= {ti> t2, •

t,j| such that each arc in A contains

exactly One vertex in P and one vertex in- T. Using the normal terminology. the set P is
called the set of places and the set T is called the set of transitions.
A Petri net structure, C, is a four-tuple C = (P, T, I, O). P and T are places and
transitions as described previously. The input and output functions, I and O, respec
tively, map transitions, tj, to collections of places. The collection of places I(tj) and
0(tj) are cailed the input and output places for transition tj. The multiplicity Of the arcs
between a transition and one of its input places is equal to the number of arcs from the
plaCe tetthd transition. Likewise, the multiplicity of the arcs between a transition and one

. 'W,

/... , V -: ■

\

Vo...

.V-VV-VV;VV'
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of its output places is equal to the number of arcs from thetransition to the place!. The
marking of a Petri net is a mapping, ji, from the set of places to the non-negative integers,

-

" V:/v
£:P-iN

'

-

|x(') defines the state of the net. During execution of the Petri net, the marking of the net
may change; that is, the function (!(•) may Change reflecting the evolving state of the net.
The formal definition of & marked Petri net structure (hereafter merely called a Petri net)
is M = (P, T, 1, 0, ji) with the previously defined components.
Although Petri nets are defined in abstract, graph-theoretic terms, it is often helpful
to draw the marked Petri net graph. When drawing Petri nets, a bar j represents a transi
tion and a circle O represents a place. Tokens, drawn as small dots • in a given place, pj,
are used to represent the value of ]i(pj). An input place of a transition is indicated by an
arrow from the place to the transition. Conversely, an output place of a transition is indi
cated by an arrow from the transition to the place. Fig. 9.1 shows an example of a simple
Petri net; Fig. 9.2 shows its associated graph.

to = (P2. P3» Pa)

Tigure 9.1

4^

*0

UA

Ha

0(t2) = {p2}

I(t3) = (P4, P4)
I(t4> = {p5)
H(P1> = 1;
H(P2> - 0;

tO

>

o—

N

I(tl) = (Pi)

ll

(Plv p2> P3» P4>P5)
T = {tj, t2, t3, t4}
ri

^

0(t3) = {p5)
p(p3) = 0;

0(4) = {p3, pa)
p(p4) = 2; \ ji(p5 ) =1

This figure shows an example of a simple Petri net.

^ Note that the input and output multiplicities between a transition and a place need not be equal if the
place is both an input place and an output place for the transition. The multiplicities will differ if the
number of arcs from the place to the transition is different from the number of arcs from the transition to
theplace.
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This is the marked Petri net graph for the Petri net given in Fig. 9.1

A transition is said to be enabled whenthenumber of tokens in each of the
transition’s input places is greater than or equal to the multiplicity of the arcs between the
transition and that input place. For example, if there are two ares from an input place to
a transition, then the transition will not be enabled until there are at least two tokens in
that input place. An enabled transition is fired by removing tokens from the transition’ s
input places and adding tokens to the transition’s output places. The number of tokens'
removed from or added to the transition’s input places or output places, respectively, is
equal to the multiplicity of the arcs between the transition and the places. If more than
one transition is enabled at any time, then the transition that is fired is picked at random.
In general^ the state of the net will change when a transition fires. Thus some transitions
that previously were enabled may no longer be enabled and some new transitions may
become enabled. The process of successively firing enabled transitions is called execut
ing the Petri net. When there are no enabled transitions, the execution of the Petri net
Fig. 9.3 shows the execution of the Petri net shownin Fig. 9.1. Panel (a) in this
figure shows the net’s initial marking. Panel (b) shows the net’s marking after t* fires
andpanel (c)showsthe net’s marking after t! fires.
A marking of a Petri net is said to be reachable from another making if there is a
sequence of transition firings that transforms the state of the net from the initial marking

v:-
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Figure 9.3

net from Fig, 9.1
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to the desired marking. The reac/zadi/iry set of a marking is defined to be the set of all
states reachable from the initial marking. Note that the reachability set of a Petri net is
dependent on the original marking. Also note that the reachability set of a Petri net will
grow exponentially with the number of places, transitions, and tokens present in the net.
Both of these affects limit the usefulness of Petri nets in the modeling of blackboard sys;

terns.
Fig. 9 4 is a simple example of a Petri net that could be used to model PSEIKI’s
flow of control

The places in this net correspond with the blackboard scheduler and

knowledge sources. The token represents the locus of processing in the system; a process
is considered active when its corresponding place contains the token. Notice that the
configuration of the net forces the control of the system to return to the scheduler
between each knowledge source activation. The net can be extended to model con
current blackboards by adding a token for each processing thread. Obviously, the model
shown here is over-simplified and cannot be used in any realistic analysis.

)

.Scheduler

Labeler KS

Figure 9,4

GrouperKS

Splitter KS

Merger KS

This figure shows a simple Petri net that can be used to model PSEIKI’s
contrOlflow.
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Petri net theory has been extended in a number of ways to make it a more powerful
modeling tool. Stochastic Petri Nets, an extension first proposed by Molloy [Mol82], are
created by associating an exponentially distributed firing time with each transition. The
firing time of a transition specifies the average amount of time that the transition takes tb
fire. Thus the trarisitions in a stochastic Petri net will fire a random amount of time after
they become enabled (unless another transition fires first and disables the first transition)!
If another transition fires but does not disable the first transition, , then the timing of the
first transition does not change (the first transition does not have to be "reset" because pf
^e tnemoiyless property of tfie exponential distribution).
A stochastic Petri net is formally defined as S = (P, T, I, O, (a, X) where X is the
mapping from the transitions to the real numbers that defines the mean firing time of the
exponentially distributed random processes, The rest Of the components of S have been
defined previously. Note that the transitions’ firing rates are specified completely by X
because an exponential distribution is specified completely by its mean value.
Stochastic Petri nets are useful tools for analyzing complex systems because they
are isomorphic with homogeneous Markov processes but have all the expressive capabili
ties of the original Petri nets [M0I8I]. The isomorphic properties Of a stochastic Petri net
and a Markov process can be seen with the help of the following example. In this exam
ple, the simple Petri net shown in Fig. 9.5 will be converted into an equivalent Markov
chain. The first step in the conversion process is the determination of the reachability set
of the net given an initial marking. The reachability set of the example Petri net is given
in table 9.1. Each row in this table represent a distinct state of the net. The entries in the
table represent the number of tokens in a place for a given state. If the mean firing times
Of the transitions in the stochastic Petri net shown are Xi = 2, X2 = 1, X3 = 1, X4 = 3,
X5 = 2, then the following procedure can be used to map the state-space of the net to a
Markov chain. A state in the chain is created for every distinct marking in the net. A
state^transition is created between two states in the chain if the firing of a single transi
tion in the Petri net will transform the marking of the net from the first state to the
second. The mean transition time of the state-transition is set to the mean firing time of
the transition that must fire to transform the state of the net from the first state to the
second state. For example, marking p.2 will be transformed into marking p.4 if transition
t3 fires; thus, in the Markov chain, there is a state-transition from state ji2 to da with an
average transition time of 1 second, the mean firing time of transition (3. Fig. 9.6 shows
a Markov-chain that is isomorphic to the net shown in Fig. 9.5. In this figure, the mean

This’ figure shows a

Table 9.1

This table shows the reachability set of the Petri Net shown in Fig. 9.5.

Pi

P2

■P3

P4

P5

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

H3

o

0

1

1

0

H4

0

1

0

0

1

H5

0

0

0

1

Hi

•

;
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transition times between states of the chain are indicated by the numbers shown above
the state-transitions. TJie numbers shown below the state-transitions are the transitionprobabilities ofthe chain.
Once an equivalent Markov chain is constructed from a stochastic Petri net, classic
cal queuing theory techniques [Tri82] may be used to determine the performance of the
system by analyzing the chain. For example, the throughput of a system can be
estimated by determining the average amount of time that the system needs to transform
from a starting state to an ending state and then reset back to the starting state.

Figure 9.6

This figure shows the Markov equivalent

\/;
Queuing theory techniques also can be used to determ
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the the steady-state marking

probabilities of the system (the probability that the net will have a particular marking at a
given time) by determining the equivalent chain’s limiting state probabilities. By finding
the limiting state probabilities of the MaricOy-chain in Fig. 9.6, the steady-state marking
'■^ .:^ohabiUtie.S-of'the:rietin.Figv9;S::;cmhe shown to be
Pftli] =0.1163
Pfc2] =0.1860
P[p.3] = 0.0465

/ :

Ptml =0.5349

In their current state of development.stochastic Petri nets have a numberof draw
backs that limit theiruse for modeling blackboard systems. First, the reachability set of
the net depends on the initial marking. Thus if tokens are used to represent data elements
qn die blackboard of other probleiti dependent information, then a new analysis is needed
for each problem instantiation. Second, the Current formulation of stochastic Petri Nets
requires that every transition have an exponentially distributed firing time. When model
ing complex systems, such as blackboards, it may be neccessary to model transitions that
fire immediately on enabling, require a fixed amount Of time to fife, or fire in an amount
of time that is a function of the net marking. In addition to these limitations, a final
drawback prohibits the use of stochastic Petri Nets for modeling large-scale systems. In
general, the size of a Petri net’s reachability set will grow exponentially as the number of
tokenSi places, Or transitions in the net increases. Since most queuing theory techniques
require the determination of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of an N x N matrix when
solvingaMarkov-chain with N States; the problem quickly becomes intractable as its
size increases. "Although-stochastic -Petri--nets currently .-cannoMnodel'. systems-as com
plex as blackboards, most researchers are Optimistic about the prospect of extending
them to handle such large-scale systems. See [RamHo80], [MarCon84], [Zub85], [DugBob85] for some recent work on extended stochastic Petri nets.

CHAPTER 10

MOBILE ROBOT SELF-LOCATION WITH THE PSEIKI SYSTEM

In the mobile robotic context, knowledge of the scene expected to be viable to a
robot-mounted carnera is a powerful tool for updating estimates of the robot’s position
and orientation as the rdbof travels through a building. The PSEIKI system has been
used successfully for autonomous navigation of a mobile robtit in indoor environmentsi
In these experiments; PETER'*', the mobile robot at Purdue’s Robot Vision Lab, used
vision data to navigate through building corridors. Fig. 10.1 shows, from two Vantage
points, the building corridors in which the experiments were conducted. This figure dep
icts the hallways in the lab area of our building, with doors, bulletin boards, etc., at vari
ous locations along the walls. The floor is made of semi-gloss tiles; these are a source of
glare in camera images.
A photograph of the mobile robot PETER is shown in Fig. 10.2; Fig. 10.3 shows a
diagram of the robot with its main components labeled. As can be seen in the diagram,
the robot is equipped with a number of sensors. Two cameras are mounted near the top
of the robot to enable it to navigate using stereometric vision. Only a single camera was
used in the experiment described here. This camera was aimed downward such that the
robot sees only about fifty feet down the corridor; this makes for a near-sighted robot
[KakRob87], The image data from the camera is transmitted via a video RF link to a
host SUN 3 computer where it is digitized. Another RF link is used to send commands to
the robot and to query its status. A ring of SONAR sensors is mounted on the robot for
real-time collision avoidance capabilities. The robot is equipped with a set of encoders
t A Programmable Engine for Terrain Exploration Research

Figure 10.1

This figure shows the building corridors used in the mobile robot self-location experiments.

Figure 10,2

This figure shows a photograph of PETER, the mobile robot at Purdue’s
Robot Vision Lab.
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digital edniniunicatidhs
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drive + steering
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Figure 10.3

o o o

RF antenna for
video data

This figure shows a diagram of the robot with its main components
labeled.

mounted on its steering motor and its wheels; these encoders give the robot the ability to
determine its approximate position and orientation based on dead-reckoning. A small
Oh-bOard 68(XX) based computer is used as a supervisor. A more complete description of
the mobile robot, its architecture and capabilities can be found in [LopKak89],
'

In this experiment the robot’s task is to travel between two specified points in the

building. As mentioned previously, the robot is equipped with a set of encoders to allow
it to perform "inertial" navigation. However, for a number of reasons, the exact position
and orientation of the robot is never known with certainty. To give the reader an idea of
the quality of odometry of the robot, in many instances, a commanded turn of 45° intro
duced an orientation uncertainty of 2°. Straight-line motions had a 10% uncertainty in
the distance traveled. Even worse, due to uneven weight distribution in the base Of the
robot and differences in the diameters of the wheels, a command to travel straight in a
certain direction usually resulted in motion along a circular arcresulting in a motion that
cOuld be up to 15° off from the commanded direction. It was not possible to Construct a
usable model Of this uncertainty as the uncertainties depended strongly on factors such as
the starting orientation of the robot, whether or not the floor had been waxed recently,
etc. The accumulation of these errors as the robot travels further from its point of origin
results in decreased Certainty in its position and orientation; Without the aid of sensory
feedback; the uncertainty grows to a point that it is impossible to guarantee that the robot
will not bump into a Wall, etc.
Therefore, it is not possible to have the robot travel by dCad-reckoning alone; sen
sors must be used tO update the robot’s hypothesized position and orientation as it travels
through the hallways. To keep the uncertainty in the robot’s position and orientation at a
reasonable level, PSEIKX is used to interpret vision information and improve the estimate
of the robot’s position and orientation. If the mobile robot’s position and orientation are
known exactly, then it is possible to render an image corresponding to what the camera
mounted on the robot should see. If, due to odometry errors, there is an error in the
hypothesized estimate of the position and the orientation of the robot, then there will be a
discrepancy between what the camera is expected to see and what actually is seen. It is
important to realize that this discrepancy will not be a simple translation of the expecta
tion scene with respect to the perceived image due to the three dimensional geometry
involved. After PSEIKI has completed the matching of elements in the image data with
expected scehe elements, a self-location procedure to be described later is used on the
most believed image-data/model-data pairs to update the robot’s hypothesized location
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Because of the computational costs involved, such exercises in self-location cannot be
carried out continuously. Thus, the robot’ s trip is divided into a number of short moves;
the self-location procedure is performed at the end of each move. The positions where
Self-location is performed are called way-points. How far the robot can go before it must
self-locate is a function of the quality of the odometry and the maximum misregistration
that PSEIKI can tolerate for the purpose of "matching" the perceived image with the
scene.
i in which the experiments were
held. In many of the trials, the task of the robot was to navigate autonomously from
pciint A to point B. The total distance between those two points is approximately 40
meters. To cope with the uncertainties introduced by poor odometry, a conservative 6
meters was chosen as the longest distance the robot was allowed to travel without updat
ing its location and orientation through PSEIKI. In these trials, the initial position and
Orientation of the robot was known to within 10 cm and 5°, respectively. The regionbased low-level image preprocessor described in chapter 3 was used to convert raw
image data into symbolic form. The solid-model based expected scene generator from
chapter 4 was used to provide the model data.

bulletin boards, fire extinguishers, etc

Mgurfe i0>4

This figure shows the path the robot took in many of the trials.

A splid ihodel Of the building’s corridors was generated off-line and was used to generate
the Robot’s ekpeeted scene. This model contained representations for all major structures
in the corridor, such as alcoves, doorways, etc. Because the expected scene generator
arbitrarily assigns labels to the model information presented to PSEIKI, the labels of all
edges were changed by hand to agree with their labels as they were stored in the TWIN
database. This tedious process was required for each expected scene in the experiment
Fig- 10.5 shows a block diagram of the system used in the experiments. As can be
seen in this figure, an estiiriate of the robot’s initial position and orientation is input to the
tpp-Ieyel system at the start of an experiment. The expected scene generator uses this
estimate, camera calibration information and the solid model of the hallway to generate a
symbolic description of the expected scene. Vision data is generated by applying the
region-based segmenter to a digitized image of the scene transmitted by the mobile robot.
After the input data is generated, PSEIKI identifies expected-scene elements in the
observed image and outputs the elements from the most believed scene interpretation
(the children of the data-panel scene element with the largest belief). The self-location
procedure is then applied to the output data to update the hypothesized location of the
robot If the updated position is less than 10 cm. from the goal position, then the experi
ment is successfully terminated; otherwise, the location of the next way-point is calcu
lated. If the goal point or the next turn point in the path plan is less than 6 meters away
from the position of the robot, then that point will be used as the way-point. Otherwise,
d1® way-point is defined to be the point 6 meters from the present position of the robot in
the direction of the next tum point (or the final goal point). Commands are then transmitted to the robot to move to the next way-point. The location of the next way-point is also
presented to the expected scene generator for the next self-location cycle.
The list of matches and the associated belief values output by PSEIKI are used to
update the robot’s hypothesized position. By using the matches and geometric informa
tion stored in the TWIN database, it is possible to determine, in the world coordinate
frame, the equations of the 3D lines that produced the edges in the observed image. With
this information and knowledge of the camera calibration characteristics, the position and
orientation of the robot can be determined. Only the edges with a belief value exceeding
some threshold, usually 0.5, are used in the self-location procedure.
The actual calculation of the robot’s location is carried out by keeping track of two
coordinate systems: the world coordinate system, represented by W?, in which the hall
ways are modeled, and the robot coordinate system, represented by R3, which translates

Mid turns with the motions of the robot. The camera is calibrated in R3; the calibration
parameters make it possible to calculate the line of sight in R3 to any pixel in the image.
The problem of robot self-location is to compute the position arid the orientation of R3
With respect to W3. In these experiments, it has been assumed that the origin of R3
dways stays in the xy-plane of W3 and that their z-axes are parallel and designate the
vertical. The orientation of R3 is defined tp he the angular rotation of the xy-plane of R3
with respect to the xy-plane of W3.
t0 splve the self-location problem, given the edge correspon
dences between image and model data, is ^escribed in [LopKak89]; To summarize the

procedure described there, the problem of robot self-location can be decomposed into
Wo sub-pix)blems: the problem of finding the orientation of R3 and the problem of the
finding the coordinates of the origin of R3 in the xy-plane of W3. As shown in [LopKak89], the Orientation of the robot can be found from a single pair of image/model
edges provided that the modef edge is not vertical. Using thisprocedure, the orientation
of the robot can be determined to within a multiple of 180° with a single image/model
edge pair. It is easy to choose the correct orientation by comparing the two possibilities
with the leading of the corresponding encoder. If more than one image/model edge pair
is founds a weighted average is taken of the orientation estimates produced by the di£
ferent pairs; the weight for each pair is proportional to the belief value associated with
the edges. The orientation of R3 derived through dead-reckoning also is averaged into
the updated orientation estimate. This estimate is averaged into the updated hypothesis
for a number of reasons. First, this estimate can be fairly accurate in many cases.
Second, it is possible that no suitable non-vertical edge will be found in the observed
image, in this case, the dead-reckoning estimate will be the only contributor to new
orientation estimate.
Once the orientation of R3 is known, two different approaches are used simultane
ously to compute the coordinates of the origin of R3 in W3. The first approach relies on
the fact that it is possible to compute the perpendicular distance of the origin of R3 to a
model edge if that edge is horizontal and is the label element of an edge in the image
data. Therefore* if PSEIKI can find matches for two non-parallel horizontal lines in the
model, the world coordinates of the origin of R3 are computed easily. The second
approach competes the location of the origin of R3 given any two image/model edge
pairs if the model edges are not parallel, Again, the results produced by both these
approaches, for; all possible pairs of edges satisfying the necessary conditions, are
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averaged using weights that depend upon the beliefs associated with the edge pairs. The
location of R3 derived through dead-reckoning also is averagedinto updated orientation
estimate for the reasons outlined above.
Figs. 10.6-10.10 show examples of images typical Of those used in the seif-locatiori
experiments. Fig 10.6 shows a line drawing of the scene expected to be visible by the
robot-mounted camera. This image was generated by rendering the solid-model of the
hallways’using the calibration parameters of the Camera on the. robpt and the position of
■. ■-■'■'!v'---theTobot‘as supplied by odometry. This model information was deposited onto all levels
of PSEIKI’s model panel of the blackboard. Fig 10.7 shows the image data collected by
the robot. Notice that there is a significant amount of misregistration between the
expected scene and image data. Regions and edges were extracted from this image and
input into the vertex, edge and region levels of the data panel of the blackboard; the
edge-level data presented to PSEIKI is shown in Fig. 10.8. Fig. 10.9 shows the edges
output by PSEIKI at the end of processing; these edges were descendents of the scepelevel data element with the greatest belief. The edges in Fig. 10.10 are used to indicate
the belief in the individual edges from Fig. 10.9; the darkest edges have the greatest
belief.
A simple real-time obstacle avoidance system is used to prevent the robot from col
liding with objects as it moves between way-points. The obstacle ayoidartcc system uses
five sonar transducers to detect objects not stored in the TWIN model of the hallway.
The five transducers are aimed horizontally and cover an arc of approximately 90° (45°
on either side of the robot’s front centerline). The on-board supervisory computer directs
the robot to head toward the next way-point as long as none of the sonar transducers
detects an object. However, as soon as one of the sensors detects an object* the supervisory computer will direct the robot to turn away from the detected Obstacle and proceed
until the obstacle is no longer detected. When the obstacle is no longer detected, the
robot will turn back toward the way-point and continue onward. PSEIKI deals with
objects visible in the image but not represented in the TWIN model (such as stationary
obstacles, people, etc.) by assigning low belief to the unknown objects and matching,
belief, only those objects stored in the model. By matching these known
objects with high belief, PSEIKI provides, enough matches to the self-location system to
update the robot’s position even with incomplete expected/detected matches.
The task of planning the robot’s path through the corridors is trivial. Besides being
represented as a TWIN solid, the building’s corridors also are represented in a graph

Figure 10.6

This figure shows an example of a typical expected scene from the mobile
robot self-location experiment. It depicts a line drawing of the edges
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era.

scene sIkwii in Fig, 10.6.

Figure iO.9

were descendants of the, scene-level data element with the

Figure 10.10 This figure indicates the belief in
edges have the greatest belief.

The darkest
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data-structure. The links in this graph represent straight sections of hallway, and the
nodes represent the hallway’s junctions and bends. An (x, y) coordinate pair is associ
ated with each node in the graph indicating the location of the junction or the bend in
world coordinates. If both the robot’s initial position a.rtd goal position are at a junetioh
or bend in the hallway, then an A* best-first search [Pea84] on the hallway graph is per
formed to find the shortest path from start to goal. If either the initial position or the goal
position is hot located at a node position, because it is in the middle of a corridor, then
the link representing the corridor is split in two and a node is added to the graph to
represent the robot’s position in the hallway; After the graph

has

been modified to

include nodes for both the initial and goal positions, the best-first search is performed.
At this time, we assume that the robot will never get "lost" in the building (e.g. by
making a wrong turn down a corridor). In the future; however, it may be possible to
determine that the robot is lost by noting an exceptionally low.belief value, in PSEIKI s
scene interpretation. Once such an error is discovered, a small number of possible posi
tions for the robot may be determined by noting where the robot may have made the error
in navigation. PSEIKI could then be used to determine which one of the possibilities is
most-likely the robot’s true position. Then a new path to the goal position could be
planned using the robot’s hypothesized position as a new initial state.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WQRK

Ift this document, we have described PSEIKI, a system that is capable of forming an
interpretation of an image given knowledge of the expected scene. This system oppor
tunistically matches elements in the image data with elements in the expected scene at a
numbef of leyels of abstraction. High level image data constructs are built using cues
taken from the expected scene. Belief values are attached to the matches and are updated
based on the extent to which geometric relationships between elements in the expected
scene are met by elements in the image data. An efficient implementation of Dempsters
rule was developed to deal with the tremendous amount of information present in most
images. The system has successfully been used to aid in the autonomous navigation of
the mobile robot at Purdue’s Robot Vision Lab. Although PSEIKI has proven to be an
effective tool for expectation-driven image interpretation, there are a large number of
extensions that could be used to enhance PSEIKI’s utility.
PSEIKI’s greatest limitation lies in the method that it currently uses to generate its
expected scenes. Although this limitation is not as theoretically interesting as many oth
ers, most of the other extensions cannot be addressed until the expected scene generator’s
limitations are overcome. Most of the expected scene generator’s limitations stem from
the render/segment process described in chapter 4. First, the expected scene generator
assumes that all faces (but the background) should be grouped into a single object. If
more than one object is present in the scene, then the upper-level information must be
hand corrected. Secondly, the labels attached to the symbolic elements produced by the
expected scene generator are generated randomly during the image segmentation phase
and do not correspond to the data stored in the TWTN solid model. These correspon
dences are necessary for finding the relative locations of the camera and the scene objects

via triangulation. Currently the user is required to change the labels assigned to the ele
ments tb reestablish the necessary correspondences between the solid model and thesymbolic description presented to PSEIKI. If these two limitations wereremoved, then ho
human interaction would be required in the expected scene generation process. Thirdly,

the expected scene generator does not supply the values of the expected scene elements
(such as the expected strength of an edge or expected greyscale of a surface). Currently,
it is not possible to store this information in a TWIN solid model. Although it would be
1, the
contains the surfaces’ ID numbers and not their expected values. Finally, PSEIKI’s
expected scene generator currently specifies the vertex locations in terms of the image
plane. Thus* all 3D geometric information is lost in the conversion process. An
improved method would retain the 3D information by specifying the vertex locations in
the world coordinate frame (given the camera calibration information, PSEIKI would be
able to project the data onto the image plane if necessary). Most of these limitations can
be overcome by removing the intermediate rendering step and converting the information

A fundamental limitation of the expected scene generator which cannot be over
come by removing the intermediate rendering step is its requirement that the objects be
represented in polyhedral form. However, if a new system without this limitation was
iused to generate PSEIKI’s expected scenes, then PSEIKI could be extended to handle
these more general scene descriptions.. Fbr example^ if an expected; scene generator
arcs
was developed, then it may be possible to extend PSEIKI to work with these new types
of elements. Extending^PSEIKI; to handle; the new data types would require new data
structures and evidence generation metrics.
If the expected scene generator was extended to providedthe expected strength of
edges and expected greyscale of faces, then PSEIKTs scheduler could be extended to use
these values in its KS scheduling algorithms. By spending most of its processing
resources on
ahigh contrast to

, (e.g. strong edges and faces with
narrow the focus Of

its search much more efficiently
PSEIKI could also use more 3D information in its processing. Currently, PSEIKI
assumes that all of its data lies on a single plane; the data is either worked on directly in

the image plane or it is backprojected onto the ground (z = 0) plane. If the expected
scene generator is modified to retain 3D information in the symbolic descriptions of the
expected scene, then it may be possible to backproject the data into the world Coordinate
fraine in a more intelligent fashion. For example, the system could be enlarged by
adding a new backprojection KS that would use the 3D geometric information stored in
the expected scene to build a 3D model of the observed image. This 3D model then
could be considered without the distortions due to prospective projection. One technique
that this KS Could use to build the model is described in [MulSha85].
PSEIKI also could be extended to handle range data. This extension also would
rely on the availability of 3D expected scene information. PSEIKI was designed with
this extension in mind; therefore, only the metrics described in chapter 6 need to be
changed to allow PSEIKI to work with range data. For example, the face-level compati
bility metrics could be extended to handle 3D data by using the directions of the normal
vectors of the two faces. In the three dimensional case, these metrics could be defined as

V:',;

xcos(8)

’

Dmax

and
hortcolocate3D (Fi, F2) =
■ ■

x sin(0)
'-'max

where the distance parameters are defined as before and 6 is the acute angle between the
two normal vectors. The definitions Of the relational constraint transformations also
would need to be extended to include a rotational component that would make the faces’
normal vectors colliriear.
Another possibility would be to extend PSEIKI to perform model-based sensor
fusion. That is, it might be possible to merge the information from a number of sensors
by using cues taken from the expected scene. Then, a new implementation of PSEIKI
would include a variable number of data panels each storing the data from a single sen
sor. f*rOcessing similar to that being performed by the current version of PSEIKI cOuld
be performed to mutch data from each data panel with the model data. The complemen
tary nature of the data derived from the various sources might make the blackboard pro
cessing more robust. For example, it might be possible to merge information from image
data and range data of the same scene by using a three panel version of PSEIKI -- one
panel for model data, one panel for image data and one panel for range data. It also
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might be possible to merge, into a single interpretation of the observed scene, the edges
cessor.
Finally, one of the most theoretically interesting areasfor furtherinvestigation con
cerns

the propagation of belief values up the hierarchy. We do not knowhow our choice

of the consistency metric for an element’s children (the updating SEF from the most
believed child) affects the element’s belief function or those of its ancestors. An in-depth
investigation of this propagation scheme, or the developrtieht of A competing scheme
would certainly be a major contribution to the field.
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APPENDIX A

A MONTE CARLO INVESTIGATION OF THE
ROBUSTNESS AND EFFICIENCY OF THE
LABEL-BASED ACCUMULATION PROCEDURE

As described in chapter 5, the label-based accumulation scheme achieves its
efficiency by restricting the amount of evidence accumulated into a belief function.
Therefore, in systems using an evidence accumulation scheme based-on model 1, one
cannot hope that the new scheme would perform as well as one which accumulated all
available evidence into the belief function. However, it may he advantageous to use the
label-based accumulation procedure for efficiency reasons,
scheme performs satisfactorily in an application, then any marginal increase in perfor
mance achieved by accumulating the remaining evidence into the belief function may not
be needed. It is up to the system designer to decide if the efficiency gained by employing
the new accumulation scheme outweighs any decrease in performance.
This appendix describes two Monte Carlo Simulations undertaken to address two
main questions. First, how much degradation in the final belief function results from res
tricting the updating evidence to focus on the label element and its compliment? Second,
how much of a computational savings can be achieved by employing the new scheme
compared to an accumulation procedure based on the straightforward implementation of
Barnett’s formulas. Although, strictly speaking, the results of these simulations apply to
a system only if the system’s belief functions have the same statistics as those used in the
simulation, these simulations show that the label-based accumulation procedure is a
viable alternative to the baseline accumulation procedure for some applications. The
simulations presented in this appendix are not appropriate for systems using evidence
accumulation schemes based on model 2, because the simulations are based on the
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unrealistic assumption that it is possible to accumulate all available evidence into the
belief function. Because PSEIKI uses the second model for labei-based evidence accu
mulation, these simulations do not pertain strictly to PSEIKI. However, the simulations

Siitiuiatibii X;
The first investigation, using Monte Carlo simulation techniques, was Carried put to
baseline accumulation scheme (one in which all available information is accumulated
into the belief function). This simulation was undertaken to determine the peifonnance
of the label-based accumulation scheme as the statistics of the input belief functions were
varied. Each of the composite belief functions had two elements in its FOD, © == {1, 2}.
Without loss of generality, the first element in the FOD was defined to be the correct
label eleinetit. In each trial, the data ftom 10 composite belief functions were combined
into a final belief function using the baseline and the label-based schemes. At the end of
each trial, if the label was assigned to the first element in the FOD, then the label was
saib to be correct; otherwise, it was s^d to be incorrect. The probability masses con
tained in each composite belief function was generated with random data. For each
experiment in the simulation, the statistics of the random data were held fixed (the same
statistics were used to generate the random data for all 10 belief functions). The statistics
were varied across the experiments to determine what effect the distributions had on the
results. Eighty one experiments were run in this simulation (one for each point in the
graphs shown in Figs. A.2 - A.4). To assure statistically valid results, each experiment
consisted of 10,000 trials.
To limit the complexity of the investigation and to aid in the visualization of the
resultsv: only the mean values for, the evidence confirming both members of the FOD;
E{M! (1)} and E{M2(2)}, were explicitly set at the start of each experiment (where E{*}
denotes the expected value of its argument). These two parameters ranged from 0.1 to
0.9 in increments of 0.1. The parameters varied across experiments and were fixed for
any given experiment Because each of the two'paritigieteirs :Couldiasspai^Qhe d£Skp6ssi-;
ble values, the first simulation contained a total of 81experiments. All other parameters
for the random functions used to generate the input belief functions were calculated
based on the two user specified parameters. For example, the mean values of the
confirmatory and disconfirmatory probability, masses for each SEF were defined to have

sum. This is denoted formally as:
E{Mi}(-,i) = 1.0-

(A.l)

The variance of the underlying normal distributions was a function of their mean
values. The following equation shows the function used to d etermine the variance of a
mass function given its mean value.

"a? S

VKEfMk*)})

ifE{Mi(-)}<0.5

14(1.0-EfM'O})

ifE{Mi(-)} > 0.5

where o2 is the variance of the confidence function. Fig. A.1 shows how the variance of
the Gaussian density functions changed as a function of the miean value. Notice that the
variance becomes smaller as the mean value approaches eithe:r zero or one. Setting the
variance in this manner guarantees that most of the values produced by the random
number generator will fall between zero and one, regardless of the mean of the density
function. Table A.1 shows an example of the mass values for

single trial of this simulation. It shows all the masses for all 10 composite belief functions
The mass initialization process also bounds the masses assigned to the SEFS to
between 0.05 and 0.95. The masses are bounded to prevent the belief function from
saturating as described in [SafGot90]. A belief function is said to saturate when the
mass for a singleton proposition approaches one; the belief function is said to be cornpletely saturated when the mass is exactly equal to one (i.e. the proposition holds the
entire mass for the belief function). Because of the renormalization associated with
Dempster’s rule, the combination of a saturated belief function with another belief func
tion will always produce a saturated belief function with the same focal element, unless
the two input belief functions are completely contradictory. Theoretically, a saturated
belief functipp cannot be produced by file combination of two nonsaturpted belief functiops; however, this may occur ip computer-based implementations because of the finite
precision associated with floating-point numbers. To preven: the masses in the overall
belief function from saturating, any probability mass from the 10 input belief functions
t The fact that the mean values for the confirmatory and disconfirmatory evidence have unity sum does
not imply that the individual SEFs will have no uncertainty. The random nature of the mass
initialization process guarantees that the SEFs will have some uncertainty {because the random number
generator generated values below the mean value).

0.0 0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7 0*8 OS 1X)
Figure A. 1

This figure shows how the variance of the Gaussian density functions

Finally, the SEFs were checked to guarantee that they were valid belief functions.
If the Sum of the confirmatory and disconfirmatory evidence in a SEF summed to less
than one, then the remaining mass was assigned to the FOD to represent the SEF’s uncer
tainty. However if the sum of the mass was greater than one, then both the confirmatory
and disconfirmatory masses were discarded and new masses were generated.
At the end 6f each trial, relevant parameters were determined and accumulated into
the total statistical pool: These parameters include the percentage of trials in which the
final label was correct (was equal to the first element in the FDD), the average belief and
disbelief in the final label and the average number of SEF combinations used to deter
mine the final label. Fig. A.2 shows the percentage of trials in which the final label was
correct for the baseline and label-based accumulation schemes. Because the overall goal
of the system is defined to be the determination of the correct label, the percentage of
Correct labelings is a goodmeasure of the accuracy of the accumulation scheme. The left
panel shows the percenta^e of trials in which the final label was cpnect when the base
line accumulation scheme was used. The right panel shows the percentage of trials in
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Figure A.2, continued.
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This table shows an example of the mass values for a single trial of the
first simulation. It shows all the masses for all 10 composite belief
functions. Note that each row corresponds to a composite belief function
§§definedip chapter 5, tTo remind thereader, for the !* belief function,
Mj (1), Mj (~il) and Mi (©) = 1.0-M* (l)-Mi (-il) constitutes a simple
evidence furictionfocused on element 1. One Monte Carlo experiment
consisted of generating 10,000 sets of 10 belief functions like those shown
here, combining each set by either the baseline accumulation procedure or
pur label-based accumulation procedure and then determining the
percentage of times that the final label is correct.

V -

E{Ml(l)} =0.1
■ ;■ E{m2(2)} = o.3

■;

ii

Mr \i)

1

0.087487

■ 2
3

Mi

ii;

Mj (2)

Mf (-.2)

0.9pl283

0.114168

0.717069

0.066644

0.931318

0.358946

0.531399

0.109026

0.869632

0.223079

0.590347

' 4 : 0.055742

0.906334

0.277684

0.449074

5

0.082370

0.894598

0.412074

0.569845

6

0.101785

0.853475

0.171803

0.639343

0.082065

0.905981

0.192292

0.408769

U.24DDUy

0.4577720

9

0.062120

0.892161

0.329408

0.474937

10

0.082053

0.857212

0.219839

0.666866
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which the label-based procedure produced the correct label. The last panel shows the
difference between the two graphs (baseline minus label-based). As can be seen in these
plots, the label-based accumulation scheme correctly assigned the final label nearly as
often as the baseline accumulation Scheme. On the average, the baseline scheme
assigned 0.02% more filial belief functions with the correctlabeled than the label-based
scheme.
The belief attached to the final label also is a good metric of the accumulation
scheme’s accuracy, although this measure is not as important as the percentage of correct
labelings. If a label is correct, one would hope for maximal belief; conversely, if the
final label is incorrect, one would hope for minimal belief. Figs. A.3 and A,4 show the
average belief in the final label for correct and incorrect labels, respectively. In both
figures, the left panel shows the average belibf in a label when the bdseline accumulation
scheme was used to combine the belief functions. The right panel shows the average
belief ifi a label when the label-based accumulation scheme was used. The last panel
shows the difference in the ay»age belief l^tween the two accumulation schemes
(label-based minus baseline). As can be seen in these figures, the label-based scheme
lends approximatelythe samebelief tothe final label as the baseline scheme does, However, the label-based scheme does have a slight tendency to lend greater belief to both
correct and incorrect labels. Because fire belief in die label is of secondary concern (the
correctness of the label is the primary concern), the slight difference in the belief

Simulation 2:
TheseeondMonteCarlosimulation was undertaken to compare thecomputational
efficiencysof the baseline and the label-based accumulation schemes as the problem size
varied. In this simulation, the statistics of the random number generator were held fixed
for;aU experiments and the problem size was varied. The two measures of input problem
size; used in this Emulation were the nttinber of belief ftinctions combined into the final
belief function and the number of elements in their FODs. The measure of computa
tional complexity used in this simulation was the number of SEF combinations needed
by an accumulation procedure to arrive at the final belief function.
In this simulation, the number of input belief functions and FOD size were varied
ftbni 5 td’5G ifi increments of 5. These two parameters varied across experiments and
were fixed for any given experiment Because each of the two parameters could assume
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one of 10 possible values, one hundred experiments were conducted in this simulation
(each one corresponding to one point in Fig, A.5).
As in the first simulation, the first element in the FOD was chosen as the correct
label element without loss in -generality. The probability masses were initialized with
random data using the procedure described for the first simulation. That is, the mean
values of the confirmatory evidence was specified at the start of every experiment; how
ever, in this simulation, the same mean values were used for all of the experiments. The
mean values for the disconfirmatory evidence was determined using equation (A.l) and
equation (A.2)was used to set each random function’s variance given its mean value.
Finally, if any of the random values were invalid (e.g. masses less than zero or greater
than one, SEFs with total masses larger than one, etc.), then the invalid values were dis
carded and new values generated. The confirmatory evidence for each of the SEFs had
the following mean values.
V- E{M1(1)}=0.4
E{M2(2)} = 0.2
EfMTi)} = 0.1

for i > 2

For most problem sizes, the label-based accumulation procedure gave average perfor
mance using the above mean values.
Fig A,5 shows the average number of SEF accumulations used to determine the
final belief function as the size of the FOD and the number of input belief functions were
varied from 5 to 50 in increments of 5. The left panel of Fig. A.5 shows the number of
SEF combinations needed by the baseline scheme for varying problem size. The right
panel shows the number of SEF combinations needed by the label-based scheme. Again,
each point in these graphs represents the average of 10,000 trials. As can be seen from
these plots, the computational advantage of the label-based scheme increases rapidly as
the size of the problem grows, even though it remains linear with respect to both the
number of input belief functions and the size of their FODs.
These two Monte Carlo simulations have demonstrated that it is possible for the
label-based accumulation procedure to achieve a large computational gain over the base
line accumulation procedure with only a relatively small loss in accuracy. While these
results do depend on the distributions of the input belief functions, it is believed that the
new accumulation procedure is a viable alternative in some cases.
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lhis figiiie shows plots of the average number of SEF combinations needed before the accumulation procedure
terminated with a final label. In this experiment, The left panel shows the average number of combiations needed
when the baseline accumulation scheme was used. The left right shows the average number of combiations needed
when the label-based accumulation scheme was used.
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APPENDIX B

CONVERSION OF CONFIDENCE VALUES TO
BASIC PROBABILITY ASSIGNMENTS

Many systems face the problem of converting raw evidence to a form that is usable
by the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. Garvey, et. al. were the first to investigate
the process of converting raw evidence, such as image feature values, into belief func
tions [GarLow81]; other work on the conversion of sensor readings to belief functions
can be found in [LehRey86], [ReyStr86] and [SafGot90]. In this appendix, a scheme to
convert confidence values into a BPA is described. In this scheme a confidence value for
any subset of an element’s FOD is required to be a value between 0.0 and 1.0. A
confidence value of 1.0 for a subset of © indicates that the evidence source has con
clusive evidence that the element’s identity is in that subset. Conversely, a confidence
value of 0,0 indicates a lack of evidence that the element’s identity is in the subset. To
formalize the notion of confidence values, a confidence function, Conf, is defined.
Conf: 2®

[0, 1]

The idea is that the value of this function for any subset represents the amount of evi
dence provided by a source suggesting that the element’s identity is in the subset. Note
that this notion is related to the concept of a probability mass in a basic probability
assignment; however, a BPA has other properties that are not required of a confidence
function. Although a confidence function may not have all the necessary properties of a
BPA, a BPA can be defined in terms of an underlying confidence function. To define a
BPA, m(-), in terms of a confidence function, it must be defined so that it satisfies three
properties.
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!)■;■ 0.0<mC)<1.0

2)

3)

m(0) = 0.0
This property is obtained by setting the probability mass of the null set to zero. This
action makes intuitive sense because the null set represents the case in which the
element’s identity is not a member of the FOD. If this were the case, the FQP
w^
andanew, more complete one would be needed.
£ m(\|/) = l.Q
This requirement states that the evidence source generating the BPA has unity
total-belief. When forming a BPA with this property, the concept of the source’s
total confidence is helpful. A source’s total confidence is defined to be
;

Conftot - X Conf(\j/)
vc®
\|f*0

This cbiicept canbeused to break the problem into three cases.
1)

2)

Conftot = 1.0
In this case, the confidence function is a BPA.
m(x) = Conf(x) for all x e 2®, x/0,

Therefore, define

Cqnftot;<1.0v
In this ease, Conf incompletely specifies the source’s belief. A BPA can be
defined by assigning the uncommitted portion of the source’s belief, its
ignorance about the identity of the element, to the entire FOD, ©.
L0-Conf^

0.0
Conf(x)

x=@
X=0
else

3) Conftot >1.0
In this case, the evidence spiirce has over-specified its belief. A BPA is

m(x) =

Conf^

forallxe 20, x*0

Kftef the preceding operations are applied to the confidence function, a BPA

V
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for the evidence source, m(-), results. Note that defining the BPA in this
manner does hot affect the validity of the first two requirements for a BPA;
this is apparent because Conf^ > Cbnf(-j> 0.
To see more clearly how the conversion process works, consider the following
example. Assume for this example that an evidence source is being used to determine
the identity Of an object with FOD 0 = { 0a > Ob > 9c > 6d ) • If the evidence source pro
vides non-zero weights only to members of 0, then the following confidence function
might result :
V1'’": :‘-'-'cbnfc0A)
Conf(0B) = 0.1
Conf(0c) = 0.4
Conf(0D) = 0.05
If the total confidehce exceeds unity, as in this example, the confidence values are normalized by the summed value resulting in the following BPA over 0:

m(0B) = 0.08

■ ""

m(0c) = 0.32
m(0o) = 0.04
m(-) = 0.0 for all other subsets of 0
On the other hand, the evidence source could have produced values that sum to less than
one, as in the following case:
Conf(0A) = 0.7
Conf(0B) = 0.1
Conf(0c) = 0.0
Conf(0D) = 0.05
Since the measures now sum to less than unity, there is no reason to normalize. Instead,
they are converted directly into a BPA in the following manner:

Note that, in general, an evidence source could provide values to any element of 2e, not just elements
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m(0A:) — Q.7
m(0B) = O.l
m(0c) = 0.0
m(0o) = 0.05
m(0) = 0.15
m(-)-0.0 for all other subsets of©
Note that the amount of belief assigned to 0 is equal to 0.15; this is the difference
between unity belief and the evidence source’s total confidence. Setting the probability
mass in 0 to the difference seems intuitively correct for the simple reason that Conf(0i)
is a gOod measure of,the confidence that the object’s identity is 0i, Clearly if the object
is not thought to correspond to any of the elements in its FOD to a sufficiently high
degree, then some belief may be uncommitted. In the above assignment, m(0) = 0.15

A specuti case of this conversion process is used in PSEIKI. In PSEIKI, the metrics
described in chapter 6 are used as sources of evidence. These metrics provide evidence
focusing on singleton propositions and their compliments. The evidence focusing on a
particular singleton and its compliment is grouped together to form a confidence func
tion. Thus, when the conversion process is applied to these confidence functions, the
resulting belief functions ^e the simple evidence functions (SEFs) required by;Barnett’s
formulas. To see how the conversion process is used in PSEIKI, consider the following
example.
Firsvassume that a data element, \j/i, is receiving its initial label. Also assume that
the expected-scene metrics have been used to generate evidence focusing ort one of its
model elements, 0j, and its compliment. This raw evidence is treated as a confidence
function.
■ v:
Corif(0j) = ES_cbmpatibility(0j, \|q)
'i;,-

Conf(-i0j) = ES_incompatibility(0j, yi)

If the total confidence of this function is less than 1.0, then the process will produce the
following SEP (the; masses for all Other propositions will be zero).
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q.

M *(0i) = ES_compatibility(0j, \|/j)
0.

M'(-i0i) = ES_incompatibility(0j, \j/j)
Q.

M‘(0) = 1.0-ES_compatibiIity(0j,>0 - ES_incompatibiiity(0j, yO
However, if the total confidence is greater than 1.0, then the following SEF will be pro
duced.
M0i(0i) - ES_compatibility(0j, \ft)
Conf,tot
Mei( e

ES_incompatibility(Qj, \j/{)
Conftot

M0i(©) = 0.0
, the masses for all other propositions will be zero.
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